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FOREWORD 

Does life exist throughout t1he Universe and, in p1arti,cular, 
on the planet~ of our solar system? ln this book the authors 
m,ake an attempt to answer this ~question on the basis o·f the 
latest information in natural science. The contents of the 
book were thoroughly d·iscussed ~by both authors. T:he intro
duction and the concluding chapter were written by the two 
authors jointly. The first chapter :belongs to the pen of 
A. Oparin, the rest-to \'. Fesenkov. 



INTR(JDUCTION 

The id~a that life exists everywhere in t'he world around 
us belongs to the general a ·priori ideas that :h1ave reigned 
over the minds of ·ma·n since .hoary antiquity. The problem of 
the existen·ce of life throughout the Universe aroused sbanp 
and heated ideologi·c·al 'dis-cussions 'between the different 
se!hools of .philosophy in various epochs an·d at various 
stag·es of ,culture. These dis·cussions, ·h·owever, ·confined them
se-lves mainly to explanations of t:he causes and p·hilos·ophi
cal i!ntet,pretations of this phenon1enon, while th<~ idea itself 
was a~ocepted by the overwhelmin·g rn·ajority of people as in
contesta·ble trubh. 

Elements o.f the c.on,ce.ption of the universa 1 existence of 
Ji;fe are foun·d in the very sources of European philoso·p·hy---··· 
the Miletians in the 6th cen1urv :B.C. These an~cient Greek .. 
materialist philosophers regarded life as ,a,n inalienable and 
primary property of ,all matter in genera 1. They, therefore, 
believed that the world had always been alive (t;hls line in 
p)hilosophy is .known as byl·ozois'm). 

The so-·called panspermic ·doctrine, for,mulated by An1axa
goras, was .of a somew.hat different nature. It m·aintained 
that invisible ''ethereal germs of life," which give rise to ~11 
livi,n·g creatures inicludin·g ~an, were ·dis:perse;d throughout 
the world. 
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The panspermiic doctrine was .further develo,pe·d by the 
Roman 'P•hilo~ophers and the Neo-Platonists-a philosophi
cal s~chool of the early centuries A.D. The doctrine was be
coming increasin·gly i~dealist; it was later adopted by early 
Christianity and formed part of the teachings o.f 1he "fathers 
of the •churclt.'' For exam·ple, so authoritative 'a theologian 
HS .saint Augustiine taught that the world was filled with 
hidden germs o:f 1ifc, the invisible, ·mysterious seeds (occulta 
semina) ·nf a spiritual prin·cip·le, whioh generated the various 
living ~creatures 'from earth, air 1and water. 

For the Middle Ages, for the early and late s-cholastics, the 
Earth was the 'rentrt~ of the Universe, ·and the existence o~f 
life was, there-fore, conceived only withi!n this narrow frame
work (~ir'l~um~;cribcd .by the r)tole.maic spheres. The situation 
Cihanged sharply 1after Copernicus announ.ced .his brilliant 
heliocentric system. In this system the Earth was relegate-d 
to a modest ~position a long with the other planets revolving 
arou,nd the -Sun. This alone, naturally, gave rise to the idea 
t.hat life existed on other ·planet~ sitnilar to the E1arth. 

l''he daring idea that there were many worlds inhabited by 
living •creatures was first expressed by Giordano Bruno, t~he 
great 16t:h -century thin·k{'r who droew broad inferen,ces from 
the teaching of Coperni cus at the time the all-powerful 
Catholic Church still rejected it. In his work Del' lnfinito 
llniverso e Mondi Bruno wrote: "There arc innumerable 
Suns and innumerable Earths, \\'hich revolve around their 
Suns, as our seven planets revolve around our Sun .... These 
worlds arc inhabited by living creatures." 

It is but natur;al that at a time when the church believed 
the Earth to be the centre of the Universe and the stars and 
planets mere luminaries, intended to serve man created in 
the image of God, the ideas of Giordano Bruno should be 
regarded .as a h.eresy. 

For his propa.ganda of the new world outlook he was 
violently 'persecuted by the Inquisition. After long in~carce
ration he died in an auto-da-fe in 1600. 

Tihe struggle begun by Bruno continued during the first 
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decades of the 17th eentury. Galileo, w.ho had done more 
t·han anyone else to spread the rig1ht id~ns on the structure 
olf the planetary syste.m and the surrounding world, was 
condemned by the Jn.quisition and confined to Aflcetr.i for the 
rest o;f his lift~. Rene Descartes, who was also distinguished 
for his independent thinking, preferred to emigrate to Hol
land where the power of the churchmen was not so palpable; 
but he \V•as ·persecuted there, too, only because he was sus
pe·cted of adhering to the heliocentric doctrine. 

It should ·be noted, thowever, that the idea itself that life 
existed everywhere, irrespective of the heliocentri~c system, 
caused no objections on the part of the churchmen. St. 1\u .. 
gustine's tre,aehings that germs of life ,are scattered every
where were never doubted or criticized by the Christian 
Church durin·g the Middle Ages. In the middle of the 17th 
century Athanasius Kir·chcr, who enjoyed a good deal of 
authority in Catholic circles, reaffirmed this dol~trine in the 
panspermic theory .he had developed; ac~cordin.g to this 
theory 1he germs of life are prese,nt everywhere, in ·chaos as 
well as in every element of the Universe. 

The struggle was centered around the heliocentric doc
trine. But the accumulation of new facts and observations, 
the very harmony of Copernicus' system as comp•ared with 
Ptolemy's intricate and artificial structure, aind, especially, 
the development of physics and mechanics which eliminat
ed all possibilities of objecting to the new world outlook, 
had won for 1his doctrine such general rec.ognition by the 
end o.f the 17tlh century that the Catholic ·Church rno longer 
dared openly persecute its adberen1s and had to reconsider . 
ilts positions. 

All this enabled Bernard de Fontenelle, ~Secretary of the 
French Academy of Scien,ces, to ·publiS!h in 1686 a book 
Entretiens sur la pluralite des mondes no longer fearing 
perse~cution by the chu~ch. The book written in the form of 
a fas·cinating dialogue played a big part not only in popu
larizing the heliocentric system, but also in pr·opagating the 
idea that ·life existe.d throughout the Universe. Soon after 
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its appeara,n·ce Fontenelle's book was translated into many 
European langu.a.ges, in.clu.ding the .Russian in 1740 and 
1761, the last titne owing to the efforts of Lomonosov. 

In setting .forth Copernlcus' theory of ·planetary motion 
Fonte,nelle im.mediately inferred that the iplanets were in
habited by t.hin·kin·g creatures though he ·had no reason to 
do so save by an anal-ogy with the E·arth. A·ccording to his 
description the inhabitants of the different planets have 
attributes characteristi·c .of th·e 1heavenly ·bo·dies w!hi.ch they 
inhabit. Thus, the denizens of Mercury "'must be fools be
(~ause of their exc<~ssive vivacity," while on ·Saturn the "in
ha,bitants are so dull that it takes them a \vhole day to com
prehend and answer a question." 

Fontenclle wanted no ;conflicts with the Church. On the 
· c.ontrary, taking for granted that the Earth ·had lost its 

central po~ition in the Universe, he believed that the most 
widespPead e.xisten·ce of life in the l.Jniverse \Vas the only 
i!dea ·compatible with the "omnipoten·ce of the Cre·ator .'' 

T~hc Catholic Church, which was finally compelled to sus
pen·d its interdiction on Cop·erni·cus' brilliant book. also 
accepted this interpretation. 

The Catholi·c theologians of all age~ have decl·ared the 
possi:bility of the existence of inhabited worlds, besides the 
Earth, to be quite i~n !keeping with the doctrines of the 
Church. Thus, the theologian G. Van-Nort in his treatise on 
God tihe Creator, published in 1920, \Vrites: "Those who be
lieve in the existence of thinking creatttrl'S on other cPles
t.ial bodies, besides the Earth, in no way contradi,ct the true 
faith.,, I~ .I. Connelly and other theologians have made sinli-
1 ar statements. 

The great importance, of which the victory of the helio
centri-c doctrine was to the further development o-f the idea 
of ·many in·habited worlds, ·can be shown on .numerous ex
am;ples. It is obvious, in particular, Jrom the propaganda of 
t·he heliocentric \Vorld outlook in Ru~sia. One of the first 
books settin.g forth Coperni,cus' system in Russi·an was the 
Cos1notheoros by C. Huygens, ·anonymously translated by 
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Y. Bryus by dire:ct order of Peter I under the title of Book 
of World Outlooks or Opinions of the Heavenly and Earthly 
Globes (Petersburg, 1717). The book contains various ·proofs 
of the vera·city of C·opennicus' doctrine, ·but at the same ti·me, 
a:fter a rather strict s-cientific exposition, it makes a purely 
f·antastic descr.ipti·on of the inha1bitants of the different 
planets. l 

The articles in tihe Monthly Writings, whi•ch the A"-~ademy 
o.f .Sciences published sin·ce 1755 on Lomonosov's i·nitiative 
to ·popularize s·cience, pursued the same idea. .In setting 
forth the heliocentri·r systen1 Academician Franz :Epinus in 
his book Discourses on tlze .Structure of the World (Peters
burg, 1770), also defendt~d the idea that the iplanets were 
i'n'habited, but dld it rnore sc.ientifically. 

Of particular importance to the developntent of the prob
lem under discussion were the statements made by lV\i .. 
khail L,omonosov, H consistent and ardent adherent of the 
heliocentric system 1and the idea that the worlds were in
habited. In his fa111ous Meditation on the Aurora Borealis he 
\vrot-r: 

1''he men of wisdom do proclaim: 
Myriads of worlds fly there through space.: 
And countless suns pour forth their flame, 
And time and nations run their race. 
All nature's pou,ers in. harmony 
There glorify the Deity. 

In the last two verses Lomonosov outli•ned witih brilliant 
per~~picacity the two princi1pal trends of the subsequent de
velopment of the idea that life exists throughout the l.Jniverse. 
Although Lomonosov pays tribute to his time and speaks 
of the "glory o.f t1he deity," for him as ra s~cientist and mate
rialist the centre of gravity of the problem lay in the 
unity of the laws governi,ng the material world. The multi
plicity o.f inhabited worlds reflected for Lomonosov only 
the "for·ces of nature," the eternal ·taws of nature, \vhich 
reign equally t1hrou·ghout the Universe. The su1bsequent 
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scientific materialist investigations {)f the problem under 
discussion were pursued in this direction. 

On the contr·ary, :for idealism, whi·ch asserts the pri·ma.cy 
of mind over matter, an·d, 'particularly, for religion, the en
tire meaning of the existence of other inhabited worlds has 
come down only to the "greater glory of the deity,'' to the 
"ad majoretn dei gloriam," for which the fires of Inquisition 
burned in their time, in·rluding the fire. whi·c:h •consumed 
Giordano Bruno. 

1\ccordin·g to these views the Universe was created by 
a deity with a definite purpose, whi·ch is in the existen·ce of 
life even of the thinking ·cre•atures, who s'hould cognize and 
glorify their creator; therefore, all celestial bodies must be 
inhabited by living beings, and if a 1planet is uninhabited it 
does not serve its •cosmic :purpose. 

T·his ideali~t trend found its vivid expression in the 19th 
century in the works of C. Flammarion, the founder o"f 
the French Astronomic:al Societv, convinced idealist and .. 
spiritist. 

In hi~ book La pluralite des nzondes habites, published in 
1875 and widespread in France and other countries, as well 
as in hi~ other works, Flam·marion develops t'he idea that 
life is the ai·m of planet formation. Thus, he writes •as re
gards Jupiter: "Life is the aim of its formation just as it 
was the aim o.f the formation of the Earth." 

Modern idealists are as prone to populate the cosmic 
bodies with living creatures as \vere their predecessors and 
make similar de·elarations on the ".cosmic aim'' and the "di
vine creator" (for example, S:mart, British astronomer 
/1952/, K. Heyer, American astron•omer ;1954/ and P. Che .. 
venard, Chairman of the French Astronomical Society 
/1954/). 

But the problem of the existence of life throughout the 
Universe h~as attracted the attention of many naturalists of 
the last and the ~current centuries, who ·could not and would 
not regard it as "divine aims," but have striven for its 
S1Cientific solution. However, in rf.he 19th century, and even 
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in t!he :beginnin·g of our own, scien·ce had very little factua 1 
information ·concerning the physical nature o.f planets and 
the con·ditions required f.or the ori.gin.ation an~d existen·ce of 
life. This gave rise to all sorts o.f spe•culative and very far
reaching inferen~ces "frequently based on very dou:btful, un
critically a·ccepted and casual observations. 

As examples of this we can cite the discoverv of l'artifieial 
'-

canals" on Mars or the later assertions made by \V. Pi•cker-
ing, we-ll-known sclenologist, t:hat the Moon \\l··as inhabited 
by insects w1hic.h by their mas~ migrations conditioned 
certain changes in the shape and intensity of the spots he 
had observed on the lunar disk. 

But the sc-ientific 1iterature of the ti·me ·contains an even 
greater number of speculative judgements n1ade on the prob .. 
lem under discussion not only by astronomers, but also 
by ;physi.cists, chemists, geologists and biologists. In most 
of the cases these judgements reflected the metaphysical 
approach to living nature, ·which was wi·despread among 
the naturalists of the 19th century. The three main trends 
in the solution of this ;problem ·m·ay .1~ outlined in the fol
lowing somewhat schemati·c W1ay. 

The first continues, as it were, the line of the ancient Greek 
hylozoists: life must exist everyw·here in the world 1around 
us be·cause it is the primary attribute of matter in general. 
It ·does not ne·cess1a.rily have to be !represented .by ·creatures 
s'imilar to our earthly organisms. No conditions, there.fore, 
even those on the ~urface of stars, should ex·clude the pos
sibility 01f life. 

Preyer's theory, for ex.arnple, which was quite popular at 
the end of last century, is a vivid expression of this point of. 
view. A·ccor·ding to Preyer, it is not the liv·ing substan·ce 
that originates from the lifeless, !but, on the contrary, the 
latter is dis·charged by living organisms in the fornn of a 
dead mass. In the beginning, therefore, the entire fiery
liquid mass of the Earth was alive, but as it cooled the great
er part of the bodies, which composed it, "died and became 
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extin·cl'' formin,g the dead, inorganic substance, while life 
persisted only in the .form of ·modern ,protoplasm. 

Running close to this "theory" are the nu·merous utter
ances (especially in popular-science literature) about somt~ 
fantastic ''quartz" creatures, whose body cells contain sili
rium instead of .carbon an.d because of this they can live 
at su·ch high temperature~ as not a single .form of life on 
the E1arth C•an withstand. 

'f:here are, certainly, no s·cientific igrounds for this rea
soning and it do-es not bring tls one iota closer to the solu
tion of the problem. 

The seeond trend, \vhi-ch was quite widespread in the s-cj
entific literature of the 19th ,an·d 20th centuries, rev-ives the 
p:anspertnic theory. It springs from an essentially idealist 
conception of the eternity of life, which rejects any possibil
ity of origin of organisn1s and nsscrts that living creatur("'S 
and thejr gertns can only be carried over from one celes
tia 1 body to another. lv,:::~ny outstanding naturalists of the 
19th and 20th ·centuries, inclu.ding J. Liebig, H. Heln1hol~t~ 
an·d S. 1\rrhcnius, ·concurred with this trend. 

f\ccording to L,iebig the ''atmospheres oi the celestial 
bodies and the revolving cosrnie nebulae may be regarded ras 
etcrna 1 repositories of animated form, as eternal planta
tions of organic embryos," whence life is dispersed through
out the Universe in the form of these gern1s. Sitnilar ideas 
were later expressed by Lord Kelvin in England, \'an-Tieghen 
in Franee, I-Ielmholtz in Germany, and rnany others. 

As early 1as the beginning of our century the fan1ous Swed
ish physico-chernist A. Arrhenius came forward \Vith the ra .. 
dio-panspelimic theory, which had won wide popularity at 
the time. In his works dealing with tlhis problem Arrhenius 
described 'how particles ·of substan·ce, tiniest granules and 
living spores of micro-organisms connected with then1, 
break away fron1 the surface of planets inhabited by living 
beings and are carried in~to cosmi·c space. They are carried 
about in cos'mic space retaining full viability and flyin.g with 
terrific s.pee·d from one celestiail tbody to another owing to 
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the pres~ure which the 'light of the Sun and other stars ext!ri 
on them. Finding themselves on pl,anets .where the condi
tions are already fit for life the spores sprout and the organ
isms, originating from them, become the progenitors of the 
entire living population of the given celestial body. 

Arrhenius' theory had many ardent adherenis in the world 
of scien·cc. It W•as defended in the Soviet Union, in parti·cu-
1ar, by Academician S. Kostichev, Academician P. Laz9rev, 
and quite recently by I.h Berg. The latter voic-ed the idea 
that from the very ·beginning the Earth ''might have inher
ited ger1ns of life or a ready-formed complex of primary 
organisms" fro·n1 tlrle dust or .meteorite m~atter .fro·m whi·ch it 
was formed. 

Though 1\rrhenius gave a rather det~ailed physical explana
tion of the mechanism of spore transportation his theory, 
however, found itself at varian~ce with the latest 'biologi·oal~ 
data. 

\Ve must also make mention of the ·fact that at the end 
of the last and in the beginning oJ the present century some 
natura 1 ists began rejecting the "equal forces ~of n~ature" of 
which Lomonosov had written in his time. They began to 
regard life and 'its origin not as a ;phenomenon ·governe·d 
by laws, but tas a fortunate occurrence whi·ch may never he 
repeated anywhere. 

A·mong the ,astronomers ~this point of view was supported 
by Jeans, \\rho regarded even the formation of our planet as; 
a result of an accidental an·d rather unusual.meeting of two 
stars in space. In France A. Dauvi11ier in his voluminous 
book Origin, Nature and Evolution of Planets (1947) re
gards the origin of li.fe on the Eart1h as a result of a "purely 
accidental con·catenation'' of organic substan·ces, the recur
ren.ce of which -is extremely im,pr.obable. In biology a simiJ,ar 
point of view is developed by many followers of T. Morg,an. 
Thus, G. Meller wrote very rec·ently that life originated in 
the form of a primary gene substance (in1mediately en
dowed with all the attributes of life) simply as a result of a 
"fortunate chemicjal com·bination." 
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It is clear thrat suc·h assertions whic·h substitute fortuity 
for natural 1processes lead us away :from a scientific solution 
of the problem. 

The general principles developed by dialectic,al material
ism otTer the naturalists entirely different and very exten
sive prospects for the s·cientific elabor·ation of the problem 
on han·d. 

Fro:m the :point of view of dialecti~cal ~materialisnl life is 
material in its nature, ibut is not 1an inalienable property of 
alltnatter in genenal. On the ·contrary, it is inherent only in 
livin·g beings .and is not found in objects of t'he inorganic 
world. IJfe is a special, very complex and 1perfe·ct form of 
motion of matter. It is not sep,arated from the rest of the 
world by an unbridg-·eablc gap, but arises in the proce~s of• 
the development of matter, at a definite stage of this devel
opment as a new, formerly absent qllaliiy. 

Already at the end of 'last century F. Engcls ·characterized 
t·his quality by giving a brilliant ·definition of life, which far 
fr.om losin·g its signifiean(~e ·h,as been even more .fully icon
firmed and grounded by the data of modern biology. Engels 
\Vrote: "Life is the rmode of exi8tence of protein bodies, the 
<:~ss-enti.al element ·of whi·ch consists in continual metabolic 
interchange with the natural environment outside them, and 
wlhi·ch 'ceases with cessati-on of this metabolism brin.ging 
about the .de·composition of the rprotein."1 

Engels, thus, defined the protein bodies as the tnate
rial ·carrier oJ life and the ·metabolic ex.chan·ge o.f substances 
.as the quality which makes us regard life as a special form 
of motion of matter. 

Matter m1ay ·develop in different, very diverse ways and in 
t~he world that surroun•ds us there are, undoubtedly, nu~ 
merous and, at time~, very complex and perfect .fonns of 
motion of matter, many o.f which we may not as yet even 
suspect. But we would be totally unwarranted to c~all any of 
these forms life if they diff.er radi-cally fr·om the life represen-

1 F. Engels, Dialectics of Nature, Moscow 1954, p. 396. 
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ted on our pl1anet by the sum total of the various organis-nts; 
we must, therefore, exclude from the scientific practice any 
and all drea~ms of quartz organism~ and simil·ar "fiery" 
beings. 

Engels also levelled his ·crushing criticism on all the 
t'heories, whi·ch spring from the prin·ciple of the eternity of 
li·fe, an·d showed the in·c·ompatibility of this prin·ci.ple with 
consistent ,materialism. Coinmenting on Liebig's thesis, ac
cordin·g to which "life is just as ol·d 1an·d just as eternal as 
matter itself,'' Engels wrote: 

"Liebi.g's assertion that carbon com·pounds are just as 
eternal as ·carbon itself is doubtful, if not false. 

" ... The c01mpounds of carbon are eternal in the senst\ 
th.at under the sa·me conditions ·of ·mixture, temperature, 
pressure, electric :potenti,al, et~c., they are always reproduced. 
But that, for instan·ce, only the simplest carbon ·compounds. 
C~02 or C.H", should be eternal in the sense that they exist 
at all times and more or less in all places, and ·not rather that 
tihey •are continually produced anew and p1ass out o·f exig.tence 
again-in fact, out of the elements an·d into the eletnents-
has ~hitherto not been asserte.d. If living protein is eternal 
in the same sense as other carbon compounds, then it must 
not only continually he dissolved into its ~lcn1ents, as is 
well·known to happen, but it .must 1also •continually be pro
duced anew from the elements and without the collaboration 
of previously existing protein-and that is the exa~ct opposite 
of the result at which Lie big arrives. "1 

Life is not transported like "Vesta's inextingui£hable 
torc!h,'' ·from one celestial body to another in the form .of 
ready-made germs, but originates anew each time the 
requisite conditions are on han·d in the process of the de
velopment of matter. Consequently, the orig·in of life is not a 
"fortunate," extremely i·mpr·obable event, but quite a re·gular 
p'henomenon subject to a deep scientific analysis and all
roun·d study. 

1 F. Engels, Dialectics of Nature, Moscow 1954, p. 394. 
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It is obvious that there must be numerous inh,abited 
P'lanets in the Universe and, in ~p~rticular, in our Galaxy. 
This ·quite indisputable assertion, however, is based on con
siderations of a general nature and must be confirmed in 
ea~ch ·cot}crete case by ~an examination oi the actual ·condi
tions whi·ch prev1ail·on the cosmic bodies accessible to inves
tigation by the 1met·hods of modern s·cience. 

The task of modern natural science as regards the prob
lem of the existence of life throughout the {Jniverse con
sists, primarily, in forming a true i~dea of the ·possibility of 
the origin and subsequent development of life on any par
u.cul,ar relestial bo,dy by analyzing the very inco·mplete 
fa~tual material at the disposal rof astron·omy, biology a·nd 
other seiences. But as much as we should like to populate 
any particular ~planet witih living creatures, especially the 
planets where the ·conditions ,are apparently formin,g favour· 
ably, we must make our final coniclusions only on the basis 
of a ·criti~cal a1ppraisal of the facts we obtain 1from our actual 
obscrv at ions. 

This b·ook presents an attempt ,at such an tanalysis. 



Chapter I 

IJIFE AND ITS ORIGIN 

Only a ··direct study oJ the living or.ganisms inhabiting a 
particular .celestial body, or at least their fo~s·il remains, 
may .be considered irreproachable 1and strictly scientific proof 
oJ the existen~ce of life on that 'Pl,anet. In t~he latter case we 
can at least judge about the past of a planet as the paleonto] .. 
ogists do with respect to plants and anin1als which for
mer'ly exi~ted on the .Earth. 

For most of the heavenly bodies, however, t·his direct 
study could be m:ade only on the b.as'is o·f inter-planetary 
travel, which at the present state of ·scien·ce and en·gineering 
is still but a tempting drea•m, though tolerably feasible. 

The only unearthly objects whic·h now Jen·d themselves to 
~cientific investigation !as re·gards the existen·ce of life on 
them are meteorites. If they are fragments of a ·formerly 
exist·ing ,pl,anet, as most of the astronomers be·lieve, we can
not deny ibef.orehand the possibility of the existence o.f living 
organisms or their remains on them. lihis idea has lon·g 
been .current in scientifi,c literature, particularly, in connec
tion with the 'P1ans·pen1ni.c theory. Many naturalists believe 
the meteorites to have been •precisely the inter--planetary 
ships on which the germs of life at one time reached the 
Ea.rth from other worlds. 

The discovery of •car;bona·ceous sU!bstances akin to hydro
carbons in many ~tone meteorites 1provi·ded the main reason 
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for these tassun1ptions. 1\s early as 1857, for exatnple, Wohler 
managed to extract a certain amount of an orgianic sub
stance, resembling ozocerite, from a stone meteorite which 
had fa11en near l(aba, llungary. When analyzed, the substance 
·was found to be a high mole·cul.ar hydrocarbon. A similar 
substance was extracted from a n1eteorite which had fallen in 
Cold Bol<l<cveld, South Africa. This n1eteorite contained up 
to 0.25 per cent hydrocarbon. Meli·kov an·d Krzhizh1anovsky 
later found a sn1all ~an1ount of hydrocarbons in ,a silicate 
n1ctcorit<\ wh·ieh had fallen in the village of Migei, Yelizavet
g·r(ld lJyezd, J(herson Guhernia, in 1889. The chemical ;Jnal
ysis of the OrguPil A·1eteorite rnade by Kloez showed the 
presence of an an1orphous subst·ance quite simi11ar to the 
hnmu~ su:bstan·ees of so1ne of th.e mineral fuels. 

1\t the time the presence of hydrocarbons in meteorites 
was first established the firm opinion still prevailed that 
or·ganie substan•ces (and, henc.c, hydrocarbons) ·could be 
formed tttl'der natural conditions only ·by living org1anisms. 
Many s~cicntists, therefore, assumed that the hydrocarbons 
in meteorites \Verc a s·erondary formation resulting from a 
deco1nposition of organisms ·which ·had once inhabited them. 

·On the strength of this it 'vas quite natural to in.fer that 
live bacteria or their spores may b~ present in the nlete
orites. 

Aft<!r extensive investi·gation~ by D. l\1endcleyev and other 
ch.emists it is now well kno,vn 1h·at hydrocarbons and their 
derivatives may easily origin,ate under natural conditions in 
an inorganic n1anner, particularly, from cohenite, a mineral 
cotnposed of the carbide of iron, nickel and cobalt, and con
t~aincd in 111cteorites. 

J. Sn1ith h1as shown that the or·ganic substances in t1he 
Orgueil an1d similar meteorites could have formed as a re
sult of a .reaction between carbonaceous iron and iron disul
phide. From the Nogoya and Ala is meteorites Smith extracted 
even sulphur-containing hydrocarbons of the C4H12Ss type. 
He points out that there is no reason to associate the form,a
tion of tht"se organic ·compounds with organisms. 
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In his time M. Berthelot and, inde-pendently of him; S·chut
zenberger came to a similar conc.lusion, by showing thrat the 
hydrocarbons found in meteorites are similar to those formed 
in the smelting of iron under tetnperatures abso1utely pre
cluding any possibility of life. Thus, the presence of crarbona
ceous substan·ces can no·w no longer serve as proo~f of thtt~ 
existence of traces of life on these eelestial bodies. 

The numerous atten1pts directly to disr.over gertns of 
tnierobes in ·m.eteor·ites also Jailed to yield entirely reliable 
results. According to C. Mcunier's report, already 11 astcur 
(whom Meunier supplied \Vith san1ples of carbon a ceous nle-
teorites) tried to extra:et vira ble bacteria from them. For this 
purpose he designed a special pr·obc whi·ch enabled 1hi~m to 
t~ake samp·les fron1 the inner ~parts of m(~teorites. But Pasteur 
obtained negative results in all ·cases an·d, there.fore, di·d not 
publish th-em. In their subse·quent .atten·lpts s·cientists simi
larly failed to discover living beings in meteorites. 

The only exception is C. Lipman's report published in 
1932. The iauthor described the investigations he had con
ducted on numerous stone meteorites. l-Ie had sterilized the 
surface o.f the meteorites and had ta~ken every prec1aution to 
preclude the ·po~sible penetration of earthly bacteria; but "in 
many cases he happened, nonetheless, to obtain ·colonies of 
bacteria in the form of bac~illi or ·COC·Ci by pl1antin.g pulverized 
particles o.f meteorites in a nutritive medium. 

This report attracted the attention of broad s·cientific ·cir· 
cles and was even cited in some textbooks, but regret
tably has not yet been confirmed by anyone else. The fact that 
Lipman obtained microbes identical with the ordinary 
earthly b'acteria is deserving of attention. Sin·ce bacteria 
are so variab1e and so readily adapt themselves to their 
external environment it is ·difficult to suppose that the same 
fonms of micro-organisms exist on the other ·celesti1al bodies 
as do on our planet. It seems much more probable that de
spite all his precautions Lipman w,as unable to prevent the 
penetration of earthly bacteria into the 'mete·orites ·he investi
gated when he pulverized them. In a letter . to one of the 
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authors of this book Lipman does not insist that his data 
are absolutely reliable. 

As a matter of f.a,ct, it would 1be t1ard to assert the existence 
of organisms in meteorites at the present state of s·cien~ce. If 
life had ever or in any manner developed on these meteorites 
or on the planets from whi-ch t1hey ·were "formed, it would 
have undoubte·dly left some tnace in the form of biogen,ic 
rocks. But even the most painstaking search failed to dis· 
cover any tnaces of these rocks in meteorites. According to 
A. Fersman, F. Levinson-Lessing rand other scientists, the 
tneteorites contain nothing resembling sedimentary rocks or 
in any way 'conne·cted ·with mani-festations of b·io:Iogina 1 
processes. 

T1he atbiogenic 1node of 'formation of carbonaceous com
pounds, found in meteorites i~ now eonfirme,d by the data 
of isotopic an1alyses of meteorite c.a'flbon. We 'must, therefore, 
reje·ct the 'possibility ·of life on meteorites ,an.d on the hypo
thetical planet from which they 1nay h1ave for1ned. 

The establish·metTt of t~he presen·ce or absence of biogenic 
substance~ on ·other ·celestial bodies, partic.ular'ly, the planets 
of our solar system, might serve as a rather reli,a!ble argu .. 
n1ent for or •agJainst the existence of living beings on these 
planets now ·or at least, in the past. True, our poss-i,bilities 
are ~mu~rih more Ii·mited than in the 'case of 1meteorites .whi~ch 
are accessible not only to chemical analysis but to mineralog
ical examination as well. We get the data on the chemical 
composition of the su·rface and atm-osp'here of the planets 
only through a srpectral analysis, but under ,favoura:ble con
ditions even t'his might tell us a good deal. 

Of spe·cial interest from the .above point of view is the 
m·olecular oxy·gen ·which :forn1s a -consldera1ble paTt of the 
terrestrial atmosphere. According to V. Vernadsky all this 
oxygen formed biogenically in the process of photosynthesis 
effected :by green plants. V. Goldschmidt 'points out the f,a·ct 
t'hat despite the presence of ·considerable ·quantities of .free 
oxy·gen in our atmosphere only the most su1perfioi·al layer of 
the Earth's crust is oxi·dized while the deeper layers belong 



to the clearly ex:pressed redu·cers whiclh 1avidly ·combine 
with oxygen. Goldschmidt illustrates this point by t~he \veil
known fact that eru·pted lavas h.ave black, green and grey 
coloration, i.e., contain ferrous oxides. On the contrary sedi
mentary deposits-clay, sand, etc.-have red and yellow col
ours because of the ferric oxides they contain. Thus, before 
our very eyes the oxygen is gradually consumed by the change 
of the igneous rock into sedimentary and it is only the proc
ess of photosynthesis that causes the constant presence of 
oxygen in the Earth's ,atmosphere. Goldschmidt figured out 
that the atmospheric oxygen would disappear in a very short 
time (geologically speaking) if the entire flora of the Earth 
had suddenly perished, 1because it would !be -fully ab~o~bed 
by the rocks not yet' saturated with it. 

A dire·ct dis·covery of .mole·cular oxygen in the atmosphere 
of a ·given planet might, t~h.erefore, serve as a basis for the 
as~u·mption that organisms ·C·apable of photosynthesis, simi
lar to the plants on our Earth, are present on this planet. 

Regrettably, the observation data on Venus and M.ars, the 
two most -interesting planets in this respect, do not point to 
any noticeable ,amounts of molecular oxygen. On the other 
hand, the absence of molecular oxygen .can in no way serve 
as .proof of the a:bsen·ce of life, beoause we kn·ow numerous 
anaerobi~c organisms which do not need this gas for their 
life's processes. Thus, the dis~covery .of oxy·gen in t1he atmos
phere of the planets mentioned does not give us any f.acts 
proving the exi~tence or absence of life there. 

Molecular nitrogen, another gas of the terrestrial atmos
phere, which, as V. Vernadsky pointed out, also originated 
as a result of the activity of organis;ms denitrifiers, may, 
un.doubtedly, .also ·have been of an abiogenic origin. It origi· 
nates in the inorganic oxidation of ammoni1a taking pla·ce 
under constant dehydrogenation which must have occurred 
at a certain period of the existence of the Earth and terres
trial planets. The discovery of nitrogen in the atmosphere of 
planets is, therefore, less significant than the discovery of 
oxygen. 
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This pertains in even greater degree to carbon dioxide 
wihlch i'n the process of formation and development of 
planets ·could have easily origin,ated in their atmo~pheres 
abiogenic£llly as is p·artly the case in the Etarth's atmosphere 
today. 

Th{~ organi·c substances, in .particular, the hydrocarbons 
and their closest oxygen an.d n·itrogen ·derivatives can pri
marily also origin~att~, CJ~ h·as been ·pointed out, on the most 
extensive scale abiogenically, and their origin must not nec
essarily be connected with the appearance of living beings. 
The dis;cov~ry of tnethane in the atmosphere of Jupiter and 
s~aturn can, therefore, in no W•ay serve as 1an argument in 
favour of the existenee of life on t~hese planets. 

To be sure, the discovery on the planets (at least spectro
scopically) of such organic compounds as porphyrine or nu .. 
rleotides, so typical of org1anisms, rnight serve as an argu
m{~nt in f!avour of the existenre of life, but modern methods 
of research rare not effi·cient enough as yet. 

In p-articular, the attem.pts to rli~-rovcr chlorophyll on the 
surface of ~1ars have failed, but that ·does not warrant the 
final conclusion that there is no life on Mars, since aecording 
to G. Tikhov's investig~ations many rcpresent,atives of the 
Earth's flora definitely containin·g chlorophyll do not show 
corresponding .absorption when subjected to a s~pe-ctro:photo
metric analysis. 

Nor do the other data obtained in spectral analyses of 
planets, in photographin.g the planets with the use of differ
ent light filtres, in studying the degree of polariz1ation, re
fleeting pow{'r, heat regime, etc., give us indubitable proof 
of the existen·ce or absence of J,ife ·on the Venus or Mars, so 
·close .and in many respects so similar to the Earth, be.cause 
they usually characterize the summary .physioal properties 
over extensive regions of a pl,anet's surface. 

Hence, we ·do not as yet have sufficiently reliable methods 
to enable us directly to discover any signs of life even on 
the nearest ~celestial bodies the planets of the sol,ar system. 
It goes without sayin·g that this ·conclusion pertains in an 
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even greater measure to the planets revolving about the 
other stars of our Galaxy, where, theoretically speaking, life 
should have origin,ated at some ti~me or other. 

For our judgements we are, therefore, forced to use the 
indire.ct method whi!ch consists in the study of the chemical 
and physical conditions obtaining on the surface o,f the 
planets and in comparing them with the conditions neces
sary for life. Of course, by this indirect method we c.an only 
establish a degree of probability ·Of the existence of life on 
any ·given celestial body. 

The fin,al de·cision must, undoubtedly, be made only on the 
basis of direct observation. But the method mentioned can 
give us at least an idea where we are justified in looking 
for life and where these endeavours are absolutely hope
less. 

Most of the modern investigators interested in the problem 
of life in the Universe most fre,quently use this method. But 
we encounter much greater ·di,fficulties th.an is usually su~p
posed even in this mctl1od. A simple statistic.al study of con
ditions and their mechani-cal collation may in a nu·mher O·f 
cases lead to wrong inferences. In the first place, we must 
not forget th,at the phy8i·cal and chetni-cal conditions on the 
surface of the planets have ch~anged in the process of their 
origin and development. Secondly (and this is particularly 
important), life in its origin and subsequent develop-ment 
went through a number of stages at whi·ch entirely ·different 
physical an·d chemical oonditions n1ay h1ave been required. 
The very origin of certain forms of life is the result of def
inite external influences, the expression of the remarkable 
unity of the organism and its .invironment so vigorously 
stressed .by the Michurin tea·ching. 

But it is not only t~he environment that a~cts on the organ
ism; the organi~m a1so in some measure ch1an.ges its envi
ronment. Sometimes this change occurs on a large, ·Cosmic 
scale-the entire biosphere of the given pl·anet changes, ~and 
this can be determined in s·ome way or other by astronomical 
pbservations; in other cases .the changes are of a local n.a-
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ture and external observation m1ay create the im1pression 
th.at the organisms exist under intolerable conditions. 

Such phenomena may be observed even as regards organ
ism~ on a very l·ow rung of the evolutiontary ladder, for 
exa·mple, microbes. One of the authors of this 'book happened 
to observe t·he foll,owing in his experi'ments. ·On sugar.beet 
roots kept in a refrigerator for 1many days at a ·constant 
tem'perature of -5°, -7°C the ex.perinlenter sometimes ob· 
served the ·development o.f moulds which Eeemed to ulcerate 
the surface of the roots. The temperature taken with 18 micro .. 
thermocouple directly in the lesions turned out to be around 
+I5oC despite the general low temperature of the refrigera .. 
tor and the roots. The micro-organisms the·mselves ~created 
the temperature they needed by locally heat;ing the hole they 
()ICcupied in the root with the heat isolated durin,g the oxi·da
tion of sugar in the proces~ of bre,at·hing. 

It is well ·known from ~mi·cro-biological literature that 
micPobes 1may be ·cooled to the temperature of liquid air and 
even lower. In this c~ase the ·rate of their ·hioche·mic~al reac
tions approaches zero an·d they enter a state of ,anabiosis. 
But after a careful warming-up they regain their vit,al activ .. 
ity. Similar phenomena are observed in spores surviving 
high temperatures (IOOoC and over) and in the complete 
t:~xsiccation of a number of organisms, plant seeds, etc. 

In· all these cases ·we a1re ·dealing with ~an adaptation, 
w·hicjh enables the organism to su!fvive unider unfavounable 
external con,dition·s. and oom.e bac.k to life when the con
fHtions change. This makes it possi~ble to preserve life under 
very considenable fluctuations of temperature, humidity, etc. 
But the case desoflibe·d above diffel"'s essentially from this 
sort of ~urvival in that in this c1ase we do n·ot ·have a ces
sation of vital activity, but, on the contrary, as a result of 
this v·ital activity the onganism creates the condition's it re
q·uires ·in a very li'mited area of habitation. 

Analogous phenomena tare created in the so-called spon
ta·n.eous heatin·g of hay, peat, manure, compost, etc. It has 
been e:~ta.bli·S'hed that .the thermophili·c (heat-lovin·g) mi.cro-
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orga.nisms, which dev·elop in these materials, themselves 
actively p·articipate in the creation of the tem,perature con
ditions in the spontaneous-ly heating maSISes. In these ·cases 
the temperature may reach 50-70oC and more. 'fhis results 
in a situation which f1avours the development of the ther
mop•h'ili·c organisms ·an·d cau·ses their competitors with a\ 
lower temperature optimum to peri·sh. It can be observ.ed in 
the s·pontaneous heatin·g. of stored grain that the microbes 
not only create a f~avourable temper·atur.e, but also sub·stan
tially .raise the .humidity necessary to life at t1he expense of 
the water formed during the oxidatio.n of starch. 

It should be noted that the more highly organized the given 
livin~g beinig, the higher it ·has climbed in its evolution.ary 
development, fhe more actively can lit emancip·ate itse1f from 
the unfav:ouna,ble exte,rna1 conditions. Its relation~ with tbe 
outside world expand and become differentiated, but it ere .. 
ates its own internal environment and thus extraordinarily 
extends 'its 1p·ossibilities :of ex·i.sting under ·diverse ·con,ditions. 

Tthis can :be •ob~erved at least in warm-blooded animals. 
T'heir 1body cells and, especially, their nervnus tis·sues, are 
extremely 1sensitive to even the slightest fluctuations in tem
penature, 1o changes in acidity, salt content, •oxy·gen supply, 
etc. But t~he animal·s can live unde~r very unfavourable exter
nal conditions (for example, in the Extretne North) because 
they have their own internal environment, where all of 
t1he atbove-·mentioned factors are regulated with amazing 

• • 
p~reclston. 

Man presents an absolutely exceptional case in this re
spect because at the time of his descent matter had already 
trans·cen1ded in its development the ·biol·ogioal evolution, had 
risen to a higher stage and had acquired new social forms 
of motion. 

In our days, when technical proje-cts of an artificial satel
lite for the Eart·h a're actually 1being dewloped, har·dly any
body will dou,bt th.at man will ~be able to live on thtis satel
lite an•d, 1hence, say on the Moon, where tne external oondi
tions are extremely unfavourable to life. 



But the ans·wer to w1het.her 1li.fe coul·d h1ave originated on 
the Moon in t~he p·flocess of its c·osmic evolution with man 
as the result of this development will be ·quite ~different. 
All we ·know about the ·nature of the Mo·on today make~ U·S 

answer this question in t1he negative. 
However, the problem of the existence of life t,hroughou1 

the Universe is formulated in an approximately analo
gous manner. We have good reasons for rejecting the pan
spermic theory, which 1asserts the ~possibility of ~con·~tant 
transfer of viable germs from one celestial body to anoth
er, and believe that life originates anew in the process of 
the development of matter each time and wherever the req
uisite conditions for this origin 1are on hand. This is 
why we cannot reduce our ana lysis only to a simplified 
compari~on of th·e physh~a 1 and chemical ·conditions which 
now exist on any particul,ar celestial body and whi·ch are 
required by any of the terrest1rial or,ganisrms to Hve on it. 

To get tJ1e 1answcr we need we would have to picture to 
ourselves the ways life originated ,and developed on a giv
en celestial body in the process of its evolution, as we did 
here on tihe Earth, or on the contrary, trace the course which 
has led the development of the given celestial body awiay 
from the ·possibility of living or-ganisms f~or,ming on it. The 
solution of the problem posed in this ·manner is extraordi
narily complicated by our tneagre knowledge in eustnogony 
and, to a certain extent, in the problem of the origin of life. 
But ill1e need is already .rip·e for a general survey of all the 
data we pos~ess and at 1e.ast for the most preliminary sum
maries in this field. 

The analysis nf the elements, whi·ch compose the bodies 
of the ·plants 1and ani·mals in1habitin~g the Eart,h, as it has 
been made by V. Vernadsky and his pupils, warrants two 
very i~m·portant inferences. In the first ·pla~ce, we do not find 
in the organisms any elements which are not peculiar to 
the Universe .generally, an.d, secondly, the quantitat·ive cor
relations of t~he elements of whioh the living bodies are .com
posed sharply ~differ from the corresponding corrrelations in 
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the Galaxy as a w·hole and differ somewhat even from tJ-1~ 
enviro·n·ment in which the organisms live. In the tot.al rn'ass 
of organisms an average of 70 per cent of the full weight 
falls on oxygen, 18 per eent on carbon and 10.5 per cent on 
hydrogen. 

Thus, the elemients of w·ater and carbon, whi·ch form the 
basis of o.rgani·c substances, prevail quantitatively in the 
e·omposition of living organisms. They ~const·itute 1a sum to
t,al of more t1han 98 per cent of the live wei!ght of org;1nisan~. 
The retnaining 1.5-2 per cent include nitrogc'n, calciun1, 
p~otassiu!m an·d silieit.Hll which enter the .conlposition of the 
living organisms in tenths ·of ·one per cent, and phosphorus. 
magnesium, sulphur, chlorine, sodium, aluminium and iron. 
whi·c.h form only :hundredths of one per cent. All these ele
ments together with oxygen, carbon and hydrogen c.onsti
tute 99.99 per cent of living substance. The numerous ren1ain
in·g el€Jments of the periodic system participate in tthe buil~d
ing of living subsbance in thousandths and even millionths 
of one per cent. Many of the~c do not necess,arily 1have to be 
present in every organism and are only typical of certain 
grou~ps of Hving beings. T·hus, for .example, vanadium is 
con·centrated in the blood of a highly specialized ·group o.f 
marine animals-ascidia, where it plays an important phys
iological part similar to that of iron or copper in other or~ 

• gantsrns. 
The ele·n1entary co·mpo~ition of Hving or;ganisms we have 

oons-idered shows that water is their simplest and at the 
s~ame time ~quantit1atively prevailin·g chemical constituent. It 
plays an important part not only as the medium in which 
the ·metabolic processes take place, but also. as a chemical 
compound wlhich directly participates in very important 
biological reactions. 

We .are pretty well aw·are of the biologi•cal role of the com
pounds which form other numerous (so-called ash) elements. 
Som.e o.f the·m take part in building the proteins of the pro
toplasm, others form part of the biologj.cal catalysts fer
ments, still others set up t1he specific 'physical and ·chemical 
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conditions on which both the structure of p.rotoplasm and 
the se·quen·ce of the h-i·oche·mical process, whi·ch ta,ke place -in 
it, ~depen·d. 

But wh,atever the role of water 1and as1h elements in the 
oo·mposition of life's su·bstratum, organic substan~ces play 
the most important part. They are spe.cific compounds of the 
living world. Not only do we ·not know a single living being 
without organic compounds, but we ·cannot even theoreti
cally conceive the procegs of metabolism, specific to life, 
with.out them. 

We must, t'here.fore, consider the ,forrnaUon of organic 
su1bstances tlhe first staige in the general development of m~at
ter ·on the way to the origin o.f life. Hydroc,ar~bons are the 
simplest and, in this respect, initial compound~. It is ·not 
\vithout 1reason that ·or.ganic ·c·hem·istry is now r.egar,ded as 
chemistry of hydrocarbons and their derivatives. 

Even this first st1age in the .development of n1atter on 
the way to tlhe origin of life was until relatively rec.ent times 
regarded -in s~cientitj.c literature as somethi·ng in,comprehe·n
sible and unknowable. As a matter of fact the transitio.n of 
inorganic forms of ·carbon into organi-c forms at the prese-nt 
stage of the Earth's existen·re takes pl1ace almost exclusively 
bio1ogica1ly, ·mainly jn the process of photosynth~esis. By 
utilizing the energy of sunlight green plants synthesize all 
the o.Pganic substan1ees they need for life and growth at the 
expense of the inorganic compound of carbon (carbon di
oxide). .Anilnals get these substances from plants either 
through direct ronsun1ption or through consuming herbiv
orous creatures, their corpses or remains. The san1e source 
of nourishment may be established for the .overwhelming 
majority of the other mi,cro- an·d macro-organisms, para
sites an~d saprophites. Only a very limited group o,f ·colour
less microbes is able independently to create organic 
substances ·from carbon dioxide utHizin·g for this purpose 
the energy of oxidation of reduced compounds of sulphu.r, 
iron or nitrogen ( che~mosy·nthesis), 1but :here, too, we h1ave 
a biogeni·c fozmat·ion of orga,nic substances. 
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Consequently, all the organic substan·ces of the modern 
living wo.rl'd on our planet a're formed biogeni·cally-by 
organi~ms. The same oo.urse lies at the 'basis of the origin 
of coal, oil, hitumens and other organic fossils formed as 
a result of decom~position of the or~anisms whi,ch :had at 
one t·ime inhabited the Earth. Many ·naturalists have, there
fore, but recently rejected any possibility of abiogenic for
mation of organic sub~tan·ces under .natural ·conditions, and 
this very mu,ch impeded the s·olution of the problem of the 
origin of life. 

A profound study of the question has sho\vn, however, 
that the biogeni·c mode of formatio·n ·of organic substan·ces 
prevailin·g on our planet today is characteristic only of the 
modern epoch of its existence. It has formed as a result 
of a long evolution of organisms, which had at one time 
originated on the E,arth; but organic substances had also 
formed on the Earth long before these organisms lived 
on it. 

D. Men·deleyev demonstrated the possibility of su·ch for
mation of hydrocarbons by interaction between carbides 
and water. 

\It is well ~ktlJnwn that .carbides of metals, particularly, 
carbides of iron, nickel 1a.nd cobalt were found in the com
position of the Earth's .crust many yea1rs .ago. In his time 
A. Fersman voi·ce,d an assu·mption that such carbides com
posed the main mass of the Earth's ·central ·core. At any 
rate they form one of the deepest layers, sometimes coming 

. to the surfa.ce, ·however, where they ·Can ·dire.ctly interact 
with water. V. Ver.nadsky had already pointed out that 
suoh pro.cesses were actually possible in the Earth's crust 
un·der ·modern co·nditions; this possibility was recently fully 
confi,rmed by .reports published in geological literature that 
hydrocarbons of abiogenic origin had been found in igneous 
ro.ck. 

Consequently, abiogenic formation of the simplest organ
ic compounds hydrocarbons is taking place on the 
Earth even today, rand it un·dowbtedly occurred o.n ·8 wide 
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scale in the past, especially, in the process of the fonnatlon 
of our planet. 

On t1he basis of his exten~ive physicochemi-cal investiga
tions If. Urey came to the conclusion that during the forma
tion of our pltanet from a proto-planet a ·considerable part of 
the prim,ary methane of the .gas and dust ·cloud (whi-ch, ac
cording to modern views, served as the material ·for the for-
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Fig. 1. Diagram of hydrocarbon formation frotn interaction 
between n1etal carbides and water 

malion of the planet~) volatalized ow-ing to a temperature 
increase in the .region where the terrestrial planets were 
being formed. Crarbides of iron and nickel alloys offered 
the form for rarbon accumulation at the time. Subsequently, 
when the formation of the Earth was nearly completed, but 
the Earth was still in its reduction £tage, new ·hydrocarbons, 
emitted f.rom the entrails of the .planet into its atmosphere, 
were .being formed. 

Our knowledge in the fi-eld of stellar and pl1anetary cos· 
mogony is still very insufficient, but we are warranted in 
the assertion that the main ·condition fo.r the first stage in 
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the ·development of matter on it~ w~ay to the origination of 
life the formation of :hydro.carbons on any particular 
celestial body---was the reduction medium. As a matter of 
fact, inasmuch as hydrogen is the predominant element 
throughout the Galaxy, Vle can ascertain the presence of 
hydrocarbons everywhere, on the most diverse celesti,al bodies 
an·d under tihe mo~t different physical conditions. We dis
cover compounds of carbon and hydrogen in the atmosphere 
of the stars, i.n particular, in the atmosphere of our Sun, at 
a temp·erature of several thousand degrees. Methane is 
present in enormous quantities in the atmosphere of the 
large planets, where there is a very low temperature, but 
where the relationship of the t~lemcnts is preserved on 
the level which existed in the prin1ary gas and dust cloud 
vvith a sharp prevalence of hydrogen and, consequently, 
with a clearly pronounced reduction nature. As we have lnen
tion.ed above, hydr·ocarbons were isolate·d directly from nle
teorites, while the bands characteristic of thetn were discov
ered in the spectra of comets. Hydrocarbons n1ust, undoubt
edly, have formed on other terrestrial planets ,as they did 
on the Earth. 

Thus, the stage in the development of matter, which we 
tnay regard ,as t1he first very important sta·ge on the way to 
the ori.gin of life on the Earth, is a ·widespread pro.cess in 
the Universe and is pe·culiar to a larg~ number of diff.erent 
cele~ti,a 1 bodies. 

The second stage o·n this ·way is somewhat different. T·his 
stage o.n the Earth was the pro~cess of the origination of 
various and ·co·Jnplex org1anic ·compounds forming part of 
living organisms, especially the origin of protein bodies 
which crown the chemical evolution of organic compounds 
and at the same time play an extremely important part in the 
life of all organisms without exception. The presence of 
hydrocarbons was the initi,al and necessary condition for going 
t1hrough this stage, sin•ce ·it is pre·cisely hydrocarbons that 
are fraught with extre·mely wide chemi-cal possibilities an·d 
at the same time possess the enormous reserve of energy re-
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quired for the for.tn1ation of complex and high mole·cular or
ganic oompounds of the livi.ng world. 

I-Ioweve.r, these con·cealed potentialities ·of hydroc,arbons 
could be .realized only during the transition from the redtt-c .. 
tion stage to a more oxidized stage in the existence of the 
planet. At this stage the Earth had already lost its pritnary 
hydrogen. Due to photochemical reactions in the upper layers 
of the atmosphere the vapours of water broke up into oxygen 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of hydrocarbon hydration and addition of 
nitrogen 

and hydrogen. Because of its relatively stnall n1ass the Earth 
was unable to .retain the hydrogen and the latter es~caped 

into the inter .. planetary sp,ace, while the oxygen joined the sub
stances which were as yet unsaturated with it and formed 
part of the lithosphere and the atmosphere. The ammonia 
present there was oxidize·d i·nto ,molecular nitrohren, while 
methane an1d the other hy·drocarbons ·ahanged into such or
ganic oxides as alcohols, aldehydes, ketones and organic acids 
all the way do\vn to carbon dioxide, the final prod,uct of 
oxidation. A .similar process may have occurred during di
rect hydrati~on of the hydrocarbons as a result of t~heir corn-
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bining with whole mole·cules of ·water. As a .result of their in~ 
tera.cti·on with ammonia the aforesaid organi.c ·co.mpound~ 
yielded nitrous derivatives of hydrooar:bons along wit·h their 
oxygen .derivatives. 

From the humid atmosphere these ,compounds had to pass 
to the hydrosphere of the Earth, an·d we can judge aho.ttt 
their subse.quent transformati.on~. on t~he basis of ~moder.n 
c;hemical resear·ch. 

The sum total of the dat,a of organic chetnistry shows that 
while t1he low .molecul1ar hydrocarbons and their oxygen antd 
nitrous deriva.tiv(.ls are in a humid atmosphere or oin an aque-
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Fig. 3. Diagram of forn1ation of suga-r from formaldehyde 

ous solution they go throu,gh a far-rea·ching ·polymerizati·on 
and ·condensation, w·hic·h leads to the fo.rmati01n of very ·00111· 

plex substances, closely resembling those that ~are found in 
the ·composition of living organisms. Due to the high-energy 
level of the initial materials these processes are of an exo
thermic nature and occur freely in homogeneous solutions at 
the usual, rather low, temperature. 

It is very easy to demonstrate the possibility of formation 
of sugars and other caflbohydr.ates in the Earth's pri,mary 
hy·drosp'here on the basis of A. Butlerov's, E. Fisher's, 
0. Low's and G. Euler's investigations. These scientists syn
thesized sugars ·by simply ·keeping 1an aqueous solution of 
formaldeh)'lde i'n the presen·ce of s.mall amou,nts of Ji.me or 
c~hal1k as catalysts. 

Many rece.ntly published works show that su,ch complex 
and, at the s1arne time, widespread substances in organisms 
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as porphyrines, nucleotides, etc., have been likewise synthe
sized from the simplest ·carbon ia.nd nitrogen compounds. 

We arc parti·cularly i~nterested, however, in the origin of 
alb1uninous suhstane<-·s in the Earth's primary hydrosphere. 

0 
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tl 
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Pig. 4. Diagrant of the structures of n1olecules of 
different organic substances: a. Alcohol~ b. Vitamin C, 

c. Fatty suhstanc~ (choll'sterin), d. Nucleic acid 

To a.ns\ver this question it is first necessary to show the 
possibility of fon1nation of al11ino acids-the princip,al li·nks 
in Vhe forrnatio.n of a protein mole·cule-and then find out 
how these linl<s were 1able to form a polypeptide chain, w~hi·ch 
lies at tlle .ha~is of thig mole-cui~. 
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In the field of amino-acid synthesis we now have direet ex
perimental data. We must m·ention, in particular, the work 
of S. Miller \Vho, on t1he b~asis ·of .A .. Opari·n's ideas and 
H. Urey's data, passed electrical sparks throug-h a rni.xture 
of methane, hydrogen, ,ammonia and water vapours. By using 
the method of paper chromatography several days later he 
was ab]e to detect glycine, alanine and other atnino acids 
in the solution. A repetition of these experin1ent~ Ht the In
stitute of Bioc~hemistry of the U.S.S.R. Acaden1y of S·cien·ces 
not only fully 'confirn1ed J\t\iller's .results, but has also rle·mon
strated the possibility of partly replacing rncthane by car
bon monoxide. It ~tands to reason that i·n ·all su·ch syntheses 
the amino acids a1nd ot~ler romplex organi.c subst,ane(\s a.re 
obtained in the form o.f racetnates. 

It is well kno\vn that many organic substan·ces l)a·n exist 
in two forms which arc verv mneh alik(~. Their mo1c.c:u1es ~art~ 
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made up of the sa,me ;Jtonls and even of the ~~ame ato,m 
groups, but these groups are differently distributed -in space. 
If a radi·cal of one forn1 of an ,analogous ·cotnpoun.d is ltH.~at
ecl on the right, exactly the s:amc radical of the sC'c.ond forn1 
is located on the left an'd vi-ce vers,a. Our two hands may 
serve as a generally eontprehensible model of these dissym
metric molecules. If ·We place the-m, ·pal·ms down before us, 
we will see that the ri·ght ,an.d left hands differ profoundly 
as to the ]o.ration of tiheir parts. \Vhile the thumb of the right 
hand is dire·c.ted to the left the thu,mb on the }e.ft hand is 
directed to the .right. Each han:d is, ,as it were, a mirror re
flection of th.e obher. 

In an artificial synthesis of organic substances we always 
obt,ai·n an even mixture of both forms of disymmetric mole
cules (ra·cemate). This is quite understandable, si.nce the 
formation of eit,her of these forms-right or le.ft anti·podes--·
in a chemical reaction depends on which of the two atoms or 
radicals located to the right or left of the plane of sym
m·etry, will be replaced by new atomi·c groups. But both these 
atoms or radicals are acted upon by perfet:tly identical 
forces. and either of th~ antipodes can, therefore, form with 
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the same proba;bility. As ,a matter of .fact, no ex·c·ess of either 
anti!pode or so-.called asymmetry, is ever ob.£erved in arti
fi·cia l syntheses. 

Contrariwise, asymmetry is the most characteristic feature 
of living organis·ms. Here we always encounter the forma
tion and ra·ccumulaton of one .of the antipode~. In parti-cular, 
the a·mino aci.ds, whic•h form· part of nattrnal proteins, are 
always represented only ~by the left-side form. 

8 Carbon 

Conventtonol deSL/nD!tons 

a Ntfroe@n e Ollj~en o Hgdrotl'n 

Fig. 5. Diagram of a sn1all section of a polypeptide chain 
f orn1ing the bas·is of the protein tnolecule 

The question of the impossibility of an asymmetric syn
thesis other than through living organisms was very acute 
early ln the 20th century an.d seriously impeded the solution 
of the problem of the origin of life. But .already Pasteur 
pointed out the possibility of using for 1an asy·mmetri1c syn
thesis. not only asymmetric substan•ces, but also some natu .. 
rat asym·metri·c physical factor. Such a fa.ct.or was su:bse
que·ntly really found in ino.rga,nic natu.re in the -form of ·cir
cularly or elliptically polarized light. By using it in photo
chemioal reactions it was possible to obtain ·only one optical 
antipode of certain organic substances. 
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I.n this case light necessarily h-ad to take. part in the syn
thesis of complex organic substances ·on the E~arth. But in 
his book Physical Bases of Life J. Bernal sho\\l'ed another 
mu·ch more perspective .course for the pr~imary ori~gin:ation 
of asymmetry in nature. It is the reaction on the surface of 
optically active crystals of quartz very con1n1on in inorgan
ic nature. Recently A. Terentyev and his associates achieved 
a diroct (tab~olute) asymmetri~c synthesis of a number of 
organi-c substan·ces ·cat~alyzing the real(~tions of hydration, 
isomerizatio•n, etr., o·n t:he surface of quartz. 

A very great difficulty in the way of the primary synthesis 
of proteins under the conditions of the Earth's initial hydros
phere wa8 the energy b.arrier whioh h1as to be overeome in 
the polyn1erization of amino acids into polypeptides. The 
b,asis of a protein molecule is form·ed by ~r.hai,ns whose sepa
rate links ar:e amin·o-acid p1articles conn,ected .am,ong them
selves by so-.c;alled ~p·eptide bonds. l.t ·has been ·ca].culate,d 
that a considerable outlay of energy (about 3,000 cal;mol) 
is required f.or t•he formation of peptide bonds between the 
a:nli.no-acid ·nadicals. l·n arn or.dinarv ·water sol·ui.ion o.f amino 
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acids this reaction prtacti·cally takes no pla·ce )as it does in 
Butlerov's reaction when sugar is formed frorn formalde
hyde. K. Linderstr()tn-Lang suggested, however. thHt when a 
}targe p~eptide is synthesized from an ami-n·o acid a:n:d anoth1er 
peptide the ~free energy outlay ·m!ay be .c.ons,iderably lnwer 
t~ha.n 3,000 ·calories. This w1as experimentally .confirmed by 
A. ~Dobry an~d J. Fruton. On the basis of 1h-is exp~riment~ the 
latter concludes that the value A F depends on the nature 

<>'f the ·components enteri.ng into the re.a·ction owing to whi·ch 
it varies very widely, sometimes dropping to only 400 oal/ 
mol. In ·most ~cases the rea·ctions of peptide syntheses are 
en.doer·gic, t•hough cases of exoergi.c synthesis are ·also 
known. Fruton further points out that the re.a.ctions, i'n which 
the prod !.lets obtained are isolated frotn the total solution 
passing i.nto an insoluble state, offer considerable ·prospects 
for increasing the emergen·ce of peptide. This is the case, for 
exa·n1ple, w~he·n gly~cin.amide is replaced 'by glyc,inanilide. The 



emergence of peptide reaches 65 per cent. Fruton sees one 
of the principal ways for :a far-reaching len.gthening of the 
polypeptide chains in transp·eptidation 'and trans.a.midation 
·-reactions '''hi·ch do not re·quire considerable outlays of 
ener'gy. 

Many ~hyp·otheses co.nc·erning the sources of energy re
quired for the synthesi~ of polypeptides and di·agrams of co
ordination of energy reactions ~have appeared in scientific 
literature of ]ate. As an example we can point at F. l..ipman's 
hypothesis on the parti·cipat.ion of the tra.nsphosphorylating 
ATP1 reaotions, based on experiments with the synthe~is of 
glutathion. A very interesting hypothesis of the primary 
protein synthesis was recently suggested by the Japanese 
scientist S. Aka bori. 

The investigations ·conducted by S. Bresler in the last fe·w 
years ,are <'specially significant. Allowing for the fact that the 
outlay of free cn<~rgy for the ·creation of a peptide bond i·n a·n 
aqueous solution ·may be rnmpensated by ,a diminution of 
free energy due ~to the action of external pressure, Bresler 
made hi~ synth.Pses under pressure of several t1housan·d 
atmospheres. l--Ie synthesized peptide bonds i'n t·he presence 
of ·corresponding ferments an·d obtained high molecular 
po]y,mers of amino ,acids i.n some respects re8cmbling albu
tninous substances. The unsuccessful experiments in analog
ous syntheses recently conducted by Talwar and i\'achbeuwf 
oall Bresler's data in question, though the latter very 
plausibly explains these failures. This controversy will, nat
urally, be settled by subsequent experiments, but if Bresler's 
synH1eses are ·confirmed they will be of extreme importan·ce 
to our problem sin·ce they show th·e th-ermodyn1a·mic possi
bility of a synthesis of albuminous substances U·n:der the 
conditions of t1he high pressures which are easily set up even 
In the outer s~hells of the globe (for exam.ple, rat great ocean 
depths). Thus, while there are still many gaps in our know I-

I ATP-adenosine triphosphoric acid, a compound abounding fn 
energy (macroergic compound). 



edge concerning the second stage, we have mentioned, in 
the developme'llt of niatter a·nd we need extensive and co·m
plex experirmental work to ·meet the deficien.cy, the general 
1111ature of the ·processes W·hi·c·h resulted in the primary syn
thesis of protei·ns and other complex organi-c compounds on 
the Earth is already quite clear. 

\Vhrat conditions were rc·quired for sim·ilar processes to 
oceur on other planets an·d what ·could have hindered them? 

The first re·quirement-the presen·ce of initial thydrocar
bons, .as we have ob~erved, was ·met by many planets. The 
oase is somewhat different with the secon·d r·equiretnent·--the 
origi·n of the oxidation stage. This stage can appear only 
when ra planet, owing to its small mass, cannot retain the 
free hydrogen a1nd con~dderably changes in t·h·e process of 
formation and develop·ment its elementary composition as 
oomp1ared with that of th.e initial gas and dust cloud. But 
this ·could not have taken pla·ce ~on the large planets whi·ch 
have almost fully retained their primary 'hydrogen. There 
tihe evolution of hydrocarbons took a different ·course. l·n 
part, re.actions of photochemical polymerization of methane 
leading to the formation of high-molec-ular SJaturated and 
unsaturated 'hydrocarbons ·might ·have or.curred extensively 
on the lrarge planets. Thus, for example, the colouring of th·e 
red spot on Jupiter is as·cribed by s~ome a.stron·om!ers to the 
highly polymeric c·omp·ound cupren,e. Bu1t the hydrocarbon 
derivatives characteristic of living org,anisms ·could not 1have 
originated there. Q.n]y the terrestrial planets met the se·COn1d 
re·quire,ment we have n1entioned. 

An indis,pensable 'presenee of wa:ter m:ay be C()ln.sidered the 
third requiremen.t. Water is ·necessrary as a direct particip:ant 
in the hydration rea et ion a.n.d the irrepl,acea ble medium in 
whi-ch the aforesaid transformations of hydrocarbons and 
their derivatives may take place. On the Earth all these proc
esses occurred in the hydrosphere; the presence of large 
reservoirs on the surf,a·ce of the Earth also ,aided in the 
migration of ·many ash elements .necessary for the formation 
\of .a .number of compounds and for the cafa~ysis of ·most of 
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the chemical reactions; calcium in the process of sugar 
synthesis and iron in the catalysis of oxidation reactions 
m~ay serve as examples. 

But it cannot be denied th.at processes are also likely to 
oc·cur outside large ac·cumulations of water. So·me ~·cientists 
(W. WilliHms and N. Kholodny) even supposed that life on 
the Earth originated on the surf1ace .of the parti,cles of marl 
of primordial rooks. This poi~nt of view was supported by 
B. Polynov, who had m:ade an extensive study of the prob
lems of migration of the elements of the biosphere. 

In or1der t1hat the processes we have me.ntione·d take place 
on the surf ace of the r·ock parti·cles, these parti·cles ·tnust be 
moistened with water present either in the form of drops or 
at least 1as surface films. Only under these conditions, in 
water just the same, oould the fonmation of ~complex organlc 
substanoes, particul,arly proteins, have taken place. It is 
clear th,a'i u·nder thes~e ~c~n.ditionts 'tihe 1am~ouint of water re
quired s'barp~y ·di~minishe~. 

The afore-named scientists advan.ced their hypotheses 
mainly because in the .particles of marl they saw protection 
for the proteins and primary organisrns against the de
structive action of cosmic radiation, mainly the short-wave 
ultra-violet rays. As a matter of fact proteins intensively ab
sorb ultra-violet rays especially within the limits of 
2,700-2,800 A. With the subsequent shortening of ihe waves 
2,600-2,400 A their absorption capacity somewhat dimin
ishes and then rapidly increases agiain. The absorption of 
light is paralleled by a denaturation of proteins ·connected 
with their profound ,chemical .changes. Today the proteins 
of organisms are pr-ote~cted on the Earth by the ozone screen 
present in the atmosphere. During their formation in ocean
ic waters the protein substances could have been pre .. 
served ,because the ultra-violet rays were absorbed by the 
upper layers of water. At any rate the destructive a.ction of 
short-wave radiation must ibe taken into account in our 
judgements of the way of proteins formation on different 
celestia 1 bodies. 
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We must now touch upon the temperature requirements. 
Owing to their exothermic nature the reactions we have con
sidered could have ta~ken place more or less rapidly within 
rather wide limits differing by dozen,s of de(Yrees in either 

h 

directio·n from the average terrestrial conditions of today. 
But ·Could the proteins have originated and .survived under 
relatively high temperatures or should they have undergone 
thermal denaturation? This question is much more .compli
cated than it is usually ~believed to be . .Jt is ordinarily 
thought that proteins coagulate at 60°C, but this is a pre
judice 'based on the everyday -observations of the coagula
tion of the egg-white. As a matter of fact most of the plant 
and animal proteins we know denature at n1uch lower, even 
under so-·called room ten1peratures. This is why we must 
do this work in refrigerating cham1bers if \Ve wish to ·obtain 
a preparation of non-denatured protein in our laboratories. 
The question is: how .can native protein exist under terres
trial condition,s, especially in warm-blooded organisnts, in 
thermophilic bacteria and in the n1i~crobes that live in hot 
springs at temperatures of about 90°C? This paradox is, 
apparently, partly explain·ed hy the fact that the thermo
stability of proteins considerably increases when the latter 
com·bine with ·certain su·bstan,ces, for example, nucleic 
acids, h·emin, et·c. But on the whole this problem ·cannot 
be considered fu11y ~solved even for our terrestrial conditions. 

Thus, we see that the secon·d stage in the developmen~t of 
matter on the way to the origin of life already required 
much more differentiated conditions than the first. These 
requirements .could be ,n1et only by some celestial bodies, in 
particular, the planets of the terrestrial group of the ~solar 
system and analogous ~planets of other stars. 

We sometimes hear that with the for1nation ·of proteins as 
the most complex organic compounds, with the forma
tion of the high-molecular amino-acid polymers the proc
ess of the origin of life may be considered ended. Refer
ences are frequently made to well-known statements of 
F. ·En·gels, overlooking ·the fact, however, that Engels did 
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not speak simply of protein, but of protein bodies cn
do\\1ed with metabolism, bodies which in order to exist must 
constantly regenerate themselves at the expense .nf the s·ub
stances in their external environment. 

We do not find this process of self-regeneration and self
reproduction anywhere in the inorganic W·orld. It is, there
fore, metabolism that is the characteristic feature of life and 
that con1pels us to regiarcl it as a qualitatively specific forn1 
of motion of matter. 

Even the simplest organisn1 lives only as long as ever 
new particles of substance and the energy pe.culiar to it 
move through it in a constant stream. From its environtnent 
the .organisn1 absorbs extraneous, foreign substan.ces, which 
as a result of a series of biochcniical reactions are trans· 
fortned into the substances of the organism itself and be
c-ome identical with the chemi·cal cotnpounds which had pre
viously already formed part of the living body. This is the 
process of ass!milation, but it goes on hand in hand 
with dissimilation, the reverse prOrc·ess. 'The substances 
of a living organism do not ren1ain invariable, but disinte
grate more or less rapidly and are repla.eed by the newly 
assimilat'l~d substances while the products of disintegration 
are voided in to the external environ.ment. Thus, the sub
stance of a living organism continually disintegrates and 
regenerates as a result of numerous ·closely interconnected 
rea.c,tions of decomposition and synthesis. 

The sum total of modern biochemical knowledge shows 
that the separate individual reaction~s taking place in living 
bodies are relatively simple and uniform. These are the well
known reactions of oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis, phos
phorolysis, aldol eondensntion, trans<Jmination, etc., easily 
reproduced in the l~hemi st' s retort. 

There is nothing specifically vital in any of them. Specif
ic for living bodies is, primarily, the fact that in them these 
separate reactions are in a .certain manner organized in 
time and combined into a single integral system, like sep
arate sounds combining into a musica 1 composition. for e~ .. 



ample, a symphony. No sooner do we disturb the sequence 
of sounds than we get disharmony and chaos. It is likewise 
important f.or the organization of living bodies that the .re
actions in them nccur not a.c~i-dentally or ·ehaotically, but in 
a strictly established harn1onious order which lies at the 
basis of both anabolism and catabolism. Such vital phcno
tnena as, for example, fertnentation, respiration, photosyn
thesis, synthesis of proteins, etc., are long ,c·hains df real,._ 
tions of oxidation, reduction, aldol·condensation, etc .. wh~ch 
replace each other in a perfpctJy prrcisP srquence, in tJ strict
ly established, regular order. 

But what is particularly itnp.ortant, \V hat fundatnenta lly 
distinguishes the living organisms from a 11 the systen1s .of 
the inorgani·c world, is the purposefulness ·of the afore-said 
order peculiar to life . .l\~;1ny scores and hundreds of thou
sands of chemical reactions taking place in a living body not 
only hartnoniously combine in a single order, but the entire 
order regularly conditions the self-prrservation and self-re
production of the vital system as a whole under the given 
conditions of the external cnvironn1ent and in a surprising 
conformity with these conditions. 

rrhe origin of nletabolism, the forrnation of protein 
bodies endowed .with metabolism, i.e., essentially the for
mation ·of the simplest living organisms, \vas the third, de .. 
eisive stag·e in the process of the origin of life on onr planet. 

A .careful study of metabolism in modern organisms at 
different stages of evolutionary development shows that the 
rates of the separate chemical reactions, which lie at the ba· 
sis of the phenomena peculiar to .metabolism, are closely ,co
ordinated. 1\ny organic ,substance can react in very many 
different directions and has extensive and multi-form chemi
eal possibilities, but outside of living matter these possibil
ities are realized extremely slowly. Contrariwise, in living 
organisms organic substances react very fast (though the 
speed differs in separate .cases), which .creates the condi
tions for the definite sequence and co-ordination of the re
actions against the 'ba.ckground of the stormy process ·of 
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life. The reason lies in the catalytic properties of proteins. 
In order that any substance of a living ·organism take real 
part in metabolism it ,must interact -chemically with protein, 
form with it a definite, very mobile and unstable interme-
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diate compound. ·Otherwise its chemi.cal· potentialities will 
he realized so slowly that the importance of the given rear. .. 
1ion to the process of life will be lost. 

Thus, in proteins (ferments) living matter has not only 
powerful a.ccelerator.s of the chemical pro.ces.ses, but also the 
internal apparatus which gives these processes a very def
inite direction. Since the protein ferments are extraordi-
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narily specific, each of then1 oan form intermediate con1-
pounds only with certain substances and catalyze only 
strictly definite individual reactions of hydrolysis, oxidation, 
condensati·on, et.c. Hundreds 1and thousands of various pro
tein-fcrme,nts, ·combinin·g into an intri·cate an~d at the same 
time si.ngle ~complex, take part in every vital process, the 
more so in the total metabolism. 

Henc.e, it is ·clear that on the way to the origi·n of life there 
must have for·nle-d analogous, multi-molecular protein c·om
plexes Wlhirh were isolated from the genenal solution of the 
protein subsianc.es as individual systetns---protein bodies. 

JVlost of the modern scientists, who devote themselves to 
the problem of t~he origin of lif~, see the ne,cessity for the 
isolation of such systems .mai·nly in the .fact that their origin 
consolidates, as it W·ere, the result of the protein synthesis, 
that they are in 1es~er 1ncasure subject to the reverse process 
oi disi n:iegration. 

\Vald says that the isolation of protein complexes 
created th-e condition~ under Whi~ch the ''intr.a .. molecul1ar dis
integration was counteracted by ·different i·nter-mole·cttlar 
aggregation.'' It appears to us that this ·manner of isolation 
of sper.ific. protein systems \vas even more important in 
respect io new regularities of a higher order than the ones 
governing the phenomena in the inorganic world were, as 
we shall subsequently show, created on its basis. 

Diluted solutions of low molecular substances are quite 
stable systems in which the degree of diffusion of the sub
stan·ce .and the uniformity of it~ ·distribution i.n spta.ce are not 
in themselves disturbe·d. ·On the contrary, particles of hi,gh 
molecular proteins yield ·colloidal solutions which .are rela
tively unstable. If we mix two or more solutions of indi
vidual protein substances under very simple ordinary con
ditions we shall observe a pronoun·ced turbidity in the ·mix
ture. If we ex~a.minc this tur·bi.d liquid under a micros·cope we 
shall see that in the formerly va·cant field of vis.ion some 
sharply defined drops have for~med a-nd now float i.n the sur
rounding li:quid. The followi·ng is taking pla·ce: the protein 
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rnole.cules formerly evenly distributed throughout the solveni 
begin to unite into molecular swarms or piles and, when one 
of these piles reaches gigantic proportions, when it con. 
tains ·1nany millions of ·Inole.cules, it separates •as the drop 
we sec under t1he ·mi-croscope. These drops have been termed 

Fig. 7. Complex coacervate drops. In 
addition to protein they contain carbo
hydrate and nucleic acid (magnified 

320 times) 

coacervates (from the Latin word coacervatus-accumulat
ed, collected). All the proteins formerly diffused in the so· 
lution now ·COn·centrate in these drops, while the surrounding 
liquid is e~sentially deprive·d of these substances; it is now 
water or a solution of the low molecular substances which 
hrave not entered into the ·coacervate. 

Despite their liquid consistence the protein coacervate 
drops possess some sort of internal very elementary organ
ization. They are characterized by a pronounced ~ability to 
a1dsorb different substan.ces from the surrounding solution. 
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T·he adsorption is frequently compli·cate.d by the fact that the 
adsorbed substances begi.n to interact .c·hemically with the 
substances of the drops proper, mainly with t~he proteins. 
Direct i~nvestigations show that on this basis processes of 
disintegration 1and synthesis of various snb~ta,n,ces are likely 
to oc·cur in the drops. 

In artificially produced coa.cervates these processes take 
pla·ce relatively slowly, hut they 111ay be ,ac.celerated by the 
inclusi·o.n of i·norgani.c or organi·c catalysts ·in the drops. 
Thus, the general organization of the given coacervate, par
ticularly its co.mposition and structure, very strongly affects 
the correlatio·n of the .rate of the pro·cesses of .disintegration 
rantCl synthesis taking place in it. At the ~ame time it is very 
important that the correlations of these rates are not inl
m,aterial to the subsequent fate of ea·ch individual .coa·cervat(~ 
drop we have produce.d. If by force o.f its definite composi
tion and structure synt~hesis takes place more rapidly than 
disintegration u·ndcr the given conditions of its externral en
vironment, the drop is a dynamically stable for1nation for 
the aforesai.d ·con1ditions and may not only persist for an 
unlimited ti·me, 1but even in·crease i·n ~ize, grow. Conversely, 
the ·drop loses its st,ability and after existing for some tinl(~ 
breaks up .a,nd disappears. 

These properties, dis.covered by direct study of coacervate 
drops, artificially produc.ed under laboratory .co.nditio,ns. 
bring us closer to understandin·g the new regularities which 
had to arise on the way to the formation of prin1ary or-

• gantsms. 
In metabolism we 1are amazed by the extreme conformity 

bet·ween t'he organiz.ati.on of the livi,ng systems a.nd their 
fun·ctions, the high coordination between the individual links 
of metabolis·m and its general tendency to preservation antd 
self .. reproduction of the whole syste·m ·under the .given con
ditions of the external environment. All this is really .com
para1ble with the expedien·ce in the structure of the organs 
we dire·ctly ob:erve in the higher organisms. But, both, here 
an·d there this expedience could have come into being only 
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on the basis of similar regularities, i. e., on the basis of the 
intenaction between the individual system and its environ
ment, on the basis of Darwin's principle of natural selec
tion. 

So.oner or later the proteins or protein-li.ke substan.ces, 
whlch originated in ihe water of ·the Earth's primary hydro
sp,here, h,ad to form .complex ·coacerv,ates. The properties of 
the ·Coacervate drops, which were establi~hed when studied 
in the laboratory, show that the very formation of the drops 
ha·d to lead wibh absolute necessity to the origination of a 
natural selection of these in.dividual systems. 

The .coa·cerv,ate drops, formed in the Earth's hydrosphere, 
were .not submerge-d in ordin1ary water, ·but rather in a solu
tion of different organic substan·ces and inorganic salts. 
These suhstan.ces 1and salts were adsor:bed by t'he coacervate 
dr·ops ra.nd later entered into ·c.hemi·cal reaction with the sub
stances of the ·COia·cervate itself. Processes of synthesis oc
eurred and were paralleled by processes of disintegration. 
'The speed of ea·ch of these proces~es 1depe·nded .on the inter
nal organization of each given .drop. The only drops that 
could exist for sotne time were those that possessed a ·certain 
dynamic stability, t1hose i.n which under the give·n ·conditions 
of the externa 1 environ,ment the ~yntheti·c proc-esses were 
f,aster than the processes of ·de.composition. Otherwise the 
drops were doom·ed to dis1appear. The in·d}vidual history of 
such drops en,dcd abruptly and su.ch ''poorly organized'' 
drops ·could, therefore, no l·onger play any part i.n t!he sub .. 
se·quent evolution of organic ·matter. 

Conversely, the drops, in whi·ch synthesis prevailed over 
disi·ntegration, were not only to survive, 1but even increase 
i.n size, grow. Hence, it was the ·drops with the most perfect 
organization from the point of view of their dynamic stabil
ity and rate of growth that constantly increased in size. 
But a drop .cannot in.cessantly grow as a single whole. Upon 
reaching a ·C·ertain size it divides forming "filial" drops. 
These separate parts were ori-ginally similar to the mother 
drop, but having sepanated each of them pursued its own 
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course ·with its own ·changes, which either enlh•an.ced or di .. 
minished its ·chances for further existen·ce unde.r the given 
conditions of its environment. 

Thus, parallel with the increase in the amount of org~an
ized substance and the growth of the nurnber of c.oracervate 
drops in the hydrosphere of the Earth the quality of their 
organization also ·const~antly .changed. But as ,a result of the 
fact that this alteration ·constantly oc·cnrred under the strict 
co·ntrol of ·natural selection it a·cquired a very definite direc
tion. Any chan,ge in the organization of the drops, produced 
by the action of the extcrn.a 1 environ·tne-nt, was preserved for 
further evolution only if it satisfied the requirements for in
creasing the dyna~mi·c stahi 1ity of the given ·coacervate and 
at the satne time accelerated the vrocesses taking place in 
the ·COa·cervate. In the beginning this acceleration \Vas pro
duced by ,a si·mple inclusion of some inorgani·c ·catalyst (for 
example, the salts of iron, copper, calcium, etc., wid·espread 
i.n n1ature) in the ·coacervate. Subsequently, by interacting 
with different substances, primarily with the proteins of the 
coacervate, these ·catalysts .could greatly a·n1d spe·cifically 
change their activity. As the ·coacervates grew, natural se
lection aided in the preservation only of the most perfe·ct 
oornb'in·ations of the complex catalysts-ferments, W'h·i•ch most 
perfectly ac-celerated the reaction~ required for the ·creation 
of dyna·mlc stability of ;the com·plex albuminous bodies, for 
the harmonious ·combination of the e~nergic a.nd synthetic 
rea•cti·ons, an·d, •co·nsequently, for the constant self-renewal 
and self-preservation of the system under the given ~condi
tions of existence. In the end this led to the origin of 
protein bodies with an organized metabolism, i.e., to the 
origi:n of life on the Earth. 

Could a similar process oc·cur on other pl.anets and what 
were the necessary ·conditions for it? These conditions were 
in large measure created as a result of the second of the 
a~bove-me·ntione·d st.ages in t~he develop·ment of organic mat
ter. This was, in the first place, the existen~ce of high mole
cular proteins or protein-like polymers capable of forming 
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individual colloidal systems of the coacervate type. Second· 
ly, the presence of water, the medium in which the coacer
vates could originate as a result of the unification of the 
protein particles previously present in the solution. This 
process could hrave oc.curred in large water masses (seas 
and oceans) or in any puddle, or even in the water that 
moistened the tnarls of the pri1mary rocks. 

The third ,requirC"ment was the presence of a ~considerable 
amount of various org1a.nic compounds whi·ch could serve 
for a long time as the sour,ce of replenishin·g the substance~ 
composing the coa·cervates, because .only ·On th·e brasis of 
this replenishment eould the coa·cervatc drops grow an·d 
multiply. Without this there could be no selection and, con~ 
seque.ntly, no impr·ovement of tlle drops. Only \Vhen this 
improvement had reached a very high level ·could tll'e other. 
more rc.omplex syste·ms of •nourishing the ·pri:mary organisms 
have arisen. 

Fourthly, the \Vater solution, \Vllerc the coar.ervates 
formed and evolved, should have contained along with the 
organi'c subs'tan·ces also inorganic salts, ·compounds of the 
ash elements ·whi·ch are a nCl('.'essary com·poncnt part of all 
living bodies. The inorganic substances were necessary for 
t·he origin and evolution of .coacervates he·oause they ·create·d 
the requisite ionic concentrations and equilibria without 
which ~colloi-d-·chf\mi-eal ph(~nomena are ilnpossible . .()n the 
other hand, the inorganic substances acted as ·Catalysts i:n 
the processes of synthesis and disintegnation in the coa·cer
vate drops. The creation of the re-quisite mixture of inorganic 
compounds in the aqueous medium of a ·planet requires a 
co·mplex and protracted process of migration of the elemen1s 
composin·g these compounds. 

Already in the process of the planet's formation there 
wa~ a far-reaching sele•ction of the elements of whi·ch the 
planet was made up. The compounds o.f these elements were 
subsequently for·ce·d to regular mi·grations on the surf,a·ce of 
the planet i·n the region of its future biosphere where they 
mixed in various proportions and combi.nations. On the 
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Earth this ocC'urred mainly on the basis of the water cycle. 
a process very efficient in this respect. But on other planets 
this could have come about in different w1ays. Besides, the 
correlations of elements characteristic of the Earth's bio
sphere were not absolutely necess,ary. Even under terrestrial 
t:onditions various organistns have ·different co.m~positions of 
their ash elements both quantitatively and qualitatively. In 
addition, similar reactions in some living bodies iare cata
lyzed by iron, in others by copper, and in still others by man
ganese or even vanadium. It goes without saying that on the 
different celesti-al bodies these processes may t1a1ke place in 
ways very different and far removed from each other. 

The period, during whi·ch the planet w1as being prepared. 
so to speak, for the formation of ·COacervate ·drops in its 
w,aters, was a very long one; to all appearan·ce, it must have 
lasted 'many hundreds of millions of years. ·During that time, 
in the prrocess of migration of elements, the inotiganic com
position of the biosphere had to form and the extraordinary 
complex chemical evolution of organic compounds from 
hydrocarbons and their simplest derivatives to proteins and 
other high-molecular compounds had to take place. But it also 
required an enormously long time for the simplest living be
ings to evolve from the primary coacerv,ates in the process of 
their development as a result of slow natural selection. The 
duration of this third stage in the development of matter is 
quite comparable with the period which was required for the 
transformation of the simplest organisms into the modern 
higher plants and animals. During this period the environ .. 
ment, the external conditions altered repeatedly, though on 
the Earth they obtained within certain, rather narrow, limits 
approximating the present-day conditions. On other planets 
such changes in the external conditions could go beyond these 
limits without interrupting the organic evolution. It should 
be p~articularly emphasized that the decisive factor in the 
process of the origin of li.fe was the interaction of the organi'c 
system with the external environment. The environ.ment 
formed life. We can, therefore, have many different versions 
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of the very idea of "life." It may involve a change in the 
ooture of the protein structure, in the ~compositio,n of the 
catalysts acting in the sy~tem, in the sequen·r.e of the meta
bolic reactions and, consequently, in the .nature of the ener
gic ,and sy~nthetj.c processes arisinig on this basis, etc. It is 
only important ihat the c-on!::tant self-restoration and self
reproduction of the system :under the existing conditions of 
the external environ·me!nt alwavs be ensured. 

ol 

It is, therefore, hard to believe th1at the forms of living 
beings inhabiting the oth~r ·planets closely resemble the 
earthly pJa,nts and animals. E~scntial differen.ces mu~st have 
a'risen at th·e very titne life was in the ,making ~co·nstantly 
increasing in the process of biological evolution. 

The first organisms that ·oamc into \being on the Earth had 
to 1be ·creatures ·capable of feeding ottly on ready-made or
ganic substances. We ~get ample proof of this from t1he 'com
parative study of the metabolism in all present-day organ
isms. The ability for precisely this type of feeding is pe
culiar to all known living beings without exception; it is in
herent in the very org1a'nization of living matter. This type 
of feedin·g not only gave the primary living .beings ready
Jnade btl'ildin·g mat·erial, but also made therm independen1 
of other sour,ces of energy. They obtained .all the energy they 
needed for life from disintegrating organic compounds, 
whlch ·had prin1arily originated abiogenically. And sin·ct~ 
there was no rmolecular oxygen in the terrestri1al atmosphere 
at the time, the de,conlposition of the or,ganlc substan·ces 
was effected by primitive organisms through fermentation on·· 
the b,asis of their anaerobic disintegration. 

But as life developed the reserve of abiogenic organic 
su!bsta,nces on the surface of the Earth must h1ave gradually 
beco·me depleted. As we saw a'bove the ·main ~mass of these 
substances came into being on our planet when it was at the 
redu·ction stage of its development before its tr,ansition to 
the oxidation stage. That period in the life of the Earth had 
passed. In the process of vital activities of the organisms the 
a biogenic organic substanc.es on hand were gradually trans-
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formed into carbon dioxide while the new reserves of hyd
rocarbons ~a,rising from the intera·ction bet\\·"een carbide~ and 
water were replenished relatively slowly. 

This radical change in the conditions of existence prndurE'd, 
at a definite period in the deve1opmcnt of living naturP, 
new forms .of metabolism. Some organi~ms adapted them
selves to the use of the energy formed by the oxidation of 
the redu·ced ·Cotnpounds of iron, sulphur and nitrogen. That 
is how .chemosynthesis aro~e. But tht~ living beings, wl1i·ch 
had acquired the ability of absorbing light of a definite \vave-
length and were thus able to use the energy of the light 
for the photolysis of water and for the synthesis of organi:c 
subst,ance~ from the •carbon of the carbon ·dioxide, made par
ti·cular head\vay. Th·e study of the -es·sen·c.c of photosynthesis 
shows that this process requires a very perfect organization, 
a very efficient ·co-ordination of many light and dar~k reaoC'.
tions, the participation of a series of fern1ents and the pres
ence of complex structural formations. Photosyn1hesis 
could have formed only when the orgianization of rnetabo
lism \Vas on a rather high leveL 

The origination of photosynthesis radically altered the 
conditions of life on the Earth. The period of ,a·cute s:hortages 
of organic substances was past. Some of the organisn1s be
gan to create the organic compounds they needed them
selves, the others retained the previous forn1s of feeding 
utilizin~ the substances which now arose biogenically, in the 
process of photosynthesis. On this basis the organistns \Vere 
divided into the world of plants and that of anin1als. 

The origin of free gaseous oxygen, whic:h had not formerly 
existed irn the atmosphere of the Earth, was also a V€ifY im
portant result of photosynthesis. This enabled most of the 
living lbeings considerably to rationalize their enengy ex
ch,ange by passing from an,aerobiosis to oxygen respiration 
in w·hi·ch the energy hidden in organic substa.n·ces is fully 
utilized. This tran~ition was possible only because the for
mer system of metabolism was augmented by new ferments 
and other protein substances. These additional systen1s 
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can really be discovered in the protoplasm of higher or
ganisms as certain super-structures on the former mechan
ism of anaerobiosis which is the basis of the energy ex· 
change of all living beings. But sin~ce respiration ·came i.nto 
being at a relatively late stage in the development of life 
these super-struct'ures differ in the various representatives of 
the -plant and 1a n irna I wor 1 ds. 

The ·chan~ges in tll\' structure (the ~morp·hology of living 
tn,atter) were ·closely ·conneeted with those in metabolis,m. 
The cellular structure falne into being; it was followed by 
the formation of multi-cellular living ~beings with their ·com
plex systems of tissues and or.gans, and, at last, lby ·man. 

\Ve, certainly, cannot say how life originated and devel
oped on other celestial bodies under the conditions peculi,ar 
to them. But it stands to re~ason that the organisms forming 
in the process of biologi·cal evolution must differ essentially 
from the terrestrial anin1als and plants ~in·re it is the envi
rnntm(\nt that forms life. 



Chapter 11 

POSITION OF THE .SUN IN THE UNIVERSF: 

Of all t:he ·cosmic bodies the Sun, which is the ·central body 
of our planetary system and the closest star to us control
ling the movements of the planets, is of the greatest impor .. 
tan,ce to the Earth. Owing to its enormous m~ass the Sun not 
only unifies all the planets revolving around it into a single 
syste·m, but also supplies them ·with an uninterrupted strea•m 
of radiation at the expen~e of the atomi-c ener-gy sponta·ne
ously produced in its interior. 

Wit1hout the emission of atomic energy the Sun could not 
have rmaintained its intensive nadiation all through its 
existence, i.e., approximately over 4,000 million years. T·his 
be·comes apparent if we only ·caJ,culate the eneligy the Sun 
had to lose duri~ng the time indi-cated. Ea·ch second the Su1n 
radiates 4xtoss ergs, while its mass equals 2x1Qss gra1ns. 
From this we can easily compute that each gram of the solar 
mass loses 2 ergs per se·cond and that throughout its 
existence the Sun's energy outlay for each gram of its mass 
has ~constituted as many ergs as there are secon·ds in 8,000 
million years (i.e., 2.5xl016 ergs). Despite this monstrous 
energy outlay the Sun is still a greatly heated body with a 
temper,ature of about 20 1million degrees i'n its centre. Only 
"combustion" of hydrogen and its transformation into helium 
with a production of atomi·c energy can be the source of so
Jar ene-rgy. Si,milar processes ·occur within each star. But 
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they ~ca1n ta1ke ·pla,ce only in bodies of a large enough mass. 
If a cosmic body has a small mass, as, for example, our 
Earth, atomic energy ·rannot be sp·ontaneously generated be
cause the temperature 1an·d pressure in the centra] parts of 
the body \Vill be too low to ovcrcorne the inter-atomic 
forces and for the protons to penetrate into the nuclei. 

Thus, the difference between a strar and a planet is prc
c.isely in their masses. A body with a srnall mass is cold and 
there can be no n,uclear reactions in it.. But should the mass 
of ,a body increclse approximately to 1,120-1;25 of the mass 
of our Sun its inner pressure and temperatur·e will increrase 
to the extent that nuclear reacti·ons willrbe possible and this 
body will chan•ge into a star, i. e., it \vill spontaneously e·mit 
radiant energy. 

T1hu~, the star-s are 1uminous bodies ·because they produce 
atomi1c energy. That is why, wben loo.ki.ng at the night sky, 
we get the impression th,at the u~niverse is compos·cd ·chiefly 
of stars around which invisible planets may revo1ve. As a 
matt<~r of Ja,ct the Universe :has a mu·ch more ·complex ~truc
ture. To start with, the stars are not ·haphazardly dispersed 
in infinite space, but form in it !more or less vast systems. 
One of the~c systems, for instan·ce, is our Gal1axy-an en·or
nlous aocumulatiion of stars which f.orm on the firm,ament 
the familiar picture of the Milky Way. 

In the •centre .of the Galaxy is its "nu~cleus," made up of 
numerou1s stars situated ~closer to each oth~er than in the 
other regions of the Galaxy. The .mass of the nucleus is very 
small compared with the mass of the entire Galaxy. Several 
spiral arms, in which especially bright and massive stars 
are located, as well a~ ~clouds of gas·eous matter and minute 
dust matter absorbitng a .consider,able part of the light 
eman,ating from the stars, issue from the nu~cleus. The ob
servable division of the Milky Way into two wide branrches, 
whi•c'h later ~merge i.nto a single band again, is only appar
ent. It depends on the absorption of light in the dust medi
um concentrated mainly in the equatorial plane of the Gal
axy. Tht' GR1Rxy i~ ~o large that it takeg light, travelling at 



Fig. 8. Southern Milky Way over Atatau Mountain~ 



a speed of 300,000 km; sec, close to 100,000 years to cross 
the -Galaxy from one end to the other. For the sake Qf .com
paris·on let us ·note that light coveTs the distan·ce between 
the Sun and the .E,arth (150 ·million .kilometre~) in only 8 
minutes and 22 seconds. 

Our Galaxy numbers about 150,000 million stars. The 
distance between them increases the further they 1are re
moved from the centre around which all stars slowly revolve. 
For exam,ple, our Sun, wrhich is 30,000 light-years away 
from the Galactic centre, makes one full revolution around it 
in approxi,mately 250 million years. 

The time re-quired ·by the Sun to make a full revolution 
around the Galactic centre has been accepted as a Galactic or 
cosmi1c year. On the basis of ·modern resear·ch f.he age of our 
Earth is set at 3,500-4,000 million years. It m1ay be as· 
sumed that the entire planetary systen1 is as old. The Earth 
is, consequently, about 15-16 cosmic years old; in other 
words, during the existence of the Earth and that of th·e 
other planets our Sun .has .already made 15-16 revolutions 
around the centre of the Galaxy. 

Within our Galaxy the st,ars form .closer groups; very fre
quently a group includes stars similar in their physical prop
erties. In the first place we must mention the vast groups 
of stars, the so-called ft,at and spherical sub-systems, studied 
in detail by Soviet .astronomers B. Kukarkin and P. Pare-
_na;go mainly ~by the properties of the v'ariable stars they 
contain. The flat sub-systems are arranged chiefly i·n the 
Galacti·c pJa,ne a~nd consist of relatively slow-moving stars 
(the stars in the spherical :sub-systems show .a much greater 
variety of speeds). In ,addition, we know the so-called Ga
lactic clusters of stars located mainly in the centra I 
region of the Galaxy, near its equator, and globular 
clusters made up of hundreds of thousands of stars and 
surrounding the Galaxy at a considerable distance from its 
centre. If you imagine yourself inside such a globular 
clusters you will find the entire sky covered with numer
ous stars which look very bright beoause of their relative 
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proximity. In the globular clusters the stars move 
about a comll?on centre of gravity along elliptic orbits with 
very long periods. No dust or gaseous inter-stellar matter is 
visible in these clusters while their stars have the same 
physical properties 1as those in the other regions of the Galaxy . 

• 

Fig. 9. Spherical accumulation 

Of considerable interest from the point of view of the prob
lem of life in the Universe are the close systems of double 
or multiple stars which, as a rule, revolve jointly around a 
com·mon ·~centre of gravity. T·he number of these systems is 
very large, but many of them are hardly distinguishable 
becauEe they are too far from us and the stars compos-ing 
them are too ·Close to eac·h other. Very rn1any double stars 
cannot be distin·guishe~ in the tele~pe at all because the. 
tw·o stars composing them are too close to one another; their 
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duality is discovered only in spectral observation 'becau·se of 
the division of the spectral lines due to the unequal motion 
of the component stars along the line of sight; these are the 
so-called. spectrascopic binaries. In some spectral-double 
systems the stars are so close to one another that in each of 
its revolutions the satellite eclipse·s the chief star and the 
bri~ghtness of the whole syste·m alters for the terrestrial ob
server. These systems are known as eclipsing variable stars. 

The study of the closest vicinity of the Sun, for example, 
the stars relatively not very far removed from it, namely, 
within the sphere with a radius exceeding the distance be
tween the s.un and the Earth a million.fold (this constitutes 
a1bout 16 light years) leads to very interesting inferences. 
Within this sphere there are 42 stars including the Sun. The 
nearest star to us, a Centauri located in the southern henli
sphere of the firmament does not greatly exceed the Sun 
in brightness and is a double star. Sirius, the most brilliant, 
in its apparent brightness, star in the sky, is also one of the 
nearby stars. Sirius has a satellite which belongs to a special 
group of :star~, the so-,oalled w;hite dwarfs, distinguished 
for their small size and enormous density. The ·mass of 
Sirius' satellite approximately equals that of the Sun, but 
its de,nsity is 30,000 ti!mes as great as that of the Sun. The 
other relatively bright star within the same sphere the 
Procyon-is 6 times as bright as the Sun and is also a 
double system. Most of the remaining stars, located in the 
closest vicinity to the Sun, are much weaker than the Sun 
in a~ctual brigl1iness. They are mostly small red stars with 
a surface temperature of 2,000-3,000 degrees and their ra
diation is hundreds 1and even thousand~ of times as weak 
as that of ·the ,Sun. Nonetheless, many of them are double 
( 11 double stars are known in the sphere of the indicated 
radius) and, perhaps, eve.n more ·co.mplex systems. Su·ch are 
the stars 70 Ophiuchi, 61 Cygni, 60 Kriiger and others. 
The 61 Cygni, which despite its proximity to us appears as 
a we,ak star of the 6th magnitude and is barely dis·cernible 
with the naked eye, really consists of two stars nearly equal 
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in 'brightness and .close to one another. This star is also in
teresting because Holmberg and Strand have quite recently 
dis·covered a small invisible satellite near it. They ;b1appened 
to dis~cover it by the small ·perlodi·c deflections in the m·otion 
of the ·Chief star which the satellite causes by its gravity. 
r.his invisible satellite was more fully studied by A. Deuts.ch 
ln the Chief Astronomi·cal Observatory at Pulkovo. A similar 
invisible satellite of the 70 Ophiuehi was discovered by 
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Fig. 10. Multiple star (orbital motion in the system of the 
double star K.rfiger 60, 1908-1920) 

Rayleigh 1an·d liolmberg. The masses of these satellites ·con
stitute only 2-3 per ~cent of the 1mass of the Sun arnd ex·ceed 
the mass of Jupiter only 10-20-fold. 

It should be noted, in accordance with B. I(ukarkin's re
mark, that if there are really two planets of such dimensions 
as Jupiter an·d Saturn in the system of 61 Cygni their }oint 
action ·could produce the same effect as that .of one more 
massive body. At any rate suc·h a satellite ·Ca1nnot be an or
dinary star because with its insignificant mas~ the tempera
ture of its surface could under no circumstances exceed 
several hundred degrees which is not enough for its own 
luminescence. Guided by purely physical considerations we 
can also prove that such small bodies cannot contain 
sources of nuclear energy, i.e., cannot be stars, because 
otherwise they would simply have to disperse in space. 

As G. Idlis has shown, the smallest mass of a star still in 
. a ~table state tmust be larger thatn 0.04-0.05 of the mass of 
the Sun. 



Thus, by studying the stars in the closest proximity of the 
Sun and by considering them typical representatives on the 
stellar population of our ·whole Galaxy we ·come to very i'm
port1a.nt con•clusions. Firstly, most of the ·~tars form close 
double or multiple systems and, se.condly, as ca'n be expected 
with a considerable de·gree of probability, small dark bodies, 
whi·c·h are real planets and which can s.hine w·eakly only by 
receiving light from their suns, revolve around many stars. 
It g·oes without saying thtat the dis•covery of these small 
bodi·es is ·connected with great diffi·culties, a~nd only the most 
·. ~assive 'Planets of even ·the nearest star-~ can be dis•covered 
by n1odern astronomical means. It may be pointed ·out that 
Jupiter, the largest planet of the solar system, has 1,047 
times as small a mass as the Sun :and the periodic gravitation-
al deflection of the Sun produced by its gravity could, there
fore, have been in no way discovered by the tnodern means 
of research even from the star nearest to us. It would be 
impo·ssible .to see Jupiter through the most tpowerful up-to
date telescopes beca,use even from the (i Centauri it would 
appear as a celt~stial body of the 26th stellar m1agnitude, i.e., 
several hundred times as \Veak as the weakest stars acces .. 
s:h~e tn the most po\verful modern 'instruments. Besides, 
being at so close an angul1ar distance from the Sun, Jupi
ter would be lost in its rays. But the f~1ct that planets, 
though much more massive than those in our solar sys
tem, have heen discovered with the nearest stars despite 
all these difficulties leads to the conclusion that, gener
ally, very many stars in the U·niverse have planetary 
systems. 

The con·clusion that double .and multiple st.ars are very 
widespread in the Galaxy finds confirmation in G. Kuiper's 
recent detailed study. On the ·basis of all fa·ctual ·data on the 
visual and spectroscopic binaries now on hand Kuiper in
ferred that the minimum number of double and multiple 
stars in our Galaxy constitutes at least 80 per cent of all the 
stars in the Galaxy. This means that of every 10 stars taken 
at random eight form part of 1a double or multiple system. In 
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addition, a tri1ple star is counte.d as two double stars, a 
quadruple as three double stars. Furthermore, Kuiper finds 
that the mass and brightness of the satellite in the double 
star system do not es~sentially depend on the mass and 
brightness of the main ~oom·ponent; ·hence, the mass and 
brightness of the component stars in the do.uble-star sy~te.ms 
must ·be co.nS"idered absolutely indepen,dently for each of 
them. It must, therefore, be con•cluded .that double stars can
not, as a rule, originate as a result of the division of one 
formerly existing star with a great angular momentum. This 
conclu,sion ~s also warranted by the fact that in oase o,f the 
division of one star into two components the distance be
tween them could never exceed several dozen astronomical 
units (i.e., distan'ces between the Sun and the Earth). Only 
the closest pairs, in whi·ch the components nearly touch, 
could have fortne·d by ·such division, but not everything can 
be ex·plained even in this case. Already Jeans ·demonstrate·d 
theoretically 1hat the division of one ~~tar into two compon
ents is inl'possi;ble if this star has ,a heterogeneous stru·cture. 
In addition, it follows from Kuiper's study that both the 
visual, i.e., double stars with great distances between the 
components, and the spectral-double, i.e., close stellar pairs, 
essentially form one class of c-elestial objects and, therefore, 
both are of t•he sa·me origi-n. 

The .conclusion that the ~strars .form, 1as a rule, more or less 
close pairs ·and that onJy very few of them are single stars, 
like our lS un, is of great 'importance to the consideration of 
the problem of life in the Universe. The fact is that planets 
can have simple, close to circular, orbits only w~hen there i-E 
a single centre of gravity, i.e., in a single-star system. The 
plarnets in a double, or even more complex system of close 
stars, must describe hi.ghly complicated curves around some 
common ·Centre of gravity. Th·is .sharply differs from the 
situation in our S·olar system. The Earth and the other large 
planets revolve .. a·bout the Sun in almost circular orbits, 
w~hich ensures them 1a more or less constant source of solar 
radiation on their surf,ace. But if the Sun were a double 
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system, the planetary orbits would be so complicated and 
the distanc·es between the planets a~nd the Sun could change 
so considerably that sharp fluctuation·s in the radiation 
reaching the surface of the planets would be inevitable. 

E. Stromgren and his 
associates have com
puted numerous very 
complex trajectories of 
planets of a stellar pair 
in which the mass of one 
star is ten times that of 
the other siHr, while the 
planet revolving in this 
svstcrr1 has an ahsolute~ 

I 

Fig. 11. Possible orbit of asteroid in 
relation to two centres of gravity 

w 

ly insignificant mass 
and its gr~1vity c.annot 
affect the n1utual mo
tions of the stars. It is, 
thus, obvious that for 
life to be possible on 
planets it is extraordina
rily in1portant that these 
planets be connected 
with a single and, by no 
n1eans, with a multiple 
star. 

It ·has already been p-o.inted out that the abil'ity to emit 
atomic energy is a characteristic property of every star. The 
ato·mi•c reactions, which take pla·ce in the stars and are con
nect·ed with the penetration of proton~ into the nu·clei o.f the 
heavier elements, depend tc a gre,at extent on the tempera
ture in the centre of the given star, i.e., on the energy of the 
motion of the ato·ms of gas. But the central temperature of 
gaseous ~~pheres in e·quilibrium is proportional to the mass 
and inversely proportion,al to the radius. It is, therefore, 
inevitable that the more massive stars emit more energy 
per unit ·of mass. With the in·crease in the mass of a ·star the 
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amount of energy produced per gr.am of substance shnrply 
increases. If, for example, a star has a m'ass ten time~ th,at 
of the Sun, its radiation is, on th~e whole, 10,000 times that 
of the Sun. The massive stars also have a higher surface 
temperature, which runs ·into .many thousands of degrees. 
There are quite many O!f t·hese stars, for example, in the con
stellati,on of Orion and in some other region·~ of the sky. The 
radiation of these stars is so great that even the transfor
mation of hydrogen into helium in their interiors cannot ex
tend their existence to thousands of millions of vears. Such ., 
massive stars can exist only millions, but not thousands 
of millions of years. Some of them could have come into 
being only scvenal hundred thousand years ago and, thus, 
from the cosmic point of view are very recent formations. 

Only relatively small stars, like our Sun, with moderate 
radiation can exist long without a substantial loss of mass. 
This is of tremendous importance to the ori:gin ,and evolution 
of life on the planets revolving around such stars. 

At the same time it ·must be remembered that there is a 
considerable category of stars in an unstable state which is 
manifest in the changes in their sizes, as well as in temper
ature and radiation.1 If our Sun were a physically variable 
star and the intensity of its radiation changed by at least 50 
per cent in either dire·ction from its mean the temperature 
on the Earth'·~ surface would constantly fluctuate within 

I All stars, whose apparent brightness changes, are called variable in 
the broad sense of the term. Not in all of these stars is the change in 
brightness connrcted with a rea I increase or decrease in their bright· 
ness. There are so-called eclipsing variable stars. These are close 
stellar pairs in which the satellite, revolving about the chief star. 
periodically eclipses it. This causes a change in the apparent brightness. 
though there is, certainly, no real change in the brightness (amount 
of energy radiated). 

The stars, whose brightness changes periodically or non-periodic
ally by force of internal physical causes, are called physically variable 
stars. The Cepheids forn1 a special class of these stars. The brightness 
of each Cepheid star changes strictly periodically, but these periods 
differ with different Cepheids (from a few hours to 1nany ~'eeks). In 
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60°C, whic·h would hinder the development of life. The so
called novae belong to a special type of variable stars.1 

For some reasons, not qu·ite clear as yet, the brightness of 
such a star suddenly in·creases nearly 1 00,000-fold in a few 
hours, its entire outer shell begins stormily to ex·pand and 
be eje·cted into space as a result of an internal explosion, 
env·elopin.g the bJ,azing st1ar in .a vast cloud o·f rarefied gas. 
These phenomena are observe·d in our Galaxy several times 
a year. Flashes of much shorter duration and of lesser sig
nifican·ce arc also sometimes obse·rved ..in dwarf stars sur
rounded by a vast gaseous shell, when the general bright
ness of the star increases 10-20-fold within a few hours. 
These arc, however, rather rare phenomena in our ·Galaxy. 

Of much greater im·portance is the fact that along with its 
regular radiation, which is propagated in the form of streams 
of light and heat, each star produces strean1s of corpuscles, 
i.e., it also possesses c-orpuscular radiation and, consequent
ly, constantly loses in mass in the process of its development. 
This con.clusion grows out with mathemat!ical necessity 
from the ·comparison of the principal regul1arities i·n the 
structure of ·~tars, established by modern astrop·hysi·cs, ,and 
is also confirmed, as A. Masevich's painstaking calculations 
have shown, by the th·eory of the internal structure of stars. 

size and brightness all Cepheids ar·e giant and super-giant stars, but 
it has long since been established that the longer the period of change 
in the brightness of a Cepheid the greater its brightness. 

According to modern views the fluctuations in the brightness of the 
Cepheids are produced by periodical pulsations of these stars due to 
internal physical causes. In these cases the size and brightness of the 
star change. (Editor's note.) 

1 At one time it was believed that in their evolution all stars must 
flare up as novae. It followed that the Sun would also have to 
flare up in time. The study of the physical nature of stars has shown 
the erroneousness of this assumption. Only stars of a certain type can 
ftare up as novae and these flare-ups can recur periodically. The 
Sun does not belong to this type. It is a stable star and its physical 
state is not subject to any conside.rable changes. This stable state of 
the Sun will, undoubtedly, last for many more thousands of millions 
of years. (Editor's note.) 
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In massive stars the constant ejection of m,ass anrl, es .. 
pecia11y, separate explosions, can be observed directly. Acade
mician G. Shain has demonstrated that some giant stars are 
in an unstable state though no intensive explosions occur in 
them. Their external shell- is almost completely retained by 
forces of repulsion, which are probably of ,an electromagnetic 
nature, and is, therefore, as it were, weightless. These stars 
constantly lose substance which goes into interstellar space. 

Corpus~cu]ar ra·diation, i.e., the outflow of the star's sub
stance into its ·environrment, is particularly easily observed 
when the star has a close satellite, as is the case with the 
spectroscopic binaries. Very well known is the ~ Lyrae 
spectroscopic binary with its close s,atellite, which partly 
eclipses the chief star during each revolution. An analysis 
of the change in the ~ Lyrae's spectrum has shown that the 
chief star constantly emits a powerful stream of gas which 
partly envelops the satellite and partly enters the common 
gas ring surrounding the whole system. Analogous phenom
ena h·ave been discovered in all massive spectroscopic 
binaries. All of them, as observations show, intensively lose 
their substance by emitting it into the inter-stellar space. 
This phenomenon is at least partly due to the fact that the 
massive stars, as a rule, rotate very rapidly around their axes. 
The rate of rotation at the equator frequently reaches 300, 
400 and even 500 kilometers per second. The fast rotation, 
during which a considerable centrifugal force is developed, 
causes the emission of substance chiefly at the equator of the 
star, and the emitted substance arranges itself mainly in 
the plane of the equator, as it is in many cases observed. 

It 'may ·be fhought that corpus.cular nadiation is a gener,al 
natural phenomenon, but it oc~curs very vigorously in all 
massive and hot ~tars 1an'd much less vigorously in the 
weqlker stars. For example, th'is phenomenon is uncom·monly 
weak in the .sun, wh-ich has long sin·ce reached a stable state 
1and has hardly changed its mass in the last one thousand 
m·illio·n years. I·n addition, it has been established that cor
puscular radiation is, generally speaking, proportional to 
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Fig. 12. Diagran1 of 1nalter etnission in the systen1 of r Lyrae 

ordinary light-radiation. On this basis we can picture pure
ly theoretically the distribution of stars according to their 
luminosity, masses and temperatures, which is ,actually ob 
~ervcd and is known as the luminosity-temperature diagram 
establishing a relationship between the spectra of stars and 
their lun1inosity. 

This diagram has been considerably suppl€mented in re
cent years by P. Parenago an~d B. Vo.rontsov-Velyam·inov. 
M·os~ oJ the stars in our Gtalaxy are ,arranged in this dia
gra1n1 in a definite row .known as the main sequence. It in
cludes the n1ore massive and, consequently, brighter stars 
which also have a higher temperature and very high rate of 
rotation arou·nd their axes. The smaller the mass, the 1esser 
the luminosity, the lower the temperature and the slower the 
rotation. This is particularly well seen in the investigation 
of stars belonging to the same cluster in which all stars are. 
practically, equid:stant from us. The stellar c.lusters of the 
Pleiades, Hyrades, Praesepe, etc., are a good example of this. 

The correlations between the physical properties of stars 
can be explained theoretically on the basis of the pheno
menon of corpuscular radiation. It appears that in the 
process of its development each star must necessarily move 
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along the curve of the main sequence in the direction of smaller 
mass and slower rotation. Surface temperoture 
This slowing down in rota- t5ooo 11000 7500 5700 45BDJ51JIJ 
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course of stellar evolution, 
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direction of smaller m1ass and lower temperature. 
If we consider the history of the develop:ment of our Sun, 

which is 1a very old ~tar, in the light of these i·deas we may 
come to the conclusion that it was formed several thousand 
million years ago, that it originally had a mass several 
times as large as that of today and that it rotated very fast. 
We may as·~ume that the planets were formed at about the 
same time as the Sun and that they are approxim.ately as 
old, their age being several thousand million years. The 
·evolution of the Sun should, at the same time, have con·di-
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Fig. 14. Stellar accumulation of the Pleiades surrounded 
by a dust nebula. 



tioned the evolution of the pl1anetary ·system as a wb.ole. As 
a m,atter of fact as the ~olar mass diminishes the for~ce \vith 
which the .Sun attracts the planets also diminishes. Besi-des, 
as Jeans has shown, the produ·ct o-f the mass of the Sun by 
the nadiu·~ of the planet's orbit must remain constant; in 
other W·ords, in ti1nes long p1ast the linear dimensions of the 
solar system were as mucb smaller ~as the mass of the Sun 
was larger. Thi~ fact is also of great importance in the study 
of the conditions of life on the planets during the long period 
of their evolution. For our solar system, however, this change 
in the last one thousand million years of its existence has 
be~n ~absolutely in'8ignifieant, since the m~ass of the Sun has 
suffered very little change durin·g this time. 

However, for the more .massive stars, whose .masses 
change murh faster, the sizes of the orbit·~ of their possible 
planets are far from constant. At the same time the thcrn1al 
con•ditions on the planets themselves must change to a much 
greater ext·ent. 

As .a matter of f,a,et, the change in mass i~ paraHeled by 
a change in the total stream of radiant energy Q, emitted by 
the star a·nd is proportionate to the fourth po\ver of its 1nass. 
The amount of <~nergy E that falls on a unit of the planet's 
surfa·ce 1also ~changes in inver~e proportion to the squtare of 
its distance frotn the star. 

1llltlS (2 E - .... -..... , .... _. 
r 

But, since ac.oc.ording to the aforesaid 
-1 

Q~M4, r,...,M , 

we get that t1he extent to w·hich the planet is heated by its 
central body, the star, is at each given moment proportional 
to the rnas·s of the star r~aised to the sixth ·power. But the 
temperaiure of the pl,anet's surface under conditions of ther· 
mal equili~brium will be pr·oportional to the mass of the star 
raised to the 3/2 power. 
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If, for example, the mass of. the star changed by on,ly 20 
per cent the mean temperature of the planet would have to 
change by nearly 30 per cent. If our Earth were under th·ese 
conditions its mean temperature, which equals approximately 
290° abs, would drop to 203:. abs, i.e., instead of + 17oC 
it would become -70"C. 

This change in te·mpera1:ure would have been unfavoura
ble to the development of life on the Earth, and this influ
en.ce would have made itself felt in the slightest chan~g·e in 
the ,m,ass of the Sun. It, therefore, follows that th·e existenc~ 
and development of life on any planet for a long time is pos-
sible only if the planet has been revolving about a star which 
has .been i·n a stable state for thousands of millions of 
years. The Sun is precisely such a star, but most of the 
bright, h~ot and massive st,ars hav·e come into being recently 
and they cannot, apparently, have planets where there could 
be life. 

As we have already mentioned our Galaxy with its exten
sion of approxin1ately 100,000 light years has close to 
150,000 million stars. This number of stars in the Galaxy 
seems extraordinarily large, but it is really very small as 
compared with the volume of the Galaxy. The distances be
tween the stars are enormous, but the sizes of the stars are 
insignifi•cant in comp,arison with these distances. T·h·is is the 
characteristic feature of our stellar system. Thus, for exam
ple, the diameter of the Sun is about 200 times as ~mall as 
the diameter of the terrestrial orbitt 1and 7,600 tim·es as 

1 The amplitude of the star sizes is very big. At the same time the 
an1plitudc of the stellar masses is not so significant. Some stars 
( £ Aurigae, V\' Cephei) are larger than the Sun thousands of times 
in diarnetcr and thousands of millions of times in volume. But the 
mass of such stars is only several dozen times as great as that of the 
Sun. Their substance is extraordinarily rare-its density is thousands 
and son1etimes n1illions of times as low as that of the earthly atmo
sphere. 

The so-called white dwarfs are the exact antithesis of the super
giant stars. Their sizes are comparable with those of the planets in 
the solar system. Sirius' satelite, for example. is smaller than Uranus 
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small as the diameter of the orbit of the farthest planet in 
the solar system (Pluto), but _at the same tim-e the diameter 
of the Sun is 52 million ti·me-s as stnrall as the distance from 
us to the nearest a Centauri star. There are stars which 
ex·cecd the Sun hundreds and even thousands of times (an·d 
in volume even millions and thousands of millions of times) 
i·n linear dirn~nsions, but even their si7.(~s are negligi,ble 
com'}Jared with the inter-stellar distanc(~~. That is why ev-en 
with the most chaotic distribution of the ste1J,ar velocities the 
probability tl1at son1e st,ar may pa-s·s very close to our Sun 
or, at least, accidentally go through our ·planetary system is 
extremely small. Ac~cording to Jeans' calculations, with the 
present stru-cture of our Galaxy the passage o;f any star 
close to our Sun may be expected only once in 1017 ye1ars. 
Since our Ga],axy, as well as our Sun, is approximately 109 

years old this -may occur only with one star out of 100 mil
lion throughout the existence of the Galaxy. 

About fifty years ago the famous scientist Henri Poin·oare 
deemed it possible to compare our Galaxy with a cloud of 
rarefied ~as in which individual molecules play the part of 
stars. In an ordinary cloud of gas the relationships between 
the molecules are determined by the laws of gas dynamics 
and, in the first place, by the law of .equal distribution of the 
kinetic energies atnong the molecules of different masses. 
But our Galaxy is built differently. The action of irregul.ar 
forces on the stars is negligibly small because the stars 
hardly ever come close to each other. Thus, the-real structure 
of the Galaxy does not even approximately correspond to the 
state of equili.brium in which Maxwell's law of distribution 
o-f velocities works. We ·may, therefore, be sure that on-ce 
the pl,anetary system l1as formed it will not suffer the ·cata
strophe of a close pa~sage of an extraneous star which may 

and Neptune, while some white dwarfs are smaller than the Earth. But 
the mass of the white dwarfs corresponds to that of the Sun. Their 
substance is sometimes tens of thousands of times as dense as thP 
heaviest elements on the Earth. (Editor's note.) 
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sharply change the ip},anetary orbits or even fully sever them 
from the Sun. 

In his book La fin du monde C. Flamm,arion discusses the 
pDoblem of the pos·~ible causes of cess•ation of life on the 
Earth in the future. He speaks of the ·possible meeting of the 
Earth with 1a comet, o-f the cooling of the Sun and o-f the 
Sun's collision with another star. 

None of these assumpt,ions have any basis in fact. rrhe 
E~arth has met with comets and has even gone throu~gh their 
tails with no lll after-effect many ti,mes in its history. The 
Sun cannot grow cold because its radiation is supported by 
nucle·ar reaction·~-transformation of hydrogen into helium. 
Because of the abundance of hydrogen in the Sun and the 
insign'ifi•can·ce of the Sun's radiation these rea·ctions will 
continue ~many more thousands of millions of years. Last 
but not least, as has just been pointed out, not only a colli
sion, but even a close meetiing with another star is actually 
im·possi-ble. I-Iowever, our planetary system, like those of 
ot'her stars, must have repeatedly gone through r1arefied gas 
an.d dust clouds frequently en~countered in the inter-stellar 
space. 

In I 904, Hart-mann dis·covercd in the spe•ctra of the hot 
stars, so-·ca~lled, stationary lines belonging to ion1i.zed cal-

. cium. According to their nature these stars cannot be char
acterized by such Jines; besides, it was established that the 
newly discovered line~ did not move w~ith the motion of the 
stars along the line of sight determined according to Dop
pler's effect. It was, thus, laid down th;:lt these lines belonged 
to inter-stellar gas rather than to stars. A detailed study 
of the inter-stellar environ·ment has shown that it a~bounds, 
primarily, in hydrogen, which is the most widespread 
element in the Universe, though it is rather hard to discov
er. In the vicinity of our Sun there is an ,average of 2-3 
atoms of hydrogen for every cubi~c centimetre of inter-stellar 
space. Heliu~m, another gas wi~despread in n1ature, is ~present 
in only one-tenth this amount. The other elements are rep
resented in even lesser quantities. All in alJ, for every thou-
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sand atoms of hydrogen in the inter-stellar environment 
there are approximately lOO a.to·m·s of helium, 10 .atoms of 
oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and neon taken together, 2-3 .atoms 
of iron, potassium, calcium, sili·cium, magnesium, and other 
elements. Such are the quanti·tative .proportions of the vari
ou·s elements in the Universe. As the analyses of the chemi
cal com'pos·ition of the stellar atmospheres and planetary 
nebulae have shown the same proportions obtain there, 
too. 

Thus, the density of the substance in the Universe is de .. 
termined, primarily, by hydrogen which 'is the most wide
spread element, qurantitatively greatly exceeding al~l the 
other elem·ents taken together despite the fact th,at through
out the existen,ce of the Galaxy there has been a constant 
and irreversible process of formation of very sta~ble atoms 
of heHu'm at the expense of the diminishing nttmber of atom·s 
of hydrogen. 

In connection with this we should mention the followin·g 
~nterestirig circumstan·ce. A normally fo.r.Ined cos·mic body 
with a su.fficient m1ass and composed of v,arious elements in 
the above-mentioned pr·oportions at a te·m;perature s·uitable 
for the existence of life ·must be made up neanly e:K!clusive
ly of gaseous substa·n•ce. The chemical elements, w·hioh at 
the temperature required for organic lif·e are ·in a soli·d state 
an·d •c1an forn1 the surface of the planet, are conrf:ained only 
as insignificant admixtures. This aspect of the question ·will 
later be treated in greater detail. 

The inter-steH,ar su,bstan.ce in the gas and dust nebulae is 
nate.d for its a'bsolutely insignificant density; thus in the 
vicinity of our Sun it constitutes approximately 3xl0-24 

gmjcm3, i.e., one gram of substance per volume of 300 mil
lion cubic kil•ometres. However, the total mass of this sub
stance iin the volume o"f the entire Galaxy is app.roximately 
of the sam·e order .as the total mass of all the star~. It shoul•d 
be remem:bered th,at inter-stellar matter is distributed in .the 
Galaxy extremely uneveply. The intensive turbulent motions, 
w·hich result from consldena.ble velocities, create- great "over· 
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talls" of densities. At any rate, direct observations s.how 
that in the Galaxy there is a large number of diffuse gas 
clouds separated by considerable intervrals. According to the 
a:pproxi,mate estimates of V. Ambartsumy,an, S. Gordeladze 
and P. Parenago there is one such nebula per volume of a 
cube with a rib of about 2 million radii of the Earth's orbit 
(~close to 32 light yerars). \Tery often, as Academician 
G. Shain 1and his as'Sociates have shown, the ·mass of su·ch a 
nebula is rmany times as great as that of the Sun. Stars arc 
frequently observed in these nebulae whi-ch have either 
form·ed from the substance of the nebuJ,ae or are of the same 
origin with them. Parti·cularly interesting is the well-kno\vn 
Nebula of Orion almost visible with the naked eye. The ITI1ass 
of the entire ~ubst.ance connected with this nebula in the 
form of gas, dust and, perhaps, some bodies of pre-stellar 
nature c.onstitutes at least one million solar masses ~and by 
f,ar exceeds the mass of stellar cluster \Vhich centers 
\\'iih this nebul,a and largely consists of stars, apparently, 
recently originated fr-om the same environment. 

Though the mech!anism of star formation is not as yet fully 
known, in a number of cas-es it ·ran hardly be doubted that 
the stars must form from an originally diffuse medium with 
an admixture of solid particles of dust playing ,an important 
part. As a matter of fact, the dust particles, whose tempera
ture should be much lower than that of the surrounding gias
eous environment, serve as a powerful means of cooling 
the nebula; be~ides, owing to their extensive absorb,ability 
they scree·n the nebula from the heat of the neighbouring 
stars. This .aids in the condensation of the nebul,a with the 
subsequent development of ordinary stars from these con· 
densations. 

Due to the great volume of t~he gas and du~t nebulae tht! 
stars, including our Sun, moving in the Galaxy, may re
peatedly enter the nebulous medium. The question is: what 
can we expect in such cases? 

Some foreign scientists, as, for example, Hoyle, Bondi, 
Lyttleton and McCrie studied whether it was possible for 
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a passing star to seize substan·ce from the surrounding ne
bula and whether the star could considenably increase its 
mass and acquire additional hydrogen and other element~ . 
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Fig. 15. Nebula .. America" 

It was supposed th,at under those circurnstan~ces the star 
could become "rejuvenated," as it were, and that it shoul~d 
move up along the curve of the m1ain sequence on the spec
tra-luminosity diagram. The aforesaid scientists h1ave come 
to the conclusion that this process may occur only if the 
star has a large m~ass and approaches the nebula very slow-
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ly. To all intents 1and purposes, however, this phen.omen·on 
may be considere.d absolutely impossible. As has b€en shown 
by G. Gurzadyan, each su'fficiently · actini·c star repels on its 
way the at·om-s of hy~drogen by its ra~diation; V. Safronov 
has found that all stars with 1a surface temperature of about 
~,OOOOC and higher repel fine dust with greater force t-han 
they attract i't. This was .also confirn1ed by various observa
tions on which we do not ·have to dwell here. Generally 
speaking, no direct en~counter of a st,ar with separate mole
cu.les or panticles of a nebula could be of any significance 
eve·n if this did actually oc·cur. 

T1hat is why ·even the s~cientists who propound t;he pos
si,bility of st,ar ''rejuvenation'' believe that this can occur 
only indirectly: by its gravity a star distorts the paths of 
passing particles and makes them cond~nse in its rear part 
when~ce these particles colliding with each other and losing 
their kinetic ener-gy fi~ally fall on the star. 

But even this explanation would fit in the case of the dust 
p~articles carpabl·e of inelastic collisions W1it'h a loss of kine
tic energy only if the star penetrated the nebula su-fficiently 
slowly. But any outside star origintally uncon·ne·cted with a 
nebula •must inevitably gather speed because of the gravity 
of the n€bula. Similarly any p.article falling on the Earth 
must re,a~ch the Earth at t·he rat·e of at least 11.3 km/sec, 
w1hich 'is its speed created by the gravity of ,the Earth; at the 
same time any body on the Earth mu-st gain a velocity o.f at 
least 11.3 km/sec in order to leave the Eart'h an-d go into 
inter-planetary space. 

If the star moves ,at a very slow rate with respect to the 
nebula it must be genetically connected with it. In this case 
the star ~ost probably develope·d in the bosom of the nebula 
and did not find itself in it as a result of acci·dental ptassing. 

On the other hand, the qu-est'ion is: during the ·passage of 
our Sun or some other star surrounded by 1a family of plan .. 
ets through a nebula can the radiation falling on the sur
face of the pl,an-ets noticeably weaken because the light of 
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the star is absorbed by the nebul1a? S·u,ch wea!lrened r.adia
tion may result in a change of t·he Iivin·g ·conditions on the 
planets. Some scientists co·nne·cted the glacial periods in the 
history of the Earth with such accidental passages of the 
Sun through dense cosmic clouds. 

It should be ·mentioned that, though no ·system,atic change 
in the intensity of solar radiation can be establisihed during 
the past geological epochs, the temperature on the surface of 
the Earth changed many a time. Thus, for example, la·ccord
ing to Brooks, glaciation in the past occurred on t·he E·arth 
during the Cambrian period ( a·bout 400 million years ago), 
then at the very end of the Carboniferous and during the 
Permian periods and, finally, during the Pliocene and, es
pecia11y, the Pleistocene epochs. On the other hand, the end 
of the Permian period, the Cretaceous period, the beginning 
of the Mocene and the Miocene were noted for their moderate 
climates. During the Silurian and Devonian periods rand 
during the greater part of the Carboniferous, as well as the 
Triassic and Jurassic periods, and later during the Eocene 
and Oligocene the Earth had a warm climate. 

Thu·~, in the last 400 million years of the Earth's history 
its climate changed quite sharply and without any regular 
periodicity. But 1a simple calculation shows that these changes 
in the climate could not have resulted from the passage 
of the Sun through cosmic clouds, since direct absorption 
inside the inter-stell,ar cloud all along the radius of the 
Earth's orbit is too insignificaot. Besides, the appearan'ce of 
t·he glacial period is connected prjm.arily with the sharp in
crease in the condensation of moisture in the Earth's atmo
sphere an.d its precipitation in the form of rain an•d snow. 
On Mars, for example, there is no gl.acial.period simply be
cause there is too Iitlle water and there is no.th\in·g to. freeze 
though t·he temperature of this planet is much lower th1an 
that of the Earth. 

Considering that the periods of glaciatio·n on the Earth 
coincided with those of intense mountain formation and gen
eral tectonic faults always connected with a sharp intensi-
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Fig. 17. Nebula ·in Unicorn 



fication of volcanic ,activity it appears much more probable 
that in this case the pri-ncipal f,actor was the systematic ad
dition of fine volcanic dust to the Earth's atmosphere which 
resulted in weaker sol,ar radiation on the Earth's surfa,ce and 
at the same time in a sharp in·crease in the number of nuclei 
of condensation required for an intense formation of 

• rain. 
Thus, as far as we can judge, the familiar sharp changes 

in the climate of the E·arth, whi·ch strongly affected the de
velopment of organic life on it, were due to internal, mainly 
tectonic, ·causes ,and not at all to any changes in the Sun 
itself or to the action on it of diffuse nebulae, thro.ugh which 
our planetary system has passed in the course of its lo·ng 
existen·ce. 

But though the gas and dust clouds do n·ot noticeably 
affect the stars themselves or the planets by which they are 
surrounded they may influence the c·hange in the velocity 
distribution in the Galaxy, oausing, for example, the ex'Pan · 
sion of separate stell,ar clusters. 

There may be a simil1ar question of the p•oEsible results 
of dust and gas clouds meeting each other. These phenome
na are inevitable at least because such clouds, unltike st1ars, 
have very large volumes compare·d with their mutual dis
tat}ces. Oort investigated this problem and came to the con
clusion that during the meeting of the clouds m·atter i~s con
siderably heated, hydrogen and other atoms noticeably ion
ize, dust particles evaporate and, thus, cannot grow into 
larger bodies. According to modern data the gas and dust 
clouds must meet on t~he average of once every 5-10 million 
years. 

This process of ·collision of ~as and dust nebulae is of es
senti,al importan•ce to the problem un·der consi·deration if it 
occurs on a larger scale between neighbouring Galaxies. 

Modern means of research enable us to trace the locat'ion 
of extra-Galactic nebulae, i.e., outer Galraxies all the way to 

. . 
distan·ces of 500 n1illion Hght-years. In the sphere describe-d 
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by this r~dius there are at least 100 million Galaxies, divid
ed i~to three principal types-elliptic, spiral and irregular. 
There are also Galaxies of the three types in the dire.ct 

Fig. 18. Central part of the Nebula of Orion 

vicinity of our stellar system. Our Galaxy belongs to the 
s·piral oatego.ry like the large extra-Galactic ·Nebula of 
Andromeda located 2 million light-years away. This nebula 
has two satellites which. are elliptic Galaxie~. Our Galaxy 
also has two satellites of the oategory of irregular Galaxies. 
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These are the well-known Magellanic Clouds first discovered 
by Magellan during his round-the-world voyage. 

The structure of the Nebula of Andromeda hardly differs 
from that of our own Gal,axy. It is also a flat formation with 
a very much brighter central nucleus around which the nebula 
revolves at different speeds dep·ending on the distan,c·e from 
the centre and with a total period of revolution of about 200 
million years. In the spiral branches of the Gralaxy of An
dromeda there are mainly very bright and massive stars with 
a high temperature; these bran·ches, therefore, have a n1ore 
blui~h colour compared with the central regions. Numerous 
clusters of stars quite analogous to the stellar clusters 
in our Galaxy can also be observed in the Galaxy of 
Andromeda; there rare regular and irregular variable stars 
•and extended gas and dust n·ebulae, as well as long, dark 
"glade~" filled with ligh=t-.abs·orbing dust m,atter. The only 
difference between the Nebula of Andromeda and our Gal
axy is, as has recently become known, that Andromcda's 
linear dimensions are twice as big as those of our stellar 
system. 

The Galaxies are arranged i·n the Universe mainly in 
groups. Our Galaxy also forms part of a sm1all grou.p of 13 
objects-three spiral nebulae, six elliptic with different de
grees of ellipticity and four irregular. They all consist of 
stars and gas and dust •matter in different proportions. In 
the .sp.ace 1a·c·c.essible to mod·ern telescopes there are man·y 
such, and frequently larger, clusters of Galaxies. In 
their totality they form the higher system of the Metagalaxy 
to whose limits even the most powerful telescopes have as yet 
been unable to penetrate.1 As has already been pointed out, 

1 It has been established of late that the Metagalaxy consists not 
only of the "local'' clusters of Galaxies, but also of their larger groups, 
which have become known as super-Galaxies. For example, the ex· 
istence of a large system of Galaxies has been established with the 
centre in the formerly known cluster of Galaxies in the Constellation 
of Virgo. This system has a diameter of 15-20 million light-years. 
(Editor's note.) 
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Fig. · 19. Dark nebula in Scutum 



the distances between the stars in the Galaxies are enor
mous as com·pared with the sizes of the stars themselves. 
Contrariwise, the distances betw·een t~he Galaxies in the vast 
Meiagalacti~c system are not so great ·compared with the 
dimensions of the Galaxies p-roper. Thus, for example, the 
di.a~m·eter of our Galaxy, as b.as been mentioned, is about 
100,000 light-years, i.e., it is only 1/20 of the distan~ce to the 
extra-Galactic Nebula of Andromeda. A collision between 
sep1arate Galaxies is, therefore, not at all impossible, es
pecially s-in~ce, generally speaking, they move in different 
directions. 

The que8tion is: what will h·appen if such a collision oc
curs? Owing to the extremely in.significant sizes of the stars 
as compared with the inter-stellar spaces one Galaxy may 
pass through another without in the least affectin·g their 
stellar population~s. On the contrary, the gas and dust in
termediate medium, \vhich fills the inner space of the Gal .. 
axy, tnay be entirely swept out during such a collision. Be
sides, as it may be supposed, stormy radio-frequency radia
tion will develop and in the long run the Galaxy will be 
deprived of its diffuse medium which thus enters the inter
Galactic space. It is hard to say wh~at the results of this may 
be to the subsequent development of the Galaxies. 

T·he Galaxi€s, npparcntly, more frequently exert more or 
less considerable tidal influences on each other. In such 
cases the Galaxies that have come close to one another emit 
tongues of luminous matter towards one another and the 
adjacent Galaxies 1appear joined by weakly luminous 
"bridges," as Zwicky discovered on the photographs of 
Palomar Observatory. 

These "bridges" probably consist of stars ejected from 
their Galaxies. 

Thus, th·e space between th-e Galaxies is n~ot absolutely 
empty. It is filled with a greatly rarefied gaseous medium 
in which there must be l~olated stars that have lost contact 
with . .their Galaxies. To leave the limits of t-heir Ga·Iaxie£ 
stars do not necessarily ~~d strong tidal action by the 
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neighbouring Galaxies. Any star that has acquired sufficient 
velocity frees itself from the influence of the total attraction of 
its Galaxy and moves into the inter-G.al1actic space. Zwicky 
has f.ound a considerable number of such extra-Galactic 

Fig. 20~ Extra-9alactic Nebula of Andromeda 
. .. . . . . . .... . . .. . ... 

stars in the direction of the Galactic Pole. He discovered 
very weak blue st.ars without noticeable motion of their own; 
as 1a ·matter of fact, they are giants and are very far outside 
our Galaxy at a distance of 130,000 light-years and more. 

If the Sun ,and its planets left the Galaxy and went into 
the "infinite spaces of the Universe it \\'ould hardly make any 
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Fig. 21. Accutnulations of nebulae near the Galactic Pole 
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Fig. 22. Close group of Galaxies with intermediate matter in 
between in the Constellation of Serpent 
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differen~ce to the conditions of the existence of life on the 
pl1anets. Instead of the sparkling stars w·e would see a fir
mament studded with hardly noticeable nebulous spots-the 
Galaxies and their clusters. The intensity of cosmic rays 
would, obviously, noticeably diminish and they would be
come more directed. It would, probably, have no other 
effect since we do n·ot very much depend on the other stars 
of our G:alaxy except the Sun. 



(' hapter Ill 

MAIN :FEATUitES OJ:t., 'fHE S'fRU<~'fURE 
AND ORIGIN 0~, 'l'HE SOLAR SYSTEM 

It goes without sayin:g that lif.e is possible ·only on the 
surface of a solid body-;a pl,anet, s~urro·unded by a gaseous 
shell and receiving lig.ht and warmith from a S!tar with 
which it is ·c-on·nected. Regrettably, the only plan~et:ary sys
tem w·e know of is our ow·n, con:trolled by th~e Su,n. We 
shall first dwell in greater detail .on the ·comm:on features 
of the solar system and shall try to show whether they are 
of a sufficiently universal .nature. F·or this purp.os'e it is 
necessary to touch upon the question of the origin of rthe 
planets sinc-e it is closely con,nected with the origin o.f the 
Sun itself. 

Nine planets revolve around the Sun, namely: Mercury 
(0.39) 1, Venus (0.72), the Earth (1.0), Mars (1.52), 
Jupiter (5.2), Saturn (9.54), Uranus (19.2), Neptune 
(30.1) an.d Pluto (38). Assumin,g that the planets are 
heated only by the Sun we can show that their tempera
tur·e T ·mttst c.hange in inverse proportion to the square root 
of the radius of tlhe orbi~t r., i.e., 

To 
r = v-, . 

1 In Lhe parentheses next to the name of the planet we find the 
radius of its orbit in astronon1ical units (distance between the Earth 
and the Sun). 
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w1here T0 is the mean :temp~erature of the Eartih an.d equals 
approximately 290° ~abs. 

Wit1h the aid of this formula we ·deduce the followin:g 
values of the temperature of the planets generally con· 
fir.n1ed by radiometric observations . 
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We are deducing these approxilnate n1ea·n temperature~ 
whic.h depend only ·on the distan·ccs of the planets from the 
Sun, on th~e assumption that all the oth·er physioal proper· 
ties of th.e planets arc the sa1n·e. As a tnatter of fact, the 
temperature n1ay considerably change on each planet de
pen.dinig on th·e peculiariti~s in its stru·cture, period of 
rot•ation an1d composition of its atn1ospherc. For example, 
on Mercury, which has no 'atmosphere :at aB a~n~d whic-h is 
always turned to the Sun with one side, the temperature 
at tihe point of surface for w·hich t:he Sun is iJ1 the zenith 
reaches 670° abs., while on the opposite (the night) side 
it may be ·close to zero. Even on the Moon·, whic·h has 
·neith·er 'atmosphere nor water, tlhe maximu·m tem·perature 
of th·e surface at th·e equator at noon rises to !above 1 00°C, 
hut during the long lunar night or lunar eclipses it drops 
to-140°C. Nonetheless, the table given here offers a gener
ally correct orientation in the temperature conditions on 
the plan.ets. 
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The planetary orbits are noted, pt imarily, fGr their con
siderable regularity and stability. They 'are nearly circular 
an.d are located approximately in the sam.e plane. Only 

Urf/fiUI 

Venus 

\ • • • f I • 

Fig. 23. Diagram of the solar system 

Mercury and Mars revolve on rp.ore elliptic orbits and the 
greates·t ·dista!n.ces of these planets from the Sun differ by 
20.6 per cent and 9.3 per cent from their mean distances 
res,pectivel y. 
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The orbits of the oth.er planets, especially thos~e of the 
Earth, V~en.us an·d Jupiter, 1ar.e so close to circul,ar that they 
can~n,ot be distinguis,hed from them when represented 
graphically. Owing to t:his each planet receives approxi
mately a constant inflow of radiation from the Sun. The 
obserVlable seasonal changes in the climate depend only 
on the .angle ·Of in·clination of the .planet's ·equator to the 
plane of its orbit, but these .a·n.gles are ~not particularly 
large; for eXJample, for the Earth it is 23.5°, for Mars-
25.20, 1and for Jupiter on,ly .about 3°. Thus, Jupitier's equa
tor n·early fully ·coincides wit~h t:he plane of its orbit a:nd 
the pl.a:net, th.erefore, has actu·ally ·no seas·on;al chan·ges in 
tem.per:ature. Uran:us is the on·ly excep'tion because its equa
tor is incli~n.erd to the plane of its orbit almost at ta right 
angle so that durin,g a full revoluti·on .of this !pl,anet the 
Sun passes through .th,e zenith of 'any poi~nt of its surfa.cr 
twice. But Uranus is so far from the Sun that this circum-
stance does :n,ot affect the temperature of its surface. 

The fact thia't the masses of the planets are very sm,all 
in comp,arison with the mass of the Sun an·d that the pl:a1ne
tary orbits ,are separated from each other by l:arige inter
vals is of en,or.m·ous im,porta,nce. Th.e mass of the Su.n is 
800 ti~m-es ras great as that ·of all the pl,an·ets an;d its gra
vity ensures the stability of the solar system. T,he ·m·utual 
attractions betw,een tlhe pla·nets tar.e small an'd are able to 
cause but in,significan't perturbations in their m·otion which, 
besides, are of a periodic nature. The inferences of celes· 
ti,al mecha.nics prove that the pla,netary perturbations do 
·not aff·ect the .distances between the planets and tih,e Sun 
an,d are un,able to upset ·th·e inte·grity ·of th\e ~solar system. 
T.he ratios of the nadii of 1~he planetary orbits may, there
fore, be ~considered a ·characteristic feature of the solar 
system retained all through its existen·ce. The ratio de
pe~nds, to .some exteni, on the m'asses of the planets. For 
the larger planets (Jupiter, Saturn an·d Uranus) th.e ratio 
of the radii is close to 2, whereas for the pl,anets with an 
insignificant mass (Venus, Mars and the Earth) this ratio 



is close to 1.5. All these peculi,arities mu·s,t be explain~ed in 
t:he theory of the origi,n of the solar systetn. 
" Bet~~en the orb.its of Mars and Jupiter there is a large 
glade whose ~extsten·ce clearly ups·ets the genera·] regu-

1arity in ibe distribution of the planetary distances. But as 
a result of the investigations conducted in the 19th and 

Fig. 24. The Sikhote·Aiin Meteorite Crater 

20th cen't·uries it was establis~1ed t~hat a vast number of 
stnall planets-asteroids-revolves in this ''glade." In most 
cases the asteroids are angular fragments of irregular form. 
For exatnpl~e, the 1as.f·eroid Er·os, which comes r~ath~cr close 
to the Ear.bh every 30 years and is theref.ore partic·ularly 
suitable for the precise ca,lcul,a.tion of the s~c:ale of th'e s.olar 
system, is shaped lik·e a r·od, ·or r.ather a cucun1ber 10 ki
lometres lon·g an'd 5 kil~ometres wide; like m.any other 
!as'teroids it t1akes a f·ew hours ~to rotate on its axis. The 
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smalles~t observ.ab,le as~terold.s .are ap,proxima•tely 1 kilo
m,etre in, diameter, but there are, und·oubtedJy, ·numerours 
s1m'a ller ·onres. 

It is commonly believed that these small bodies are the 
shattered remains of a forrnerly existing planet. This break
ing up continues to-date because of mutual collisions and 
:as a result the sol.ar sys,t.em is r~eplenisihed with extrem!ely 
sm.all (iragmoo.ts, a'S fi,ne as d·ust. 

It has been sho\v'n· that fine dustf. particles are n.oticetlhly 
inhibitt'd if} tlhe light fi~ld of ~~he Su·n and .gradually 
gravitate tow.ands the S~un anrd srett.le on i1ts srurf ace. These 
particles sometimes penetrate at a great speed into the rat
tn-osp;here of t.he Earth and they 1are then observed as me
teors, or as they were form~erly "'-~'alled, s.hootin,g stars. 

Ratlher large ·meteorite-s· fall s~onl~etinles, iars was ·the case, 
for example, on r:ehruary 12, 1947, when a rain of meteor
ites with a tot a I n1ass of at least 150 tons fell on the 
Earth. In their fnll I~arge fr.agm,en:ts formed clo.se to 110 
cr.aters in the ro(~ks· ,of the Sikh.ot~e-Ali,n. Moun,tai'l'l' Range. 
Burt despite the [a('t :that the ,m,eteorites penetraied into thre 
Earth's atmosphere with :1 velocity of only about 14 km/sec 
the greater part of them dissipated in the air and only about 
10 per cen't of their ·mass fell on. the surf ace ·of the E,aflth. 

Exa~mi:natio:ns of t1he meteorites h!ave slhown. tha.t they 
have a very ~complex ohemi·cral structure with th~e differ<:"n.t 
elemen,ts in ,definite pr.oporti:on,s. llhe ratios betw~oon iron·, 
ni~ckel, oohalt a.nd other elemenlt~s, sometimres contairn.ed in 
the n1etoorites i~n negligible a'dmix1ures, but i~n, srtrie:tly 
fixed pr·oporti·ons, could have c.ome :about, acc~Oifldi:n.g to the 
unani·m,ours opi-nion of mi,neralogis.ts 1and geochemists, only 
in an originally molten medium. We must consider the 
fact ·th!alt !durilnlg their l·Cinlg rtravels in the solar s~Sttem the 
meteorites may !have been remelt·ed w,hen- ap·pro.ardhing too 
cl:ose rto the s.u·n an;d their ori.gi-nal 1Sr1:rructure may, in a 
n'umlber of cases, c<ms·iderably ·have diff.ered from tlheir 
present stat-e. Tlhis comp licat~es the study of the ·min.eral
ogical p·e.culiarities of meteorites, but it m.ay he taken for 
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gran,ted th,at th·eir chemical composition h:ad t}ot suffered 
a~ny c1hatnges s~ave t:he 1g.a~ses con:tain,ed in ·t:hem. 

Today w·e lhave convin·cing proof that th,e meteorites are 
frtagments of a formerly existing pla,net which broke up 
most probably from a 1stron.g shock received in a collision 
wi~t·h an ia,n.alogous body. This pr·oof is conn·ected with the 
ro.mputati,on of the "age" of the m-eteorites. The age c1an be 
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Fig. 25. Large 111eteorite of th(• Sikhote-Alin Iron Rain 

.. 

computed, primarily, by the presence in the meteorites of 
the rare He3 isotope which is a result of the irradiation of 
the atoms of iron by cosmic rays during the long wander· 
ings of the meteorites through inter-planetary space. This 
isotope, as is well known, cannot be produced as a result of 
ordi:n.ary nadio-a.ctive disin,tegra~tion. O~n the other ha·nd, 
the age of 1the ·metoori:te can be c.alculated by tlh•e nadio
active method ac'C~Drding to its relative content o-f lead. It 
t•urned out 'that the met•eorites, 1as d1etermined by the first 
method, were not over 300-400 million years old. But in 
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this c.ase by the ''age" we do not imply the time the sub
stanee of the meteorite has existed, but rather the duration 
of its wanderings through inter-planetary sp,ace. Accord
ing to the set~ond n1ethod the meteorite is about 4,000 mil
lion years old, i.e., its age oorrcsponds t:o th'e period since 
the substrBl,ce of the m·e1·eorite :had existed i,n the entr,ails 
of its tnoi'her-plan:et. It is possible, h~owever, t;ha't there were 
several plan-ets, from w:hidh tl11c tn-eteorites spran1g as a 
resul~t of their break-up 1an·d that th·e last bi.g collisi0111 
oe.curred about :300 million years ago. 

Thus, the i·n,dividu.al asteroids whieh r.:ame into bein.g in 
the region bet\\'·een t;he orbits of Mars an.cJ Jupit·er w·ere 
prf>hably relatively f.ew an:d wcnc much I~arger tha1n m~ost 
of the ~s-imilar ho'dies t 1xistin.g 1·oday and eoiTl,tinuing to 
break up into ever sn1aller fragme-nts, -down to tneteorites 
and t'Vien s·tnaller ·cosmic du·st. 

\Ve shall no\v briefly describe the larg0. bodies of the 
solar syst.en1. The larg-e planets can be divided in1o two 
grf)lttps wHh ess,entinlly differ~enit physie·o-clhemi{~al proper-
1ies. Th·e pla1nets of the "terrestrial'' type, whic!h inclu.de 
JV\ercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars, i.e., the planets clos
er to the Sun, are noted for their small tnasses (the larg
est of these is the Earth whose mass is 330,000 times as 
small as that of the Sun), relatively s1ow rotations and 
great densities beoause they are m,a:de up of heavy ele
ments. 1'heir ,atmospheres are insignificant in their masses 
and volun1e as compared with the masses of the planets 
as 'a who·le a1nid are of scoon~dary origi~n, i.e., they were 
f·or-tned after :fh,e ~origi·n of the planets, in· the co,u.rse of the 
evolution of the planets. 

The superior planets-Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Nep
tu,ne 1are dis:tin·guished for entirely .diff·erent properties. 
'"fhey have very large masses (for example, the mass of 
Jupi.tier is 318 times a's; ·great as tha:t of the E,aflth), ro:t1ate 
very ra.pi,dly aroun·d ~heir axes (Jupiter rotates !around it1s 
'axis in. 9 J1rs 50 imin,s) an.d, theref,ore, have .a very big re
serve of rotation energy. D!espite the great int~errn,al pres-
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sure the m.ean densities of these planets are very low (for 
example, the density of Saturn is only 0.7 that of wtater). 
~his is due to the fac·t tl1at they are made up chiefly of the 
llghter gases-hydrogen and helium-tand J1.ave a certain 
admixture of heavier elements only in their interiors. 

. . . '• 

I .. "'ig. 26. Jupiter 

The question of the chemical compositio·n of the large
planets is of great importance in ~ascertaining the origin of 
the solar system. The masses of Jupiter and Saturn con
stitute the main part of the entire mass of the planets of 
the solar system and, therefore, characterize to the great
est extent the composition of the primary environrnent 
wthiclh ·h,ad served for the forma·t.i~on of ~the plarnets. This 
problem could not be solved un;til recently because it was 
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not k~nown how an, ordin.ary solid body behaved u~nder 
pressures existing inside the planets, i.e., of millions and 
tens of millions o.f a:tmosp:h,eres. llhis question is being 
answered today on~ the basis of exp~eriments asoertainin,g 
the bel1taviour of solid bodies u~nder pressures of h.undre.d,s 
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of thousands of atmos
pheres and the theoretioa 1 
considerations growing out 
of our knowledge of the 
strut"ture of substance. For 
Jupiter, whose rotation, 
rnass, size and degree of 
oblatencss at the poles are 
well known, it is possible 
to establish the c.hemical 
cotnposition and the distri
bution of densities at differ
ent distances from the 
centre. 

By the shape of the plan
et (the degree of its obl,ate
ness at the poles) and rate 
of rotation it is possible to 

o --flt -ti~ o.o o.~ to judge the degret' of heter-
Dis/once lrom the centre ogeneity of its internal 

Fig. 27. Internal structure of 
Jupiter 

structure .. The planet will 
be the more flattened . the 
more homogeneous it is, 

i.e .. the greater the p1art of its mass is concentrated in the 
.outer layers farther from the centre and the more it is, con
sequently. suhject to a greater centrifugal force. The elliptic
ity of Jupiter, i.e., the excess of its equatorial radius over 
the polar, equals one-sixteenth. But if Jupiter were more 
homogeneous it would be more oblate. Without any partic
ular conjectures concerning the behaviour of its substance 
under changed pressure we can determine the degree of 
heterogeneity in the structure of this planet on the basis of 
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n1echanical laws alone. It appears that in its structure J up i
ter is more heterogeneous than the Earth or .any other planet 
of the terrestrial group. Thus, by determining the degree of 
Jupiter's heterogeneity W·c can very easily find the lower 
and upper limits of hydrogen it contains. 

We get the lower limit by_ the doubtful assumption that 
the substa~noe in the oen1tral p;a~ts of Jupiter is absolutely 
-incompressible, i.e., this planet despite its e.normous inter
n.al pressure -conisi·s,ts ·of homogen,eous layers. I.n this oase, 
as was shown long ;Jgo by Wildt, the mass of Jupiter rnust 
co,nsis1t ·on1e-third of hydrogen. 

We obtain tihe ·Upper limit of hydrogen content by the 
rcvers·e ass:u·mption ~hat ~all -of Jupiter's s:ubstan(~e is in 
an absolutely degenerated state, i.e., that its aton1s are 
compl1e1:.ely rrusht~d, iin -ot!her words, their 1fl'U{~lei ~are sepa
ratied from the ch:~c:trons. In this rase a theoreti-ea 1 
investigation of the problem shows that Jupiter and Saturn 
may essenti:ally ·C·onsist on·ly ·of hydrogen with .a very small 
admixture ·of h~eavier rlem·ent~s. Uran1us iatnd Neptu,nr, other 
pla·nets of t!he same· group, wlhich have a som,ew:hat smaller 
Jn,ass, are noted for containing a lower pl'rcentage of hy
drogen ta:nd heliun1. l1t appears at the sa.tn·e time that t:he 
mass of the large pla1nets c:an in ~no- way w-holly consist of 
eom·poun,ds· of hydrogen wi:tlh other gases, for exa,m:plc, of 
h yd rocar bons. 

In studying the equation of the state of hydrogen under 
different pressur·es we .m,ay try to b·uil·d a purely ;hydrogen 
tnodel of J.upiter i1n w!hi·ch hotlh th~e mass of the pla•n;et an·d 
its radius with the observable degree of heterogeneity should 
be reproduced. As a result of a detailed analysis we find 
that Jupiter probably contains 85 per cent of hydrogen with 
the remaining 15 per cent belonging to helium mixed with 
otlher heavier elem~en1ts. Besides, the outer layers of th·e 
pl.atn,et t·o ta tdept:h of 0.86 ·of its radius f·rom the C·entre, or 
0.14 of its radius from the surfrace, consist mainly of molec
ular hydrogen. At this depth the density reaches 0.4 of the 
d•ensity of water. .. 
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T'his is follo\ved by a leap i!n the value ;of the ·dcn1sity due 
to a change in the state of hydrogen its transition into an 
atomic state, the so-called metal phase, \Vhen, owing to the 
tremcn·dous pres·sure, which reach~es 700,000 !a1mospheres 
on this level, the e]e,ctrons "free them·selvcs," as it w:ere, 
and are no longer bouncl to d(\finitc atomic ntt c.lei. During 
the transiti()lfl into tJ1e ·metal ph,ase the density o.f ;hydrogen 
cloubl,es. Subseqt1en1tly the ·density ·continually in·creases to 
the depth corresponding to 0.29 of the planet's radius from 
the cen.tre, wl1ic;h is followed by a n~ew uneven ch!an.ge in the 
transition toward the central part of the p],(.tnet now consist
ing of a mixture of hydrogen and other, heavier elements. 

We may add to these p~urely theoretical calculations that 
recent direct observations established the general approxi
rn~ate chcn1ical enn1position of Jupiter's atmospher·e hy its 
n1ean molecular weight. This n1ean molecular weigh(t ·oan 
ue found by determining the refracting ability at different 
altitudes of this planet's atn1osphere, whieh is quite defi
nitely established by occultation of the stars by the planet. 

When t1he disk of Jupiter approac:hes !a star the l'a1t·er does 
not disappear at once because the rays of light emanating 
from the star at first pierce the high and relatively rarefied 
1!ayers of the atmosphere and refract in it differently, accord .. 
ing to the distance from the edge of the disk. Due to the 
difference in refraetion the heatn of rays after going through 
t:he !a,tmosp.here of the pl:an,et con1es ou:t of it in th·e direction 
of the observer already son1ewhat diverging, \vhic.h due to 
rhe great distance between Jupiter and th~e Earth rapi·dly 
makes the star lose in brightness. Precise records of this 
diminution of the star's brightness n1akc it possible in 
titne to determine the refracting ability of Jupiter's atmos .. 
phere and, consequently, the corresponding n1olecular 
weight. As early as 1937, the British astronomer Pick thus 
fou·nd the value of about 4 for the .mean m.olecular weight, 
whioh corr·esponds to 6 m~olecules of hydrogen H2 for o·ne 
molecule of methane CH4, whose content is very clearly 
visible in Jupit~r's spectrum. 
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On November 20, 1952, when Jupiter occulted the rather 
brigh,t a Arietis Baume and Code calculated more accu
rately that the mean molecular weight was 3.3. For the 
sake of comparison we may recall that the m·ean ·m·olooular 
weigh.t ·of the 1errestri!al atmosphere c·om,posed ·of 21 per 
cent ·oxygen an.d 79 per cen~t nitrogen: in a m·olecul,ar st,ate 
is ·nearly 10 times as high, n.amely, about 30. It cl·ea.rly fol
lows th.at Jupiter's :atmo~Sphere must oon:tain ·greater quan
tities of hydrorgen. T:hus, for •exiample, by taking into ac
c.ount the relative abundance of various elernents in the Uni
verse the eSJtablis!hed n1ol,eculiar weight may ib·e p:re~en·ted 
in. t'he .fo~JJ,owi,ng proportions: 

tnolecular hydrogen . . . . . . 
heli urn . . . . . . . . . . . 
other, heavier compounds . . . . 

100 molecules 
20 n1olccules 
7 molecules 

Th·ese h.eavier oornpoun·ds include :methane CI-I4 !and 
amn1onira NH:h which, owing to their weak molecular bonds, 
arie sti:mulated by in,significan:t radiati~on of the Sun and 
cfin, therefore, be well seen in the spectra of all large planets 
heginnln~g wit11 Jupiter. 

Direct sp·ectrosoopi-c pr.oof !of the pr,es.enc~e of hydroge•n 
in the spectra of the major planets has been obtained only 
for Uran~us an~d N:eptunr, and· on1y v.ery rec:ently a;t tJ11at. 

As established by Kuiper a brand is observed in the spec
trum of Uranus and Neptune in a 8,270 A wave-length. 
A ·nu·mber of experime·nrt:s con~ducted by H·ertzberg in a }iabo
ratory with liquid nitr·og·en at a tem.perature .approximating 
that of th•e a~mosphere oJ theSie planets sho•wed that thi·s 
ha·n·d must be ra,scribed t~o molecular :hydr~ogen. Next to, tlhis 
ban.d, h·owever, there m·ust be a.no:ther ban·d of mo·lectt'lar 
hydrogen in the 8,166 A wave .. Jength, which is not observ
able in the spectrum of lJranus and Neptune Experiments 
s.how that this seoonid b:an'd i.s infallibly weake,ned, ,a·n·d very 
Ctonsiderably, i·n!deed, if some n'eutral gas, w:h,ose atoms 
repeatedly collide with tlhie moleoules of hydflogen, i'S added 
to the molecular 'hydro·gen. This effect is best pfiodu·ced by 
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the admixture of h·elium; besi·des, for ~an exp!l,anation of .the 
observable spectral peculiarities it is necess,ary that the 
atmosprheres of the .afor,esaid plane·ts oontain· appr,oxim,ately 
3 times. as much· he.liu1m a~s molecul.ar jhydriogen·. 

It, therefore, follows that there is a certain interdepend
ence between the mass of a large planet and the quantity 
of Iig1h.t ·g18Ses i't ·contains, arnd rt:he 1most detnonstr.a'tive of 
these is, ·Of <.'JOur.se, hydro·gen. 

The c·onten1t o.f differ1e.nt eJ.e.men.ts in the planets of .the 
terrestrial type is en'tir·ely diffcrenrt. F~or ·example, the e),e
ments prevailing on th·e Earth alie those, whic:h condense 
into liquid and solid statrs tat hig·h t.en1peratures, as well 
Hs oxygen, w·hich is s;till eap.able of en:terin·.g into srtable 
compounds Ht high ten1peratures .. t\11 the elements, begin
ning with hy:drogen, wh=ose tetn1p·era,t,ure ·of liqu;efaction is 
sufficien.tly lo~w and which cann'()t form st~able co1mpou.n~d.s 

with met,als at high temper.at·ures, arc very rare on thte 
Ear,th c.ompared with their ·oonten1t ·on the Sun an·d O·n other 
stars. 

Bresides, it is very importan.t to lliote th,at the distribution 
of the widespread elements is exactly the same on the 
Earth as it is on the s~un·. Russel, wh~o was one o.f the first 
to m1akie :a quani:ita.tive ch·emical tan.alytsis o.f the solar 
atn1osphere, noticed that all the elements with a high 
temp·eraturc of liquefaction, \\t·hioh were mos~ widespread 
on :the s.un, were simil~arly pl·entiful on the Earth. To illus
trate thi·s remarkiab.}.e r~orrel,ati·on h~e c.hose 14 ele.ments of 
this ty;pe an·d ·divided them i:n;t;o t'hree gr·ou.ps acc·or·din·g to 
f.h·e degre·e ·of their ab·u·n:dan1ce. The ~ollowing r.orrelatio~l 
f·or the Sun and the Eart~h w.as obtai·ned: 

Group I Earth Sun 
( n1ost widespread Iron Magnesium 

elen1ents) Aluminium Iron 
Nickel Potassium 
Calcium Calcium 
Sodium Aluminium 
Potassiun1 
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Group 11 Earth Sun 

(less widespread Titanium Manganese 
elements} Chromiun1 Nickel 

Manganese Chromiun1 
Cobalt Cobalt 

Titaniunt 

Group Ill 

(the least \\' i des;>read Copper Vanadium 
cle1nents) Vanadit1n1 Copp(•r 

Zinc Zi ne 

\\'e really see that in all three groups the <:'lernents ,are 
g.rouped almo·sit an.al<)gOtusly. The c..hemical an,alysis of 
meteorites, which are. but fragments :of ·ro,smic ·matter 
.falling on the Earth, show's the s;atne order o·f disjribu1ion 
of elements with a high melting temperature. This c.ompar
ison can be continued with rarer elements not represented 
i·n the given table. The f-l~s·ult1s are s.in1ilar. 

Only f,o,ur element'!' for1n an exeepti<>n, sinoe th·eir conl
p.arative distributio·n ·on .the Su'n ~and ·on the Ea,rth ·differs. 
T·hese arc the elem•ents, ho·wev·er, of Wh'l)Se ·distrilJU!tion on 
the Eart!h we do not k1now en·ough. It is. thC're.fore, ha.rd·ly 
possible to· ·state with any degree ~of certain1ty th.at there 
are relatively greater quantities of any tnetal on the Sun 
than there are o·n the Earth. 

This s·urprisin·g oorrespon:dence between the Su.n a'nd .the 
Eiar.th in th·e relative abun~da.nc.e of elemen:ts with high 
melting temperatur1es 1m,ay be r~egarded as vivid proof of 
the common origin of our Sun and the planets by which it 
is lsu.rrou·n~ded. l!he Su!n and the p;lanets h,ad to form fron1 
some co~mrnon· m.a;terial cha:liacterized by a cJOntenit <>f va
rious elemenlts which is genenally peculiar to the Universe 
as a whole. The sharp discriep,a~n,cy between tlhe S•u'011and t~1e 
Eanth as regiards the distri!bution of ;the ele·men·bs with a 
low tem.peratu·re of liquefatOtion !has other .reasons. 

Despite the fact that hydrogen is the most widespread 
element in the U·niverse anid a~bou:n.ds o·n ·the S·un 'and on 
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the big plan,ets, ther~e is relatively 1i'ttle of it on f,h,e Ear,th. 
The total quan,ti~y of hydrogen illl th,e E'arth''s crus't a·nd in 
the oceans occupies only the eighth place among the other 
elements. Oxygen·, which oonstitutes 1at lea,st 51 per cent 
of the weight of the Earth's crus:t, because o.f i~ts eno·limoos 
chemical affinity, sta,nd.s firs't. 

It may seem stran;g;e that even suelh inert clem~e.n\ts with 
a very high mo:I·ec.ular weight 1as e1rg~on, neon·, crypt'Oil1 1and 
xen.on rath,er wiidesprea~d i.n the l Jniverse ar'e very p·oorly 
represented on the Earth. 1\rgon. whieh forms approxi
mately one per cent of the l~arth's atmosphere, is, as is well 
kno·W'n, of a r;adio-a·ctive o.rigi•n an·d a1as ·form·ed during t:he 
long history of the Earth ,as a result of ihe disintegration 
of radio-1active potassium with t1he :atomic weigh,t 40. Neo.n, 
which is··, ·certainly, of n·o radi.o-.a~ctive .origi·n 1and is very 
abundant in the Universe, is represented on the Earth by 
an abso}u.tely negligible qu.an1ti!ty. We ean jud~ge 'abo·U't the 
quan1tities of th,esc in·ert gases ~on the Ear.th by determinin.g 
their content in the Earth's attnosphcre, or in the different 
rninerals whieh form part of the J2,arth's crust, or, finally. 
hy an:alyzing the diff·erl(~n,t natural gases liber:ated fron1 
wells and bore-h·oles. The rela;tive abun.dan·oc of thes1e gase~ 
ha1s been .fou·nd appr,oxi.n1:ai·ely the same in all cases. To 
determine the nelative ·C·ontent ·of :theSte gases O·n .t:he Earth 
·and in .tihe Universe it is mo.stt expedient t·o take thtl 
con,ten;t of siliciuim as a U'nit becau!s.e it is ~on'e o.f the basic 
elem!e.nts i~n the Earth's crust 1an1d is also found i·n c~os·mie 
spaoe-. T,o m.a·ke the ·data obfai,ned S•OffileWh,at ffi·Ofe preci,se 
we can use the definite correlations between the abundance of 
the eilemients and their at,omic w·eig.hts es'tabli,shed for the 
{Jniverse. It was established, for example, that the discrep
ancy between the content of neon in the Universe and on 
the Earth constitutes a magnitude of approximately 1010• 

This means that th,e U:niverse, or, to be m~or·e precise, it!s 
part which is accessi~Je to study, contains 10,000 million 
time~ a!s ·much n·eon i-n comp,arison with silicium ,as does 
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the Earth. The magnitude 106 has been similrarly found 
for crypton, the heavier inert .eJ,ement. 

These inert gases, which are not liberated from the 
interior of the Earth as a result of tectonic activity and 
do not form compounds with other elerncnts must, appar
ently, characterize the fate of our planet's original atnlos
phere. The other elements-nitrogen, oxygen, carbon 
dioxide and water vapours which make up our air .shell 
today-are not char,acterisrtic in this respect since the 
relatively inert nitrogen is emitted in large quantities fron1 
vari~ous tectonic holes., oxygen is emitted i~n a free s!tate as 
a r·esult of the activity of pJ,an.ts (photosynthesis), Wlhile 
the ineonsiderable atnount of <)arbon dioxide is explained by 
proces·&es of oombuSition, inoluding living organisn1.s, and 
by emission frotn the interior of the Enrth which is oh
servrd in every n1anifestation of volrani·e activity. It should 
be noted that any cooli·ng of lava, any volca~nic eruption is 
necessarily accon1panic·d by discharge of water vapour~ 
into U1c ahnosphere. Thus, the :present-day eomposition of 
the earthly atn1osphcre has forn1ed in the course of geo
log-ica I epochs and is, undoubtedly, of a secondary origin 
sharply difTering fron1 the composition of the lat1mosphere 
of the primeval Earth. 

It Jn:ay seem strang-e that the Earth's atmosphere was 
unable to retain ev,en .suoh heavy gases a1s xenon and cryp
ton in their oriiginal quantity; neverthel,es:s, 1Jhe rel,a!tive 
content of these gases on rtlhe Earth is almost the san1e as 
in .cosmic space. There can be only one 1"1eason .for this . 
The dis1sip.a:tion of our planet,s original.at·mospher'e did not 
occur separately for each gas, but was determined exclu
sively by hydrogen, by far the most abundant element, that 
rnus,t ~1ave carried ..away with it 1all the other ·ga.ses, which 
c.onstituted relatively insignificant admixtures. Even today, 
due ~to ·~he in.evitable turbulence of the atm~osph.ere t-he 
distribu.ti·on of differen,t gases i'n it is j,n no way oonnected 
with their m·olecular w~ei.ghts. Thus, for e~ample, so 11eavy 
a gas .a.s carbon dioxide is oon.tained, as experiments have 
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s.hown, at a~n at~titude of 20 kilo·metr.es in the ~same rel,ative 
quantities as on the surface of the Earth. The mean molec
ular composition of the atmosphere remains ~nearly con
stant up to the highest altitudes despite the fact th,at it 
oon~ains ga1ses of diff,erent at•omic weights. J,t mu·s,t be 
likewise as,slun,ed that durin1g the in't•ensive di1ssip,ation of 
hydrogen fr·om the ·origin.al .pl1a~netary oonden'Sati·on!S or 
from a'lready formed pl.an·ets it ·Carried away wi,th irt other 
gases irrespective of their ato·mic wei·ghts. I.f we agr,ee with 
this W•e will have to .a'c·oept that the basic ·elem.ent, w:hich 
determined the ultimate chemical composition of the planets, 
\Vas precisely hydrogen because of its original abundance. 

As we have pointed out ihydroge'l'l, thou:gh ~he most wid.e
spread elem•ent in the U~niv•erse, ·stan·dS on-ly eig.hfh .a1ITI·on.g 
the other elements ·on the Earth anfl thi~s is, apparently, 
due to thf.l fact that the Earth \Vas f.orn1ed as !H body C>f a 
relaitively small mas·s. If we mow turn to M.ars, whos~e mass 
is onlv ·On,e-nint,h ·that of the Earth, we s.ha 11 find con-. ... 

firmati~)n o.f the aforesaid reg'lllarity. As a In.atter of fact, 
there are •no open water basins, no river'S -or stream•s with 
free wat,er on Mars a~nd with its rarefied atm.ospher(\ 
which, app,aren.tly, c.on•si·s:ts, n1!a i nly, of nitrogen it r•on
tai·ns so little water vapours :that they ·ca,n p·poduc~ only 
a very thin la)'ler of rime. Even the s~o-called polar s~nows 
on Mars, which thaw out completely despite the very low 
temtpenat:ure on thi~s p lan,ct, are ma·de up of a layer of ~snow 
and ice at hest only several centimetres thick. It is, thus, 
perfectly cle.ar 't!hat ther·e is ·mu.ch lres.s hydrogen on Mars 
tha~n the~e is on t:he Earth a~n'd this is ·m·ost probably du'e 
to t·he original c·onditions un.de.r ~hi·c.h the pla,net Wlas 
formed. And finally the Moon whose mass is one-eightieth 
th.at of the Earth is ~absolutely deprived of an atmosphere 
an·d the content of :hydro.gen ·on~ it, even in th~e fo~n1 of 8'ny 
compound·s in its crust, is, ap,paren1tly, cl·OISie to zero. 
Inci·denbally, f·ully to back up t:bis oonclw&.ion concerning 
the Moon we must kn,ow ;how it .form,ed si1nce the Moon i1s 
not an independent planet and the composition of its 
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rooks may h;ave been 'to some •extent borr·owed from the 
Earth if both ~these bodies 'had a oo.mm·on ori:gi,n irn a· con
den,Sied clot of. matter. It was for:merly 'supposed on the 
basiis ,of Georg'e D.arwin.'s Tidal Th·eo:ry that the Moon was 
born fr·om the E1art;h an·d .that i1 spranig from ~the region 
tha.t is now the P.acific Ocean. This tpoint of view is now 
no longer ac.oeptable, but the common foromation of bot~h 
bodies appears quite probable. We may .31nalogously ~think 
that one of .the most mtassiv'e satelli!t•es in the so·lar sys· 
tern-Titan (Saturn's satellite) -could also in son1e me,as
ure have borrowed from its planet the methane atmos
phere which it is sti11 able to retain because of its low t0n1· 
pcrature. 

A~t ainy r,at~e it i·s quite obvi.ous th,at the c.on.te:nt of hydro
gen and, .at the same time, .the density and extension of a 
planet's atmosphere tare in .a ·definite -m.anner con•nected 
with its m1a's~s. With a stnaller m.a's.s 'the planet received 
less hydrogen at the time it was forrned. Jupiter, whose 
mass is about 2 / toao g, has a nearly nortnal quantity of 
hydrogen·, maybe only a little les'.s tha,n ~the mean quantity 
of t!hi·s elen1ent in the LJniv·e.r,se. On Uranus an.d Neptune, 
\vhose masses are approximately 1;15·1/16 that of Jupi
ter, the content of light gases, and especially hydrogen, is 
already •n·oticeably lower. On the Earth witlh its mas's 
li318 t:h,ait of Jupiter hydrogen already occu,pies .the eighth 
place, bu't its abund1ant combinations with oxygen are still 
posisible in t:he ·form of oceans; Mans with its still sma:ller 
mass h1ardly has any hydrogen and its compounds, pri
marily water, though in Mars' rarefied atmosphere there are 
other ga,ses, most probably, of a tectonic .a1n·d ra·dio-1active 
origin. The Moon whose mass is 1/80 that of the Earth has 
no atmosphere whatsoever. The approximate correlation 
between the content of hydrogen and the mass of the planet 
may be represented gnaphically (Fig. 28), where the loga
rithm of mass expressed in grams is pla,ced on the axis of 
the abscissa. 
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'fhe origin and development of life on a planet re
quires, other c.onditions being equal, that it hav·e a mass 
approximately 1027-1028 g (for our solar system). The n1ass 
of a livabl~e pl1anet rn.usit be on the lower en.d of th~e curve 
of hydro·g·en conten,t, though not at th·e very bottom. 

A planet which unites all the elements in their natural 
abundance is not fit for life, because its gas and cloud 
shells are too lrarge and there is actually no hard surface 
containing the compounds of n1et;;tls. So hard a surfHce 

100% 
Sun 

Neptune 
50% 

24 
Fig. 2k. Diagra111 of approxitnatc abund£Hice of hydrog(.lfl 

rlepending on the planetary n1ass 

could haV1e f·ormed, ·for exrample, on Jupit.er .at so great a 
depth that the pressure ·Of thre upper layers would h1ave 
crushed the eleetronic shell:s of the s;tabl~est atoms a·nd the 
fotJna~i·on of any complex an.d, theref.orc, uinstable albu
minous eotnpounds would have been absolutely impossible. 
If the imlaS!s of a planet is 1·oo small there will be no at
mosp~here o~n it at all or it will be a't least in,suffici·ent rand 
unfit for life. 

There must b·e enough hydrogen on a platnet to for.m 
large masses of water w.hioh wiould en1sure a vi-gor·ous wa
fer cy~cle· in n1a.ture 1an·d disrperse various ·elem•ents ov·er th.e 
s~urface of th1e plan·et. lt was preci,sely as a result of sudh 
a water r.ycl~e on the Earth during l·ong geological epochs 
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that the waters of the oceans in which life originated were 
enriched by ;all elements and their compounds neces&ary 
for ~);uildi-n~g protei·n molec·ules. Life cann.ot originate and 
develop on a ·cele.stial body w:her~e thefie is hardly a~ny water 
cycle. Mar's is on.e of th~e planets where life is hardly 
possible beca~use thre shortage of wa.t~er must have caused 
the elements to di1spers1e m~uch more :slowly tha·n they dlc: 
on ~the E!anth. 

Thus, the study of the chemical cotnposition of the plan-
ets of our solar system leads us to believe that all the 
planets .must h.ave form~ed fro.m the sam~e mediuim as 1.he 
Sun an·d, probah·Iy, ia't the sa·m~e tin1e, but that the les's 
massive planets must have lost part of their original light 
gas.es. The Earth, in particular, has fully lost its original 
'atmosphere an•d at th·e same .tin1e a oonsiderabl.c parit of 
itts ori·gi,nial m.as1s. This. is precisely wihy 'the present-day 
compositi·on of th·e Earth diffens so greatly from the normal 
rhen1ica I composition peculiar to the Universe. 

The question may be asked as to what the tempenatur.e 
l~·onditions were at the initial stage in the existence of the 
planetary c.ondensations, during the period of their forma
tion. Jupiter, which h1as nearly fully retained the original 
aburndance of el,ements, c:a·nn·ot be in•dicative i,n this respect. 
tJ ran us, for example, where the loss of light elements has 
definitely begu·n but ha1s not gone very f1ar as. yet is more 
ciharacteristic. 

Th·e temperature o.f the Earth, considerably closer to th~e 

Su·n at an early stage i·n its develop·ment, must have been 
much !higher regardlests of the absorption of so~I1ar radiation 
by the originta 1 proto-planetary ·cloud. It goes without 
saying that the Earth, like the other planets of the terres
trial type, must have lost from the very outset most of its 
hy·dr·ogen an·d along with it tlhe other ;elements w·hich re· 
mained in a gaseous state and did not form any compounds 
with other more refractory elements. 

We may, thus., conclude thtat the hydrogen was I~ost, n1o.st 
probably, during the period of the planet's formation. It 
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was a very rapid proces,s, which ended at the very earliest 
stage in rt:he 'life of the pla·net as a cos1mic body. We, 
therefore, have no reas·on ~to believe .tha't a·ny P'lanet is 
slo\vly and gradually losing any hydrogen or, especially, 
its oompou,nds. In· partiC'ular w·c ·have no r~eason's to believe 
that i,n. t!he clis1an1t past th·erc wa1s mor·e w'ater on Mars 1and 
that th,e conditioin's on it welie more sui,table for life tha·n 
they are n1ow. Similarly, fh.ere ar·e no in·diaafions that 
diuring 1he l·on,g geological epochs th·e total quanti,ty of 
water has chang·ed in the oceJans of the Earth to any appre
ciable extent. On the contrary, geological and paleontolog
ical data indicate that the total surfac.e occupied by oceans 
is increasing as tectonic activity on the Earth is decreas
ing. This process resulted in the disappearance of certain 
continents, for example, Gondw1ana, which formerly con .. 
nected Asi'a with A·ustralia, and, relatively r~ecen~tly, 
A.tla·ntis, from which only the islands of the A.egean Archi
pelago· have, !apparently, remai·n,ed. 

In all probability, the tolial m.a~ss of w.a·ter on the Ea~tlh 
has suffered ·no change in the last several hun~dred million 
years. However, .the planets differ in ·their ability ·to retain 
their ~aseous aimo,spheres, and some ·dissipatio·n o·f 111e 
lighlt elements in~to space i:s still possible today. But this 
proc·es~s is .extremely slow an1d we shall dwell on it later. 

Let us now c,on,sider .the pec·uliarii:ies .of th·e planets o.f 
th,e solar system 1and try to d.ecidc to W:hat exten•t th~ese 
peculiarities mu,st be ch,arta"'teristic of the other plan·etary 
sy~stems. We have observed that a plan,et with a sufficiently 
large mass has an identical chemic.al eomposition with its 
central luminary. Generally, as we have already mentioned, 
the difference between a star and a planet is only in 
tlhe mass, on,ly in th·e f.act that the star, ~owi·ng to· ~sufficient 
pressure and temperature in its cen~nal r.egion~s is ca1pable 
of radiating atomic energy; planets do not have this ability. 
But if its mass increases to at least 1/20-1/25 of the solar 
mass the planet will inevitably become a luminescent body
a star. J,n ~general, th·ere is every r·eason to heli·eve th·at the 
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p~oces1s of stars' plan·et formation is ex~traordinarily wide
Sipread i:n !n at.ur·e. 

It can be very ea1sily 1shown th!at the ·formatio·n of ~a sin:gle 
star, ~even a r,apidly rotatin·g gian1t, from a sufficiently 
condensed gas and dust cloud would require an extremely 
precise compensation of angular momenta of iniividual 
parti~cl,es, making up the cl~ou·d. T.he final resiult of suoh 
oon~den,sation should far more frequently be t~he sim:ulta
neous for:ma,ti,on· of sev,eral stars, amon1g which the initial 
reserve of angular momentum is distributed. In ,addition, the 
angular momentum is partly connected with the intermediate 
medium which is also consider.ably conden,sed .an'd cannot 
form part of the ·srtar wi,th·out ~upsetiting its gravit1ati·onal 
equilibrium. Multiple systems, rather than individual stars, 
like our Sun, are, therefore, usually formed in the Galaxy. 
TihUJS, w·e mus1t consider that sevenal .thousand million 
years .a:go ·OUr Su.n formed like Olt:hler srttars from some loCial 
con1den's1ation in a gas and durst !medium. · Co·mpared with 
oth,er anal·ogous con,dens,ations !this con·denjsati~on !had a 
small reserve of angular momentum and this resulted in the 
form.ation· o.f only one star-~the Sun. Nev.ertheless, a 
contsid~erable p1art of the mas1s, of the original condensation 
coul~d not conoe111trate in one body because of the excessive 
angular momentum and, therefore, remrained outside arrang
ing itself in its equatorial plane. 

Thu,s., all th.e ~da;ba c·on·ceming t!he ·pf\ocess of star forma
tion show that the primary Sun must have been surround
ed by a gas and dust medium in the form of a sufficiently 
dense diffuse cloud compres,sed ,an·d con,dents,ed towards the 
centre. Th'e planets exi,stin.g t.oday .have formed from trhis 
cloud and have retained part of its angular momentum. This 
gas and dust cloud of the srame c.omposition, of course, as the 
origi~n:al Sun coul~d, addition.ally, consta.n1ly receive gas 
streams due to the intensive corpuscular radiation occurring 
at this early srt:age. al•so chiefly i'n the equ.atori1al plane. 

If the mean density of the primary cloud was not very 
smalll looal ·cond,ensations capiable of wi,th,standin'g the 
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disintegrating tidal action of the central body musrt: h~ave 
iarisen i·n i~t d~ue to th·e inevitable local "overftal~ls" of den
sities. If the densi1ty of such a ~cloud, rem.aininrg ou;tside the 
primary ·con,den,sation, w.ere .not sufficient it would inevi
tably disperse in space after th·e final formation of the star 
as a lumi·nescen1 body iand the ·separate dus1t pa.rtieles, 
which form·ed paf't of it, ·COUl1d grta,dually fall on t1he cen:tr.al 
body as a result of radiation hindranc.e. 

Thu,s;, the pri:miary d·ust an·d igas ·clioud an·d the ·conden
s.ationis arisin:g in it m·ust h1av·e been sufficien1tly de,nse fro·nl 
t:he very ou.tset. S1able against the disintegrati-n,g tidal ac
tion o·f the Su·n these con,densation1s con~ti~n,ued their inde
pendent exist,ence moving in 'a more rarefied mediu;m an·d 
adding tihe parti·cles o.f this .mredium to its ow~n mass. 

This process of 1h.e. gr.a.dual grow.th of ~t·hc formed con
den,sations may, .generally speaking, be imagined in variOtliS 
wa}'ls. We ,s,aw above t:hatf: the ~t.emperatur·e in· such conden
Siation 1must h.ave been low. Tlhe ori.ginal clo·ud mlliSt have 
cooled through tJh,e lowering of the temp~er.ature of th.e gas 
mo·lecules in their constant collisions with the cold duslt 
particles. Lat~er, as the cJ.ourd con.densed this low t~empera
ture must have been maintained because the cloud inten .. 
sively absorbed short-wave radi1ation but continued to filter 
its own low-temperature radiation. But its temperature 
could under no circumstances drop below that of the dust 
matter in the inter-stellar space far from actinic stars. 
This determines t'he low·er possible limit of temperature o.f 
the proto-planet cloud which is estimated 1at 10-20° abs. At 
this temperature hydrogen even in a molecular state, and 
especially helium, m.UIS't have remai·ned in a gaseous ,stJa.te. 

Tlh!e moti·on in a resisting ~medium 'and t!he averagin:g of 
the angular momenta of the meeting particles resu1t in the 
faot 1hat the orbits of lbhe conden!SI8tions hardly differ fron1 
circul,ar o~bits f:rom t·he v·ery outset. Besides;, owing to .the 
flattened form of the i·nitial cloud they arrange themselves 
approxim1ately in t!he 1same plan~e whioh !hardly ·differs ·fr01111 
t~h!a't of the 'solar equa•tor. On t~h,e ba,sis of these oon1sidera-
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tions it is ·not lhard to d.educe a 11 the basic .properties of the 
sol~ar sy,stem if we ·only ~no·w ·t:he approxim,ate dis•tribution 
of th,e pla,neta.ry maiSISes. l·n part, we can siho·w th·e precise 
l:aw of planetary distances and expl,ain w:hy the planets 
rotate on their ax·es exactly wi:th the period of rotation· now 
observed. For this we must, primarily, find the mathemat .. 
ical expression of the fact that the forn1ed planet is stable 
not only as ~e:gards 1lhe Su·n·, i. ·e., is capable o·f r·esisting 
i·t.s tidal ·action, b·ut also as r~egard!s the clo~s.esrt p·lanet, i. e., 
can· also with,stan·d its adidition;a I tidal aoti·on. ln· other 
words, we must find the ~expression for the law of planetary 
distribution proceeding from the <.~ondition that the planets 
"hi·nder" eadh ,ot1her !as litt!le as• pos·sible. 

ln· all probability th~e .distant planets ;must have formed 
firs,t W1hile the form.a,tion, o.f th~e larger plan~et.s m·U!St h1ave 
occurred ever closer to the Sun. Naturally, Piu to, the plan
et with 1a small mass and the farthest fron1 the Sun, must 
have formed first. The formation of Neptune, the next plan
et, had to satisfy the requirements of tidal stability as 
regards the Su·n as w.eH as the already existi~n·g Pl!uto. 
Hence, Neptune could have formed only at a sufficiently 
"safe'' distan·ce from this pla~nct an~d ·this ideterntined the 
fir,st interval betw~een t!he pla·netary dis1ta.nc·~s. Ur.anus, the 
n.ext planet, could :h,ave fortned only far ·enough away from 
Neptu'n'e, etc. It is, therefore, clear w.hy the i~n~ervals 
b·etwee.n· the orbits of such m~assive plan·ets· as Jupiter a.nd 
Saturn are the greatest in the solar system; for the external 
and i.nt·ern~al regions of the soJ,ar syste-m these intervals 
diminish. 

Mercury, :the olos.est planet ifo the Su~n, :an•d Pluto, the 
farthest from the Sun, are the smallest of the large planets. 
It should be mentioned, however, that the law of planetary 
distances for all planets without exception is based on 
purely physical considerations with the assumption that 
the original planets, or, more exact1y, the p]anetary con
densations were of the same chemical composition, i. e., 
they were c.omp·osed on t~he average from the same ele-
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ments, mainly hydrogen. Subsequen.tly, the very massive 
planets, such as Jupiter, for example, considerably removed 
from the Sun, aln1ost fully retained their original con1-
position an,d are now ·Comp,osecl main1y of ·hydrogen a,nd 
p1artly of heliu·tn with a big a.dmixture of ,heavier elemen,ts. 
The pla,nets ·clloser to the S·u'n and less massive from the 
very begin·ning have in.at r·etai·ned their ori.gi·nal co·m.p·osi
tion .and are now ·only nttclei of t.hc original pltanets 
cornp·osed of 'heavier ·elementts. 

Thus, under the indicated condition of a similar ehetn
ical composition of all planets of the solar system we can 
get the following values of their distanc.es from the 
Sun based on a som,ewha't eve·necf-.o=ut distribution. of the 
masses: 

Planets 

Mercury 0 • • 0 • 0 0 

\"enus . . 0 • • 0 • 0 

Earth 0 • • • • • • • • 

M~1TS • . . . . • 

Asteroids . . . . . . . 
Jupiter . . . . . . . . 
Saturn . . . . . . . . 
Uranus . . . . . . . . 
Neptune . . . . . . . . 
Pluto . . . . . . . . 

Distance from the Sun (in radii 
of the Earth's orbit) 

obsrrvrd 

0.39 
0 r"'~) 

• • '-J 

1.on 
1 .. ') ... n..~ 

-
~) ') 
' • oJ 

9. f> 
19.2 
30 
3!) 

i 
- . -- . -

calculated 

o.4:a 
0.64 
O.!l8 
1. f>5 
2.65 
5.2 

11.0 
19.6 
29 
40 

Apparently, the assigned values of the planetary 
masses m.ake it possible to fin~d th'e dis.tan·ces between the 
planets and the s.un. If the planetary m·asses were different 
the distribu1ion of tl1e pla·net.s in. th.e :general pl1ane of the 
planetary m,ofion.s wnuld ·differ from the exiiStin~g di·stri
bution,. 
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It is impossible to deter·mi~ne th·e pla1netary masses 
p~urely theor,etically. A pos,sibility of suCJh calcul1ation would 
mea~n Vhiat all stars must :hav.e exactly th,e s,ame pl'a,netary 
systems, which is, of course, incongruous. It can only be 
said in genenal that the oon·ditions mo,s·t fav~ou:r,able to the 
formati,on of mas,sive pla,nets arc cr·eated in th,e ceniral 
part of 1:he origi,n.al ,pl,anetary clou·d poorly !h·ea't·ed by 
solar radiation. 

To determine the period of rotation of a planet with a 
given mass rand distance frotn the Sun we 11111st take it that 
the formed planetary condensation inc.luded the n1ass not 
only in one limited area of the original nebula, but nearly all 
along the circumferenc.e of i t.s orbit an·d :iha.t the an·gu·l,ar 
v~e}o,cities of ro·ta:tion a.roun~d the centne were considerably 
equalized du'e t~o the i~nterac.tio.n .of the p1articles among 
tlhemselves and, particularly, owing to their in1termixin,g. 
We th·us. get a very simp·le expressi~on whic:l1 shows tlhclt 
the quantity of rotation of a forming planet is propor
tional to the mass tnultiplied by the square root of its 
distance from the Sun. 

I-Iere, too, we get a close an,alogy with the stars. 1\s a 
tnatter of fact it is precisc·ly the m~as~sive s1ars that htave 
the greatest rotary reserve and rotate on their axes with 
the greatesi .sp,e.ed. It also t.urns ou·t that t:h,e more nlas
sive pl1a,nets iin the ;solar system m.ust r·otate .fast·er, atld 
t.his is what we actually observ·e. 

The conception of the origin of the solar system pre
sented here and based on the analysis of its general regu
larities makes it possible to explain all its main peculiarities. 
This oonc:eption was first voiced i~n the U.S.S.R. in. 1919, 
though i't was in,suffi,ci-ently e-l1abor,a,ted for lack of pr,ecise 
initial data. 

It follows from this theory that the origin of the plan
ets is ra definite and regular process widespread in nature 
an·d that the planets have for~m,ed from ·substance closely 
oon'n.ecte·d with the primary Su1n wi~hout 1a·ny in~·erference 
of outside forces. It is now being definitely ascertained 
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that the origi,n of the pla,nets is conn·ected witlh the f,or
m.ation of &bars near which they fi1n•d them,selves and tlhat 
it is one of the asp,ects of t·he .general process of for·mation 
of stars and stellrar systems. 

The advanced mi·nds of :humanity have .alw:ays bee~n in
tereSited in tihe problem of the origin of th~e solrar s•ystem. 
The first scientific hypothesis of the development of stellar 
sy.s~tems and pl.anets was 1advanoed as early as 1755 by 
the German philosopher Immanuel Kant, who proceeded 
from the idea of original chaos composed of sepatiate solid 
particles sitnilar to meteorites. This hypothesis, for the 
first time con·sidering the ,process of developm~e~n~ of 1he 
cosmic bodies, which were until then believed to have 
been immutable from the very m·oment of th,eir supposed 
"creation," was of great progressive importance for its 
epoch and was highly appraised by F. Engels. 

At the end of the 18th century the famous mathematician 
and astronomer Laplace expressed a more private but better 
·elaborated hypothesis of the origin of th·e s·olar system from 
a·n original gaseous ·nebul'a with a v·ery considerable centra,] 
condensatio-n. A·ccording to thi.s 'hypothesis th~e n~ebula r·o
tated on its axis and gradually cooled and contracted as a 
resu~It o.f which su·coes:sive ri·ngs of ·gas split off and later 
formed sec'C)Indary con·den,s.ations-the future plan·ets. llhis, 
•so-called, N.ebular Hy:poth·esis, was ·generally r~ecognized 
in the 19th century .. It hras now been established that in its 
original for.m this hypoth~esis is in·comp·eten't and can111,ot 
explai~n all the regularities o~bserved in .the so},ar system. 

The :hypoth·esis of J ea~ns, whidh r~eplaced it, persisted for 
a couple of decades because at that time there were 1as yet 
no ideas of the evolution of the Sun and stars and it was be
lieved thart ev·en in tlh,e epodh of rth·e origin of planets fh,e 
Sun had approximately the same properties it has now. 
According to this hypothesis the planets were formed from 
a filam.ent drawn· out of the Su.n by .a closely pas1sin!g s~.ar. 
This idea inevitably leads to the i·deologically ·erroneous 
concl~usion about the exceptionalism of the solar system in 
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the U:niverse. B·e.sides, Jeans' hypothesis i's uin,able to ex
plai:n the basic peculiarities o,f the ~solar .syst~em either. 

Ma·ny different ·CO!nsi der:ati~ons were expressed 1after the 
coilapse of Jeans' hypothesis; they were frequently ingen
ious conjectures and suppositions, but without sufficient 
gro,unid i'n;g. 

The work done in. the lasli ten vears in the· Soviet U:nion .. 
has greatly contributed to the development of cosmogony. 
In his numierous i·nvesitigation.s Academici~an 0. Y. S!hmidt 
developed the idea ~that th·e Suin had sciz·ed part of a dust 
meteor cloud and regarded the mech~anism of its tra~'l!sfor
m,ation into separate c-ondensations-the future planets-as 
a resu.]t of mutual C'o1Ii.slons .a,nd "adhesion.s'' of the dust 
particles. Proceeding from these considerations and accept .. 
ing some simplifyin~ hypotheses he deduced mathemati
cally fhe basic regularities observed in ·the solar .sys:te.m. 
A. I..~ebedinsky a~nd L. Q,urevi.ch consider·ed ;a.n arn1alogo.us 
problem of th·e formation of the plan·ets from an initia 1 
diffuse m•ediu·m by assuming t:hat ·the S·un w1as originally 
surrounded by 1a rather dense gas and 'dttst nchula W.hir'h 
soon acquired the shape of a very flat disk. In this disk, 
owing 1o its low temp·eratttre, ih,e entire ·gas "fro·ze out'' by 
s·ct~tlin·g on its dust particles. Th·e break U!p of H}e ·dust disk, 
which had thus originated, into separate massive bodies 
with regular intervals between them is connected, accord
ing to the authors, with the motion of the particles along 
elliptic orbits with a certain degree of elongation. The idea 
of a diroot mechanical in;teraotion of the p.articles iiJl. tJ1e 
initial gas land .du~st me·dium is also 1a,dv.ancf(d i~n this case. 

Then V. Krat supposed the existence of a primary 
diffuse cloud, m1ainly of a ·gas~eous compositi~on, of w:hich 
only a very small part formed the planets, while the rem,ain
ing mass was dispersed in space as was also a considerable 
part of the solar mass. 

Thus, leaving out the details of the process of the origin of 
the solar system, nobody doubts any longer that the plan
ets formed from some sufficiently dense gas and dust me-
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di·um which origin,ally s~u:rrounded the S·u,n .. As r.egards the 
origin of this cloud tbere has been· ·no .a.grec:ment until 
rooen:tly and this question WJas 1not giv·en any c'onsideration 
at all. But today the cosmogony of the planetary system 
stands on a solid f.oun,da:tion owing to the recen1tly obtained 
results concerning the process of formation of stars ,and, 
consequently, the Sun. Th·e initial conditions of the origi.r-1 
of planets are becoming sufficiently clear and must no long
er serve as tht~ subject for ungrounded eonjectutes and 
s<.~ien!tific f1an'tasy. 

W·e have se.en that the fully f.ormed stars; possessing 
normal properties are still immersed in the general medium 
of gaseous mattl'r. The process of star formation now tak
ing place in son1e regions of the Galaxy vividly shows 
that durinrg the first ep·oah!S of its exist.en,ce t!h.e Sun w;as 
a massive and rapidly rotating star surrounded by the 
same ·gas :and dust m·ediun1 fr·om whi·c-h it 'had i.ts~elf origi
nated. It wa'S from this im•ediun1, which oould no1 U!ni·te in1to 
one central body becaus'e of its excessively r1apid· rotati-on, 
that the present-day planets h1ad formed. 

Only those of the many forming condensations "sur
vived" 1and gave rise to planets, which were subjected to the 
least perturbations. The ~use of this simplie princi~ple of least 
interference makes it possible to find the correct distribu .. 
tion of the plan1ets according to the ·distarnc!e from the Sttn 
a:n·d expl,ain the characteristic featur.es ·of t.he syst,ems of 
sate] lites. 

But the planets sufficiently massive to be fit for the devel
opment of life cannot revolve around their Sun along orbits 
close to each other. The intervals between the orbits of 
neighbourin~g pl,anets n1us't ·necessarily h·e sufficien1tly large 
and the pla,nets receiving radiation .from fhe Sun must, 
therefore, find themselves under absolutely different temper
ature conditions. The number of planets in one and the 
same system may be sufficiently large, about ten, but only 
very few of the·m may :hiav·e the con·ditions favourring the 
origin an.d imai'n,tenance ·of life. 



(.A' h a p t e r l V 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF 1,HE S1,RUCTURE 
AND EVOLU'fiON ~OF THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE 

EARTH AND PLANETS 

It is well known that all gases tend to take up the great
est possible volume due to the haphazard and independent 
motions of their molecules. The Earth and some other plan
ets, therefore, h,ave sufficiently dense g-aseous atmospheres 
only because gravity prevents their dispersion in space. At 
the same time all gases at a certain temperature have a 
more or less considerable reserve of kinetic energy. The 
higher the temperature the greater the ability of the gas to 
expand, since its molecules move at a greater speed. At a 
temperature of absolute zero the gas molecules would lose 
all motion and would have to fall on the surface of the 
planet. Due to the continuous and quite elastic collisions 
with each other a constant redistribution of velocities occurs 
among the individual molecules, but in general the mean 
velocity of the r-1olecules of a given gas is represented by 
the following simple formul1a: 

where T is the absolute temperature, p. is the molecular 
weight and k is some physical constant determined by 
Boltzmann and bearing his name. 
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According to this formula we have, for example, the fol
lowing mean velocities of molecules (in m/sec) for different 
gases at a temperature of. 0°C or 273° ahs .. 

Aton1ic 
Hydrogen 

Ii 
2,600 

Molecular 
Hydrogen 

H., -1,8B9 

Nitrogen Oxygen Carbon 
Dioxide 

C02 
B92 

V./ Hter 
Steam 

H20 
708 

Maxwell h1as shown that as a result of the constant colli
sions among the molecules of the same gas the velocities 
arc di:;tributed on both sides of the aforesaid mean magni
tude so that along with rapidly n1oving molecules there are 
also s)o,v]y moving ones. The relative nun1bcr of molecules 
with a certain velocity o is represented by the following 

• express ton: 
-mv2 - .,.______ . -

N<,> = CN8 

'2kT v2 

where C is the constant, dc·pending on the rnass of the mol
ecule and the temperature of the ~as. This expression may 
be represented by the following diagram (see fig. 29). 

I 
I 

I 
11&.--L..--' I L 

This distribution of Maxwell's is 
inevitably established in a very 
short time in the case of a suffi
ciently dense gas, but tnay not take 
place at all if the gas is very rare, 
in \Vhich case the molecules collide 
verv seldom and the free run, i.e., .. 
the interval between the successive 
collisions, becomes comparable 
with the total volume of the given 

Fig. 29. Maxwell's gas. In the reHl planetary atn1os-
distribution of velocities phercs the condition of sufficiently 

frequent co11isions is always ob
served and, therefore, the distribution of the velocities of 
individu,al molecules .and their mean velocity are fully deter
mined by the temperature of the medium and the molecular 
\Veight of the gas. 
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If the velocity of a given molecule is sufficiently high it 
may under certain conditions avoid the gravitational in
fluence of a planet and escape into inter-planetary space. 
This is the process of dissipation which in some measure 
occurs constantly and leads to a gradual diminution of the 
masses of gas shells around the planets. We shall now con
sider this dissipation in greater detail and discuss its pos
sible effects during the existence of a planet. 

We shall begin with the fact th1at any body near tht) 
Earth's surface is subject to acceleration of gravity equal 
to 9.8 m/sec and that in the very first second of free fall it 
passes 4.9 n1etres toward~ the centre of the Earth regard
less of the direction of its motion. Let us assume that a 
body was ejected in a horizontal direction; in this case its 
trajectory will curve in the direction of the Earth's surface 
and, as we c.an easily figure out, this curving at the velocity 
of motion of 8 km will precisely correspond to the curvature 
of the globe. Consequently, 
a body ejected at this velocity 
(discounting the resistance of the 
atmosphere) -cannot fall to the 
Earth and will revolve about it 
along a circul,ar orbit. If the 
body is ejected with twice the 
force and, hence, if it has a veloc
ity of 11.3 km;sec it will lose all 
connection with the Earth and 
will move aw,ay from it infi
nitely. This is the so-called veloc
ity of escape which equals the 
parabolic velocity with respe·ct to 
the given planet. It is determined 

Fig. 30. Distortion of the 
trajectory of a horizontally 

moving body 

by a simple mathematical expression tand can be easily 
calculated for any planet: 

.l 2-GM 
V = l :... · ·-·-R-··· -- = 11.3 escape. 

M --·R- km/sec, 
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where M is the mass of a planet and R is its radius ex
pressed in the units of mass and radius of the Earth. 

It is, thus, obvious that 1any molecule, which moves at a 
greater than parabolic velocity with respect to the Earth, 
will inevitably escape into cosmic space if it does not en
eounter some obstacle, as, for example, other molecules. 

This escape of gas into space may, thus, actually occur 
only in the highest atmospheric layers where the g1as is 
rare, where the length of the free run becomes comparable 
to the radius of the planet itself and where the molecules 
do not, therefore, necessarily encounter other molecules. 
Gradually rising higher above the surface of the planet we 
at last find, primarily in the direction of the zenith, that 
the n1olecules do not fully screen the sky, the voids grad .. 
ually appear between them and that these voids expand 
the higher we rise. For the Earth's atmosphere such voids 
near the zenith, the so-called cone of escape, begin at the 
altitude of. 400-500 kilon1etres above the surface of th·~ 
Earth. Thus, it is only here that the conditions necessary 
for the dissipation of gases into cosmic space are on hand. 
For such dissipation actu1ally to occur, i. e., for a molecule, 
headed for the cone of escape, never to return it also re
quires, as we have already said, a velocity higher than 
the limit parabolic speed, which for the Earth equals 
11.3 km/sec. Theoretically each gas, which is subject to 
Maxwell's distribution of velocities, will have a certain 
number of molecules with such high velocities, but the rel
ative number of such molecules very rapidly din1inishes as 
the molecular weight in.creases or the temperature lowers. 

Hence, if the mean molecular velocity is considerably low
er than the parabolic, the process of escape will occur 
extraordinarily slowly because only a very small part of 
.all the molecules can participate in it. At the same time, 
after the fastest molecules escape into space, Maxwell's 
distribution will, apparently, be upset and it will be some 
time before the mutual collisions of the remaining molec
ules restore it. But then a new similar part of molecules with 
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high velocities will result and they will again be able to 
escape into space. If only a very small part of the entire 
atmospheric mass participates in the process of dissipation 
it may be assumed that ever new molecules with Maxwell's 
distribution of velocities are constantly fed from below 
to the rarefied atmospheric layers and on the basis 
of this the speed with which this process occurs can be 
calculated. 

Jeans was the first to make such computations. He has 
shown that the length of time the atmosphere of a given 
planet can exist greatly depends on the mean molecular 
velocity of g1as, namely, if the velocity of escape is four 
times that of the mean molecular velocity the atmosphere 
wiii almost fully disperse in space in 50,000 years, i. e., in 
a very short geological period of time; if the aforesaid ratio 
equals 4 1/2 the atmosphere will last 30 million years; and, 
finally, if the velocity of escape is five times as great as 
the mean molecular velocity full dissipation of the atmos
phere will require the enormous period of 25,000 million 
years, which considerably exceeds the age of the Earth and 
the planets. On the basis of these calculations we will, thus, 
assume that the criterion of full prcservration of the atmos
phere is a value of the mean molecular velocity which 
must constitute no more than 0.2 of the velocity of escape. 

This mean molecular velocity depends for each gas, as 
has been shown above, on the temperature of the planet, 
while the temperature is determined, everything else being 
equal, by the distance of the planet from the Sun. For this 
reason the mean molecular velocity generally diminishes 
in proportion to the distance from the Sun: 

I -- ... 
4 

r 
' 

where r is the nadius of the planet's orbit. 
Owing to this the distant planets are in much better con .. 

ditions for retaining their atmospheres than the ones clospr 
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to the Sun. It may be assumed that the ability of a planet 
to retain its atmosphere is characterized by the magnitude: 

1 
4 

V escape r • 

r:or the different planets of our solar systen1 \Ve obtain ihe 
f o 11 o\vi ng figures: 

. ·--- -·--- - ... -· -
I 
! 

IJ I a n t~ t s i v Nwape (km/sec) : 
I 

.. ·-~----··· . . - - ---------- ..... ··~-.---------· -· ... _.,. _______ ..... ··------
' 

I 
I 

Mercury . . . . . . . . . . / 
Venus . . . . . . . . · · I 

' E:-:rth . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Mars . . . . . . . . . . . · 1 

Jupiter . . . . . . . . . . 1 

~~~~:s : . : : : : . : : : : I 
I Neptunr . . . · . ; 

Pluto . . . . • • • 
I • I 
I 

1 ·t .. , 
. . . ') 
f>. I 

Gl 
RG.7 
21.6 
2;~. 8 
11 

' I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

v r 
__ .,4 

escape 
·- --------- ---

B.O 
!l. () 

1.1.!\ 
... _, 
~) • I 

't"> . ..., 
64 
4f> 
f)() 

')-..,, 

- ·---·-···---·-· .... ·---------·· ··-. ··--------·-----------· ·····- ·--·--···---·--··-· ··---
1 

v escape (knt/src) Satellites 
-1/.a v r 

escape 
-------··-·--- ····-·- ....... _____________ .. , ........ - - ........ __________ .. ___ .. _- ........ ___ , ___ _ 

Moon • • . • • • • • • • • 
') 4 oJ, 

~) 4 
o.lo 

Triton (Neptune's satellite) . • '> H Wo H.H 
Titan (Saturn's satclli te) • • ~.H. [>. 0 

.Jupiter's satellites 1 • • • • • 
~> 4 ... . ~\ ~ 

i • I 

11 • • • • • 
•) 1 .... B.l 

I I I • • • • 2 q ••• 4.4 
JV • • • • ~> 4 oJ, 3.6 

1 I 

,\s has been pointed out, the magnitude, Vescape , 

used in this table, characterizes the ability of a planet to 
retain its atmosphere under conditions of its thermal equili
brium and in some measure allows a comp,arison between 
the different planets and their satellites. 
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According to this table, we can say, for eXJample, that 
under the existing temperature conditions the Earth can 
easily retain any gas, even the lightest-hydrogen, since its 
mean molecular velocity of 1.8 km/sec is much lower than 
the 20 per cent of the velocity of escape. 

Contrariwise, our Moon should have lost all its gases. 
Only those, whose molecular weight exceeds 60, could have 
remained on the Moon. Of these gases sulphur dioxide S02 
with a molecular weight of 64.1 possibly exists on the 
Moon sin.ce it is usually connected with volcanic activity. 
Very small amounts of such a gas with an equivalent thick
nrss of only I tnm in the atmosphere arc capable of produc
ing sharp lines of absorption in the region of the spectrutn 
3,000-3,1 OOA. I-Iowever, Kuiper's searches for such lines of 
absorption in the spectrum of the moon proved fruitless. It 
is, therefore, unreasonable to expect any lighter gases on 
ihe Moon. 

It should be noted, however, that the real conditions of 
the atmosphere's dissipation into space are much more 
complex than represented in the above table. In the first 
place, the temperature of the layer of escape, which for the 
Earth lies at the altitude of 400-500 kilometres, is in no way 
determined by the temperature of the Earth's surface. At 
different 1altitudes of the Earth's atmosphere the tempera
ture in large measure depends on the chemical composition 
of the atmosphere and on the interaction of the molecules 
of various gases with high-frequency quanta of solar ra
diation. It is well known that beginning at an altitude of 
approximately 100 kilometres the oxygen of the Earth's at
mosphere exists in atoms, rather than in molecules, and in 
the extremely rarefied· air and, consequently, relatively rare 
encounter with other atoms and molecules, is able to retain 
its st,ate of excitation only under special conditions. An ex
cited atom of oxygen left to itself under these conditions 
may give up its energy charge to any other atom it collides 
with, in which case the latter increases its kinetic energy 
with the resultant rise in the atmosphere's temperature. 
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Thus, the temperature in the higher layers of our atmos
phere may rise considerably higher than is possible on the 
very surf,ace of the Earth, in this way far.ilitating the dis
sipation of gas, which happens to take place precisely at 
those altitudes. Observations show th·at the tempenature of 
the Earth's atmosphere reaches its minimum at an altitude of 
about 80 kil9metres, then continuously rises and at very 
high altitudes may reach even several hundred degrees C. 
'fhis tnay, in all probability, explain the fact that the light
est gases-hydrogen and helium-absolutely cannot exist 
in a free state on the Earth. There is extremely little helium 
in the free atmosphere, namely, only about five-millionths by 
volume at the Earth's surface, which is much less than 
could he expected considering the constant emission of this 
gas as a result of radio-activity during the long geologica 1 
epochs. 

All the foregoing warrants the follo\ving conclusion: 
the largest planets of the solar system can retain all gases 
in their present state. The Earth is losing free hydrogen and 
helium, apparently, because of the presence of atomic 
oxygen at high altitudes, but could retain even these gases 
under the temperature conditions prevraiHng on its surfaee. 
Venus is approximately in the same state. Mars can easily 
retain an atmosphere of molecular oxygen and nitrogen, 
and, especially, of carbon dioxide, but free hydrogen should 
have very rapidly dissipated into sp1ace and for this reason, 
as it may be assumed, even its compounds with other ele
ments, primarily with oxygen, cannot abound on this planet. 

On Mercury there can be no air shell at all. Owing to 
their small mass all satellites of the planets, Slave Titan, 
the most massive satellite of Saturn, which in addition has 
a very low temperature, are in very unfavourable conditions 
for retaining air mantles. The more so must the numerous 
asteroids, which revolve mainly in the interV18l between the 
orbits of Mars and Jupiter, be deprived of atmospheres. 

The foregoing considerations are based on the present-day 
properties of the planets, particularly, the Earth. They very 
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well define the conditions under which the already existing 
atmospheres are retained and point out that an atn1osphere 
composed of a definite gas is either fully retained through 
geological epochs or is dissipated. As a Jnatter of fact 
a very small increase in the mean molecular velocity suf
fices to reduce the period of possible dissipation many
fold. 

These considenations, however, do not directly pertain to 
the problem of the initial conditions in which the planet 
found itself when it had already formed as a fully solid 
body. What was the temperature of its surface at the time? 
Was the planet a fiery-liquid body as most of the geologists 
very recently believed, and partly still do, or was the plan
etary mass originally absolutely cold ·and heating only 
gradually because of the radio-active disintegration partic
ularly intensive several thousand million years ago? Can 
we assume that the negligible content of inert gases with 
a big molecular weight neon, argon, crypton and xenon
in the present-day atmosphere testifies to the high tempera
ture of the primary Earth? We have already offered targu
ments against such a conclusion. The almost complete 
absence of these gases was, apparently, conditioned by the 
enormous escape of hydrogen which carried away with it 
all the other elements of the original atmosphere. 

The present state of the Earth was, in all probability, 
determined by the conditions of its formation from the 
primary condensation during the early stages of which the 
hydrogen and the light elements, in general, escaped. From 
the point of vie\v of the theory of planetary origin from a 
primary gas and dust cloud, which surrounded the solar 
condensation, a high temperature on the primary E~arth is 
out of question. On the contrary, formation of stable con
densations was possible, as we have seen from the fore
going, only at a very low temperature of the gas and dust 
cloud. Subsequently, as the condensations grew denser the 
temperature rose, which, in all probability, determined the 
escape of hydrogen into space except the quantity that 
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happened to form stable compounds with other elements, 
chiefly with oxygen. 

As a result the heavier and refractory elements with a 
certain atnount of gases occluded in them remained and 
formed the present Earth. 'fhe v~arious compounds inside 
the Earth \Vere determined mainly by conditions of high 
pressure and necttrred chiefly in the direction of lesser equiv .. 
alent volume. Thus, for exCJmple, since a usual iron mole
cule occupies a much smaller equivalent volume than the 
compound of iron and oxygen Fe20a conditions .favouring 
disruption of the molecular bonds and the isolation of pure 
iron were created in the deep interior of the Earth even with
out any high temperature. All the chemical r·eactions 
under the tremendous pressures inside the Earth must have 
occurred in accordance \Vith this prin·ciple. 

~\ccording to }Jarson's ealeulntions the pressure neces
sary for the dissociation of ferric oxide constitutes 
570,000 kg;cm2, which rorresponds to a depth of approxi
n1ately I ,400 kilometres. A greater pressure, about one mil .. 
lion kg/cm2, must disrupt the electronic shells of the atoms, 
while any substance acquires electro-conductive "metallic" 
properties and 1at the same time considerably increases its 
specific weight, which is precisely what occurred in the 
central core of the Earth. A similar "metallic" dense core 
eannot drvelop in planets with a stnHll mass and a rela
tively sm1all pressure in the centre. 

Thus, from the point of view of the observed stratifi-
c-ation of the globe there is no reason to believe that the 
temperature could h1ave been very high in it from the very 
beginning and that considerable convectional currents 1and 
movements of substan.ce of different specific weight could 
have taken place inside the Earth. On the contrary, this 
stratification is explained mainly by the effect of pressure. 
Nevertheless the internal body of the Earth has a substan
tial reserve of energy and is not in a quiet state even today. 
Mountains repeatedly rose and were later evened out again 
by water and wind erosion many times during the evolu-
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tion of our planet. There were four large cycles of mountain 
formation in Europe, namely before the Cambrian, during 
the Silurian, at the end of the Carboniferous and in the Ter
tiary periods with 5 or 6 small ones in bet\veen. According 
to liolmes there was a total of 20 cycles of mountain-for
mation in Europe, including the small ones, and lapproxi
matPlv as mcHlV in Amerira. The rise of tnounta ins as a . ~ . 

result of folds was followed by long periods of denudation, 
erosion and levelling. 

Thus, since the earliest epochs of the existence of the 
Earth traceable by geological data th.e Earth's crust has 
been in motion which now intensified and now died down. 
I low deep in the Earth does the pritnc cause of these mo
tions lie? It may be asserted that the depth by far exceeds 
the thic.kness of the Earth's crust and corresponds to the 
deep interior of ihe Earth. Such assertions nre W1arrantC'd by 
the 1astronomical investigations in the changes of the 
length of day. 

The studies of J efYreys, de Sitter, Bra un, Cle1nenee, et a 1., 
have shown that the rotation of the Earth gradually slows 
(lown mainlv under the action of the tidal forces of the 

ol 

i\'\oon and the Sun. This slowing down is not uniform, how-
ever. The deviations in the length of the day are expressed 
on]v in thousandths of a second. This necessitates Hn al-

•• 

teration in the rel~aiive mot11ents of int'rtia of about 10--n. The 
greatest relative change in the moment of inertia occurred 
in 1897 and constituted 4XlO-s. These changes occur rapidly, 
the entire change lasting but few months, 2-3 years at most. 
The dcJtes of seven sitnilar changes in the velocity of the rota
tion of the Earth, and, hence, in the moment of its inertia, 
can be pointed out since 1667. This important phenomenon 
needs an explanation. 

If the entire mass of the Earth had taken part in the de
formation of 1897 the radius of the Earth should have 
changed by only 13 cm. Contrariwise, if we assume, accord
ing to Braun, that the change occurred only in the surface 
layer 80 km thick while the rest of the Earth's mass had not 
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changed at all, the radial displacement along the entire 
spherical surface would have constituted 5 .. 5 m. It is ab
solutely impossible, however, to assume that these leaps 
simultaneously affect the entire surface of the Earth. It is 
much more natural to suppose that they occur as a result 
of local deformations, for example, under individual con
tinents. In this case they should be much greater. With a 
layer 80 km thick the local radial displ1acemenis should, 
perhaps, extend over hundreds of metres. This has never 
been observed. It necessarilv follows that considerable 

"' 
tnasscs of the I~arth take p1art in the radial displacements 
and that the seats of these displacements arise at a depth 
of n1any hundreds of kilometres. The seats of hypogene 
earthquakes precisely correspond to this. 

These hypogene seats of earthquakes were discovered, for 
example, by A. Zavaritsky near Kamchatka, under the Asian 
Continent, at a depth of 1about 600 kilometres. The centres 
of volcanism are located in the same plane of rupture at an 
angle of 30° to the surface of the Earth and at a depth of 
150 km. Similar hypogenc seats of tectonic dislocations 
have bern discovered in m:any regions of the globe. 

Thus, all the similar data indicate that the main mass of 
the Earth is not in a state of thermal equilibrium as would 
be the case with a cold body surrounded by a radio-active 
radilating shell. 

On the contrary, it turns out that powerful processes take 
place at great depths, that they are reflected on the surface 
and shake the whole planet. 

Hence, there ,are no reasons to believe that the primary 
Earth was an absolutely cold body though it was surely not 
in a burning hot state. This idea of the relatively high tem
perature of the Earth, \Vhich at the deepest layers amounts 
to 3,000°C, according to seismic data, even today, is also 
confirmed by the distribution of radio-active elements on 
the Earth. 

It is known th1at uranium, the heaviest element, concen
trates mainly in the acid rocks, basalts, but the basic rocks 
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have relatively very little of it. It is widespread in granit~s, 
enriches water solutions and is, therefore, found in all 
sedimentary layers. The deeper in the Earth the less ura
nium. The old lavas erupted from great depths cont1ain but 
negligible quantities of it, the younger lavas-much greater 
quantities. There is approximately 100 times as little of it 
in meteorites as in basalts. 

It is but natura I to assutne that \vhatev(~r the forn1ation 
of the E1arth, in the beginning the radio-active substances 
must have been distributed in it evenly. In the process of 
the further evolution of the Earth these radio-active sub
stances, despite their extren1ely high atomic weight, separat
ed themselves from the central and intermediate parts of the 
Earth and formed a relatively thin surface layer concentrat
ing n1ainly on the continents. This process of differentia
tion is, app1arently, connected with the poor ability of ura
nium to form compounds with other elements but it must 
at the same time also be determined by certain intensive 
circulation of substance between the deep and surface parts 
of the Earth. These currents cannot take place without 
sufficiently high temperature. Otherwise, with the pressure 
of hundreds of thousands and even millions of atmospheres 
and with a correspondingly trerr~endous viscosity, so com
plete an enrichment of the upper l1ayers by uranium at the 
expense of the main mass of the globe would have been 
impossible. We can add to this that the modern ideas of the 
nature of terrestrialtnagnetism also spring from the supposi
tion that there are intensive circulating currents in the in
ternal liquid core of the Earth. 

We must, thus, apparently, assume that the Earth has 
formed from a su:fficiently cold proto-planetary cloud and 
was originally one of its condensations. In the process of 
compression this condensation must have become heated 
which made for the loss of the light gases, hydrogen in the 
first place. Oxygen persisted in considerable quantities due 
to its enormous chemical affinity in combinations with 
hydrogen, carbon and many other elements. During thr 
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forn1aiion of the hard crust and later in the process of nu
rnerous and intensive volcanic eruptions the Earth received 
a great deal of W:ater vapour, carbon dioxide and other 
gases which scp1arated themselves from the liquid magma. 
l'hesc newly separated gases formed a sel~ondary gas shell 
about the Earth. This shell is not massive; it constitutes 
somewhat less than one-millionth of the mass of the Earth. 

This secondary atmosphere of the Earth had no free 
oxygen 1and, hence, no ozone at all. It is now generally 
recognized that free oxygen in the Earth's atmosphere is 
the result of the activity of green plants and sea\vceds, 
namely, the product of photosynthesis. Under the action of 
.solar radiation carbon dioxide split over a period of many 
rnillions of years into carbon and oxygen. Carbon w1as used 
in the building-up of the organic substance proper which 
was in large n1easure huriPd in the intf~rior of the Earth 
in the shape of coal, peat and oil, while oxygen formed part 
of the atmosphere. The presence of free oxygen in the 
atmosphere of the planet is, thus, direct and incontestable 
proof that the planet has a biosphere capable of transform
ing the composition of the atmosphere and even the prop .. 
crties of the surf ace of the planet. 

We, thus, see that the atmosphere of the Earth has gone 
through a long course of evolutionary development. This 
evolution is very closely conneeted with the origin 1and de
velopment of life. Kno\vledge of the original conditions 
under which our Earth existed is of great importance to a 
better understanding of the origin and development of life 
on the Earth and on other planets. 



Chapter V 

J>HYSif~AL CONDITIONS AND POSSIBIIJITIES 
0~., LIFE ON THE MOON 

Soon after the invention of the telescope and its use in 
investigating the celestial bodies it became clear that the 
nature of the Moon sharply differs from th1at of the Earth, 
that there is no water, -clouds, air nor, generally, any of 
the most necessary conditions for the existence of life on 
it. As far back as 250 years ago in his book Entretiens sur 
la pluralite des mondes Fontenellc wrote the following con
cerning the nature of the Mo0n: 

" ... The Sun raises neither smoke nor steam above the 
Moon. It must be a heap of wild rocks and marbles which 
never emit any V1apours. It is so natural for them to be 
where th·ere is water that where there are no vapours thert' 
eannot be any water. Who are the inhabitants of those wild 
rocks th1at cannot produce anything and the land that has 
no waters?" Thus, it was perfectly clear to Fontenelle that 
there w1as no water or air on the Moon. I-Ience, it was quitr 
reasonable to conclude that there could be no forms of life. 
at least no highly organized forms. But the desire to people 
every cosmic body with living and even thinking beings 
was so great that even sober scientific research could not 
resist it. The tendency to people the Moon with some forms 
of life at all costs has continued to-date. 

The proponents of the idea of life on the Moon in the 
beginning of the 19th century were the well-known :astron-
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omers Schroter, who n1ade extensive observations of the 
Moon, and HerscheL Both of them enjoyed great scientific 
Huthority. In 1822 the German astronomer Gruithuisen, the 
founder of the meteorite theory of the origin of lunar cra
ters, declared he had discovered a lunar city on the border 
of Sinus Media near the ct:'ntral lunar disk. Gruithuisen even 
g1ave a detailed description of this imaginary city. Only 
later did the investigators of the ~'Loon Beer and M~idler 
show that it had all been no more than fancy, a desire to 
find sotne grounds for the assumption that the Moon is in
habited. Beer and J\1i-idler were the first to establish that 
the Moon could not be inhabitcci, at least not by the higher 
fortns of life. It is interesting to note, however, th1at only 
120 years ago broad sections of the people were very much 
inclined to believe that n1ulti-form life existed on the Moon. 

An interesting example of this is the mystification of an 
i\merioan journalist who took advantage of the great pop
lllarity of astronomer John l-lcrscht:\1 and his trips to South 
l\.frica to observe the unstudied southern sky. The journalist 
published in the New Yorll Sun a striking 1account of the 
discovery of remarkable forms of life on the Moon made by 
1-·Ierschcl with the aid of a 20-foot telescope, greatly magni
fying and illt.uninating in1ages in the focal plane. The de .. 
scriptions of ape-like people with wings, like thost of bats, 
and even strc1nger creatures of spheric;d forn1, who were 
coasting down th.e slopes of mountains with great speed, 
struck the im1agination of the credulous readers. 

The newspaper, whi·ch published these accounts, rapidly 
increased its circulation several-fold. Such serious publica
tions as the New York Times and the New Yorker decl1ared 
that these discoveries of f-Iersehel's had launehed a ne·w 
era in obserVIational astronomy. 

All this nonsense was, of course, denied by Herschel as 
soon as he found out a bout it, but it is important to note 
that such inventions fell on very favourable soil. 

Petersburg, too, had its sharp journalist who published 
a book on the inhabitants of the Moon in Russian. He 
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Fig. 31. Apenntne Mountains 



described I-Ierschel's "discoveries" even more pertly. The ap
pearance of this book w1as severely criticized by\'. Belinsky 
who thought it was a mockery of science. 

Though the existence of thinking beings on the Moon was 
disproved by the works of Beer and Madler the existence 
of animals and plants was until very recently considered 
probable. William Pickering, the well-known astronomer of 
the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th eenturies, 
found in the lunar crater of Eratosthenes, which closes the 
Apennines, a number of strange dark spots. The spots 
showed regular changes and even displacements in every 
lunati on. l-Ie offered an explanation ( 1924) according to 
\vhich these spots were swarms of insects. l-Ie thought the 
spots in their size resembled the herds of buffalo a lun:tr 
astronomer might h1ave seen on the vast prairies of North 
America about a hundred years ago. The great authority en
joyed by William Pickering commanded attention to his 
strange hypothesis, but today no one takes it seriously any 
more. 

I-Iowever, the changes on the Moon still disconcert the 
observers and force them to look for an explanation of these 
phenomena in the fact that they are supposedly connected 
with the development of vegetation. These changes of 1e:1 

n1ore or less regular nature recurring every lunation were 
observed, for example, in the craters of Endymion, Grimal
di and Ricrioli. Thus, for example, spots observed in the 
Endymion appear more grey than the general tone of the 
crater's bottom; they expand or narrow down and even 
dis1appear depending on the rise of the Sun over the horizon. 
The satne W. Pickering was sure it was all determined by 
developing and dying vegetation. 

In a·nother crater, Aristyllus in Mare Imbrium (Sea of 
Sho\vers), Pickering discovered two parallel bands, he 
named canals, whose contrast grows as they are heated by 
the Sun rising over the horizon. Recently Moore pointed 
out an interesting phenomenon of a similar nature inside 
the well-known crater of Aristarchus, the brightest spot 
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on the lunar surface well seen in an ashy light even on the 
unlighted part of the lunar disk. 

As early 1as 1868 Phillips found that when the Sun rose 
over the bottom of the crater of Arist~archus and the 
shadows, cast by the banks, grew sufficiently short, it was 
possible to see very weak dark radial bands in it. The bands 
gradually grew darker 1and became more distinct. In large 
telescopes one could see these bands divided into a number 
of separate small spots. During their greatest development, 
as Moo re points out, they first reach the interna 1 banks of 
the crater spreading out from its centre and then even 
transcend the banks into the surrounding ternain. Such 
changes were also observed in the small crater of Birt, 
situated in the southern part of the lunar disk near the 
well-known ''Straight Wall"; in 194-9 1\'\oore discovered 
similar bands of variable intensity in the crater east of Bul
lialdus in Mare Nubium, etc. According to Moore, 20-25 anal
ogous craters can be pointed out, but Aristarchus is the 
largest and most accessible. 

In 1951 Moore assumed that these phenomena were 
connected with a development of vegetation. He imagined 
that deep radial crevices, from which gases of an unknown 
nature rose, nan from the central crater. At night they froze, 
but highly heated by the Sun in the daytime they affected 
the soil and fostered the development of vegetation. The 
greatest amount of gases was emitted in the region of ~he 
central hill, which was the centre of volcanic activity and 
that was why the vegetation spread from this hill. Accordin.g 
to Moore these gases are not water vapours and, certainly, 
not oxygen, but possibly carbon dioxide. He holds that this 
lunar vegetation is absolutely different from that on the 
Earth. 

It goes without saying that all these considerations fail 
to take into account the specific features of living matter 
and the conditions it requires for its origin and existe.nce. 

The .authors of these statements may be somewhat .exon
erated because of their ignorance in problems of biology. 
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For a more detailed consideration of the problem of Ii.fe 
on the Moon we sh1all first dwell on its physical properties. 
Even the naked eye freely discerns numerous dark spots 
on the lunar disk which have been given the names of seas, 
but which are really basins of hardened lava of a glass-like 
nature. These spots were n1amed hy Ric.cioli, Galileo's pu .. 
pil, who was the first to put them on the map. The Mare 
<=risium, the isolated oval sea visible on the edge of the 
lunar disk several days past the new Moon, was, in all 
probability, given its nHme because sharp changes in weath
er were connected with the position of the new Moon. 
These "seas'' mainly concentrated in the northern hemi-
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sphere of the Moon form a continuous band everywhere 
always maintaining an approximately circular form. If the 
Mare Crisium were located near the centre of the lunar 
disk we should see it in the form of a nather regular circle. 
The same can be said about the Mare In1brium, the enor
mous plain, bordered in the South by the Apennine Moun
tains, the highest mountains on the Moon, the Caucasian 
and Alps Mountains in the West, a nurnber of craters and 
ring mountains, of which Pl1ato and the steep wall of the 
Sinus Iridum bay are particularly visible, in the North, and 
gradually merging into the genenal surface of the Oceanus 
Procellarum in the East. 

Mare Tranquilitatis, to some extent Mare Serenitatis and 
other maria also have a similar circular shape if not too 
deformed by other overlying formations. The circular form 
of depressions is generally the most widespread type of 
lunar relief. Among the immense maria nearly a thousand 
kilometres in di1ameter, ring mountains-plains surrounded 
by a ring wall craters and, finally, hardly visible hollows, 
pores, one can trace the continuous succession of forma
tions. The large ring-shaped mountain like Grimaldi in no 
way differs from a small sea in_jorm. Nor is there any dif
ference between 1a small crater and a pore. Through a me
dium-sized telescope one can count at least 40,000 such 
formations on the part of the Moon which faces us. Some 
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Fig. 32. Moon past first quarter 



of them came into being earlier, others later, ,and often 
destroyed the existing walls. Mountain ranges surround 
mainly the edges of the lunar seas and are all without 
exception of a fault nature, i.e., consist of separate peaks 
dislocated in a vertical direction in relation to each other. 
Apparently, the surface of the mari,a hardened after the 
formation of the mountainous parts, including the moun
tain ranges; this is evident from the fact that sotne of 
them partly settled and dissolved, as it were, in the sur
rounding plain. It is in this fault nature of the lunar moun
tains that they differ radically fron1 the mount,ains of the 
Earth which are, as 1a rule, built of folds, frequently very 
intricate. 

In addition to the ring formations and separate peaks, 
especially well seen in the maria, under favourable lighting 
one Clan observe long cracks-rills-on the Moon which, 
ordinarily, have nothing to do with the relief of the terrain 
and sometimes even cross the craters. Such, for example, 
is the well-known cleft of I·Iyginus which crosses a crater 
of the same name and is well seen in the central part 
of the Moon ne,ar the first or last quarter. Near the crater 
of Triesnecker the entire lunar surface is covered with a 
dense network of cracks visi.ble even through a small 
telescope. 

Under the illumination created in the central part of the tu .. 
nar disk it is sometimes easy to see that the cracks, the fault 
lines are oriented in the same direction over a considerable 
area (particularly remarkable is the so-called Straight 
W1all near Purbach). All this shows that these formations 
are due to internal causes. 

Despite the enormous development of geology in the last 
decades no new explanation of the formations on the lunar 
surface has been advanced. The so-called Meteorite The
ory of the formation of the lunar craters, first proposed by 
Ciruithuisen in 1824, is still seriously deb,ated today. This 
theory was soon forgotten but WJas later revived by the 
English astronomer Proctor, who in his subsequent works 
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rejected it himself. lt is, nevertheless, supported by many 
astronomers even in our time. The Face of the Moon a 

. ' 
voluminous book by Baldwin in which various arguments 
are cited in its favour, is devoted to this theory. 

Individual circular craters could, no doubt, have formed 
as a result of the fall of large meteorite masses 1as was the 
case in some regions of the Earth's surface. In these cases, 

Fig. 33. Rill of llyginus 

however, no formations with the profile of lunar ring moun
tains and, especially, central hills, result. 

The following principal objections may be made against 
the Meteorite Theory. Firstly, the lunar craters show 
a certain regularity of distribution. The smaller ones are 
arranged mainly along the edges of the walls of the large 
ring mountains. Double craters are frequently encountered. 
In a number of cases there are close chains of small cra
ters or pores. But the meteorites should have fallen more 
or less accidentally and should not have left systematic 
traces of their falls. Secondly, various layers belonging to 
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different epochs can sometimes be observed in the same 
formation. Such, for example, is the well-known Coperni
cus crater studied in detail by geologist Spurr. Thirdly, the 
central hills in the craters have, as a rule, smtall openings
volcanic craters-on their tops. Baldwin had counted 12 of 
these openings on the tops of the central hills and calcu
l.ated that if they had also been formed by a fall of mete
orites there should have been about 15 such cases for the 
entire lunar surface, which seems to correspond to the 
facts. However, Wilkins and Moore have discovered many 
new formations of this type with the aid of the greatest tel
escope in Europe-the 82-·cnl refractor of the Meudon Ob
servatory and the 62-cm refractor of Cambridge Observa
tory, so that at least 40 of these cnaters on the tops of the 
central hills are known today. If we consider the difficulty 
of observing them we can be sure that their real number is 
many times as great and that such craters of central hills 
constitute the rule rather than the rare exceptio~. This is 
the more obvious since the openings on the centnal hills arc 
always encountered precisely on their tops and never on 
their slopes which should have been the case if they had 
been formed accidentally as a result of falling meteorites. 

At the same time a more detailed study of the lunar for
mations reveals numerous traces of tectonic and vole1anic 
activity. In certain cases the lunar craters turn out to be 
of a polygonal form; they were formed along the lines of 
rupture more or less clearly marked by visible cracks or fault 
lines. Such are the numerous polygonal :forms near the 
central meridian in the middle part of the lunar disk and 
in the region ,adjacent to the North Pole. These polygonal 
forms were studied in detail by Puiseux. As an example we 
can cite the Ptolemy Circus, which is a vast slightly un
dulating plain bordered by ledges of cliffs forming an al
most regular hexagon. This entire terrain with the Ptol
emy, Alphonse, Arzachel, Albategnius, Herschel, and 
other ring mountains abounds in rectilinear faults which 
determine the form and distribution of the craters. We can 
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point out, for example, the long line of fault running along 
the northern edge of Ptolemy at a tangent to the wall of 
Albategnius. This line abounds in numerous small craters 

Fig. 34. Lunar calueras Ptolen1y, Alphonse and 
Arzachet 

which form a long ch1ain. Such lines coinciding with the 
contours of the craters or ring mountains determine the 
abundance of small craters on their walls which aan easily 
he proved by a simple statistical calculation. 

Careful observation shows that the structure of the 
lunar surface is determined everywhere by its tectonics. 
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r:'or example, on the rill crossing the Hyginus Crater there 
are approxim1ately 15 small craters. It is remarkable that 
the direction of the mountain ranges, valleys and other 
parts of the structure in this region is parallel to the north
ern part of this rill. Another rill is seen in the western 
part of this region at a considerable distance from Hyginus; 
this rill is perfectly rectilinear and precisely p,arallels the 
southern half of the cleft of Hyginus. There are many hun
dreds of such eracks (rills) on the Moon and they are all 
connected with the relief of the surrounding terrain. Chart
ing these clefts partly open and p1artly manifest in the lines 
of the faults shows that they are located mainly in the re
gion of the l\'are Imbrium. A tnore complex cotnhination 
of ihe directions of breaks is observed in the region of the 
South IJoie. 

Of the other tectonic manifest1aiions we can mention the 
frequently observed arrangement of craters in long chains 
and the above-mentioned characteristic "doubling," when 
we encounter side by side, mainly in the meridional direc
tion, pairs of craters which are very mueh a1ike, as, for 
example, Autolyrus and Aristy1lus, 1\ristarchus and 1-Ierod-
otus. Messier and Messier-A, etr. The reason for this is, 
apparently, in the fact that both craters formed on one and 
the same tectonic line. 

There arc numerous traces of former volcanic activity on 
the Moon. In a number of cases (for example, in the region 
of Eratosthenes) the outer slopes of the caldena and the 
entire adjacent area for a distance of dozens of kilometres 
is littered with erupted fragments. Further away there are 
deposits of ash in the shape of a system of rays of a more 
or less regular nature. Lava fields are relatively rare on 
the Moon. Geologist Spurr, who studied the Moon chiefly 
from the photographs of Mount-Wilson Observatory, points 
out only two regions Fontenelle-A near the North Pole 
and in the centre of the Moon around a small crater be
tween Manilius and Hyginus covered by a layer of dark 
bas1alt lava. The characteristic canal structure radially fur-
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Fig. a5. ~1ountainous rrgion around Tycho 



rowing the outer slopes of the caldera walls is encountered 
much more frequently. These radial lines are really depres
sions in the form of ditches. When the Sun is in a low po
sition they are well seen, but they disappear closer to noon. 
It creates the impression that a liquid had at one time run 
down the slopes of the craters and eroded such canals
ravines. The only analogue on the Earth that can do a 
similar thing is water. It is possible that w·ater vapours 
emitted in abundance during the eruptions of the lunar 
craters condensed into water which r1an down the slopes 
and without spreading far turned into steam again. This 
can also explain the origin of the wide and meandering fur
rows which, apparently, have nothing to do with the cracks 
and lines of f1aults. These furrows (for example, in the re
gion of the Aristarchus and Herodotus Craters) arise from 
the crater and following the relief of the terrain disappear 
on the surrounding plain. 

It is interesting to compare the for1ner volcanic activity 
on the Moon with the volcanic processes on the Earth. Char
acterizing the enormous development of vulcanism in thr 
history of the Earth, Acadetni'c.ian A. Pavlov gave the fol
lowing exa~mples: "The Columbia River and its tributary
Snake River-cut over a long distance through hardened 
basalt lava hundreds of metres thick, and this l1ava ·covers 
n vast space 150-300 kilometres in diameter with no traces 
of volcanoes which poured out this lava as if the lava 
simply came out of cracks in the Earth's crust and flooded 
an entire region burying its original relief. ... Still more 
remarkable is the ancient lava eruption in the region of 
the upper reaches of the '\'" ellowstone River, the site of the 
famous Yellowstone National Park occupying an area equal .. 
to one-third of forn1er Moscow Gtiberni1a. This somewhat 
hilly plateau midst the Rocky Mountains with an average 
height of 2,400 metres is a colossal mass of lava, at one 
time erupted into this space, hemmed in by the mountains 
where it formed a lava lake which flooded the b1ases of the 
tnounlains up to a height of 500-600 m~tres. The lava of this 
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lake poured in some places through the gaps in the moun
tains into the neighbouring mountainous regions."I 

Similar basalt streams also occupy an enormous space 
in other places. For example, in the North-West of the 
U.S.A. a basalt plateau occupies an area of 15,000 square 
miles. We find a similar phenomenon in West India. Anal
ogous masses of basa1ts in the northern part of the British 
Isles possibly stretch under the ocean to Iceland and take 
it in. 

With such powerful manifestations of volcanic activity 
on the Earth, continuing to-date despite the constant 1action 
of water and winds, it must be acknowledged that the vol
canic activity on the Moon was relatively weak.· Taking 
into consideration the ease with which the ash was erupted 
from the lunar volcanoes because of the small value of 
gravity (one-sixth of that on the Earth) and the absence 
of an atmosphere it may be said that these eruptions cover 
generally an insignificant area. 

Wright points out that the trajectory of the bodies erupted 
from the lunar craters at the same initial velocities and 
angle of eruption must be 20-50 times as long on the Moon 
as they are on the Earth. Despite this one of the largest 
fields covered with ash and connected with the Copernicus 
Crater stretches only for 600 kilometres in the radial di
rection and occupies an area of approximately one million 
squ1are kilometres. 

At the same time in the eruption of the Krakatoa in 1883 
the clouds of ash erupted to a height of 50 kilometres float
ed for a period of several months around the entire Earth, 
while during the eruption of the Tomboro in 1815 the ·ash 
was erupted over an area of about two million square 
kilometres. 

Thus, a detailed study of lunar forms enables us to judge 
a bout the formation ,and development of. our satellite. 
It is quite probable that the formation of the lunar maria 

. . 
1 · A. Pavlov, ·Volcanoes, Earthquakes, Seas and RlfJers, Moscow . ' 

1948, pp .. 30-31 .. 
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was a secondary phenomenon and was caused by a partial 
melting of the thin lunar crust with the erupted magma 
flooding in some cases the neighbouring sectors. 

It strikes very many as strange that the ring forms of re
lief so usual on the Moon are, as a rule, non-existent on the 
Earth. This is explained by the uncommonly rapid destruc
tion of the earthly forms by water and wind. As a result of 
this destruction entire mountain ranges are razed to the 
ground and disappear, the more so the volcanic ring-struc
ture formations. 

Only two regions on the Earth are volcanically active 
today: the region of the Mediterranean and that of the Pa
cific volcanic arc. We can mention in connection with this 
the well-preserved cflater field consisting of a number of 
closely arranged calderas in the vicinity of Naples. Many 
other calderas have been discovered on Kamchatka by 
A. Zavaritsky as a result of aerilal photography. The walls 
of these calderas are partly eroded and in some places 
broken, but well discerned from the air. It stands to reason 
that such caldenas should have long since disappeared in 
the ancient volcanic regions of the Earth. 

Very weak volcanic activity still continues on the Moon. 
Almost any scientist who has studied the Moon for many 
years under different lighting can cite several examples 
of slight changes. Thus, for inst1ance, W. Pickering pointed 
out the changes in the region of the bottom of the Circus 
of Plato, in the vicinity of Eratosthenes, Aristarchus and 
elsewhere. These changes are sometimes manifest in the 
form of poorer local visibility of different details, as if a 
light mist were hanging over the lunar relief. Sometimes 
there are ch1anges in the contours of separate spots depend· 
ing on their illumination or insolration. 

The crater Linne offers, perhaps, a more authenti·c 
example of a real manifestation of the internal forces on 
the Moon which occurred before the eye.:; <:>f astronomers. 
This crater is conspicuously situated in the Mare Serenita. 
tis; it has been repeatedly observed, measured and charted 
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by Lohrmann, Madler and, especially, Schmidt. The drawings 
made by Schmidt in 1841-1843 show it as a very conspic
uous crater with a diameter of nearly six miles. Madler 
noted its considerable depth and absence of a central hill. 

But observing the Mare Serenitatis again on October 16, 
1866, Schmidt failed to find this crater. Instead of the deep 
depression there was only a whitish spot. The numerous 
observers who hlad taken notice of this exceptional object 
confirmed that the formerly described deep crater was real
ly no more. Soon after Schmidt's report many observers 
found -only a relatively shallow depression with a 6-mile 
diameter which later, apparently, disappeared, sin·ce today, 
according to Thornton who investigated lJnnaeus with a 
powerful telescope, there is only a whitish spot of variable 
size and an elevation with a sm1all and deep central crater. 
It, thus, appears as if a rather substantial and deep crater 
disappeared from the surface of the Moon between 1843 
and 1866. The aause is unknown, but it can, evidently, be 
explained only by a manifestation of volcanic activity. In 
all probability the internal magma filled the crater and 
formed an elevation \Vith 1a sma 11 central depression.t 

We can mention other similar and no less authentic 
rases. At the western edge of the Mare Crisium Schroter 
in his time pointed out and described a rather large crater 
with a 23-mile diameter, sharp walls and dark bottom vis
ible under any illumination conditions. He chose this crater 
as a base, which testifies to its good visibility. By the mid
dle of the 19th century this crater almost fully disappeared 
leaving only a barely noticeable depression between two 
mountain peaks. Madler transferred the name of this cra
ter .A.Jhazen-to another object situated somewhat to the 
South, so that present-day Alhazen has nothing to do with 
the crater of Schroter. Here, too, we are, apparently, deal
ing with a real ch:ange in the relief of the Moon. 

1 Cratfr Linne is not n1arked on Cassini 's tnap either (end of 17th 
century). The crater was. evidently, never very easy to observe. 
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Considerable interest was also caused by the double cra
ter Messier (one of the components is now called Picker· 
ing) situated in the Mare Foecunditatis. This double cnater 
is interesting in that a short line resembling the tail of a 
comet runs eastwards from it. The craters are divided by a 
small mounttain range. Nininger recently expressed a 
strange idea that these craters are the t\vo openings of an 
immense tunnel driven in this mountain range by some 
1neteorite. Suspicions concerning the possible change in the 
crater Messier are based only on the insufficiently reli,able 
testimony of Beer and Miidler to the effect that both erat
ers were exactly equal, though it is well known that they 
Hre noticeably different today. This discrepancy is, prob
,ably, due to the differences in illumination during the same 
lunation. Besides~ ac·cording to Klein, this region is sometimes 
covered by a mist which in these cases partly conceals the 
separate details of the crater. On August 20, 1950, Moore 
found a shiny white spot which, it would seem, could not 
have been unobserved before. Generally speaking, this re
gion of the lunar disk deserves attention. 

Thus, we can assume th1at phenomena of a volcanic na
ture occur in some cases on the Moon even today and that 
these phenomena cause changes not only in the colouring 
of details of the surface but also in its relief. But, of course, 
reports of such phenomena n1ust be treated very cautiously. 

It is essential to note thtat the lunar 5Urface can be great
ly heated by solar rays and that it can quickly give up its 
heat into space during its cooling. 

Working with sensitive thermocouples and making the 
necessary corrections to separate the higher frequency so
lar raditation reflected directly from the lunar surface Pettit 
nnd Nickolson have shown that the temperature at the lu
nar equator rises to lOOOC and higher when the Sun is in 
its zenith and drops to 14oC at sunset, while during the 
long lunar night it goes down to -150°C, i.e., nearly to the 
temperature of liquid air. 

This. denotes ta very low heat conductivity of the Iu·nar . . • • , I 
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surface, approximately 1,000 times as low as the usual con
ductivity of the earthly rocks, for example, granite, sand
stone, etc. During lunar eclipses, when the shadow of the 
Earth approaches and occults the lunar cliffs their tempera· 
ture drops nearly 140()C within one hour. 

Interesting results were obtained by Piddington and 
Minnet in Australia in 1949. With the aid of a metal reflec
tor 120 cm in diameter they focused the radio-rays emanat
ing from the weakly heated Moon on a radio-receiver and 
measured their intensity. The temperatures obtained proved 
much more uniform than those formerly found by Pettit 
and Nickolson on the basis of light-rays. The higheat tem
perature was recorded not at noon, but approximately three 
earthly days after noon. It may be supposed th1at the outer 
layer of the lunar surface, which is not very heavy, is suf
ficiently transparent to radio .. rays since the authors meas
ured the temper1ature of some layer located at a certain 
depth where the highest temperature sets in noticeably lat
er than the n1otnent of the highest position of the Sun. 

Thus, the lunar surface is covered with a thin layer, prob
ably, of volcanic ash and partly of meteor dust. It is, prob· 
ablv, not thicker than a few centimetres. The harder lunar .. 
rocks, whose temperature fluctuates much less, arc located 
under this layer. The existence of so dispersed a layer also 
testifies to the former lunar vulcanism. 

We shall now dwell on the question of whether there is 
at least a rarefied 1atmosphere on the Moon since without 
it there can, certainly, be no life. 

It may be theoretically expected that relatively heavy 
gases, such as molecular oxygen and nitrogen, may persiat 
throughout the history of the development of the Moon 1at 
a sufficiently low temperature of . its surface. In this case, 
however, we must take into consideration precisely the high
est temperature of the Moon which may considerably 
exceed 100°C. In solving the problem of whether there was 
an atmoaphere on the Moon the data of the observations, 
which established the obvious 1absence of twilight on the 
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Moon, the lengthening of the horns of the lunar crescent, 
etc., were taken into account. But this did not lead to any 
decisive conclusions. Observation of the periods during 
which sttars are occulted by the Moon revealing the possible 
refracting ability of the lunar atmosphere also failed to 
yield tany con3tructive results, primarily, because of the 
considerable irregularities in the contours of the lunar edge. 
The findings of the density of the lunar atmosphere accord
ing to the time elapsing between the disappearanr.e and 
appeare1nce of a star turned out iabsolutely contradictory. 

A much more efficient method was proposed in 1942 by 
the Institute of Astronomy and Physics of the Academy of 
Sciences of the Kazakh S.S.R. This tnethod grows out of 
the fact that the rarefied lunar atmosphere observed near 
the termintator on the unlighted part of the lunar disk at 
the first or last quarter must disperse the solar light and 
fully polarize it. At the satne time the background against 
which this lunar twilight is projected must be absolutely 
unpolarized, i.e., emanate light oscillations oriented in any 
pl:anes passing through the direction of the ray. In point 
of fact this light background placed on the dark surface of 
the Moon is composed of the light of the Moon itself dis
persed in the terrestrial atmosphere and to some extent 
the so-called earth-shine which represents the illumination of 
the Moon by the Earth. But if dispersed light is observed at a 
small angle from the source it al\VJays appears unpolarized 
whatever the nature of the dispersion. 

Thus, to solve the problem of the lunar atmosphere it is 
enough to find out whether there is any admixture of polar
ized light in the illumination of the background on the .Nloon 
at the first or last quarter nrar the terminator, i. e., nerar 
the centre of the lunar disk. This admixture can be pro
duced only by lunar twilight. If this be the case the total 
amount of disper.5ing particles, i.e., the mass of the lunar 
atmosphere, can he judged hy the amount of polarization. 
This method is extraordinarily sensitive because the lunar 
atmosphere illuminated by the Sun at a right angle to the ob· 
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s~rver is compared only with the dark backcrround of the 
earthly atmosphere which, at night, is illun1inated several 
tnillion times as weakly. 

The photometric n1easurements taken at the mountain 
observatory of the Institute have shown that there was no 
noticeable polarization on the Moon beyond the terminator. 
Hence it was po3sible to calculate that the tnass of the lu
n1ar atmosphere in the column over a unit of surface must 
be at least 2-3 million times as small as the similar mass 
of the eolumn of the earthly atmosphere. The more systen1 .. 
atic observations conducted by Y. I..ipsky by the same 
method but under worse atmospheric conditions led him to 
the conclusion that the Moon has an atmosphere \Vith a 
density approxin1ately 10,000 times as low as that on ih<~ 
Earth. Similar measurements were recently taken by the 
polarization method by Lyot at the Alpine observatory, Pie 
du Midi, sorr1e 3,000 n1etres above sea level, but they failed 
to est,a blish any atmosphere on the l\1oon. To be exact, 
the maximum density of the lunar atmosph·ere must be 1at 
least one-·millionth that of the Earth. 

It is interesting to note, however, that there are local 
dimnesses of the type of tem·porary mists on the Moon 
which were registered by many observers. In 1892, when 

'"" Jupiter was occulted by the Moon, W. Pickering observed 
a dark band crossing the disk of the planet; the band 
crossed the system of its bands and ran parallel to the lunar 
edge. If this observation was correct the aforesaid phenom .. 
enon was of a temporary n1ature beeause it was not con
firmed later by other observers under similar conditions. 
An interesting example of such dimn·esses was observed 
by Thornton in the Valley of Herodotus on February 10, 
1949. Through his 45-cm telescope ·Under good atmospheric 
conditions he s1aw a pull of whitish steam which hid the 
details over an area of several miles while the surrounding 
terrain remained perfectly clear and was well seen. Moore 
tells that in 1949 he saw the whole crater Schickard filled 
with a whitish mist which con.cealed the details on the 
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bottom of this crater. As far as we oan see the observers 
usually judge about the existence of such fogs by the fact 
that separate details on the bottom of the crater or in its 
vicinity are invisible while other details can be seen quite 
clearly. On the basis of this we can speak of local dim
nesses on the bottom of a number of craters, for instance, 
IJlato, Timocharis, et·r. Moore describes quite a few of these 
cases. 

From all of the foregoing we can, apparently, make the 
following most plausible conclusion. A very small amount 
of different gase3 still escapes into the atmosphere of the 
Moon from many cracks and still weakly active volaanoes. 
There was active volcanic activity on the Moon in the past, 
and this is testified to, for example, by the vast regions of 
the lunar maria which are large basins of hardened m1agn1:.1 
and an enormous number of craters and ring mountains 
which are also :formations of a tectonic nature. In the di3-
tant past there were immense are1as on our satellite with 
a high temperature-in the neighbourhood of several hun· 
dred degreesp-owing to which the abundant gases dis
charged from the interior of the Moon during its formation 
dissipated into cosmic sp1ace. Even carbon dioxide, let alone 
oxygen or nitrogen, could not persist on the Moon where 
the velocity of escape is but 2.4 km/sec. 

Only weak traces of the original atmosphere replen
ished by a negligible quantity of gases, apparently stilllibcr· 
ating from the Moon, can remain on the Moon today. There 
can, certainly, be no water on the Moon in either liquid 
or solid states and it does not form part of the lunar gas
eous mantle in any measurable quantity. Under these con .. 
ditions life on the Moon is, certainly, out of question. 



(;ha pte r VI 

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, the giant planets 
of the solar system, sharply differ from the planets of the 
terrestrial type by their large n1asses (from now on we 
shall call the1n the n1ajor planets), relatively low density, 
rapid rotation about their 1axes and the abundance of light 
gases-hydrogen and helium. In relation to water their 
mean densities are 1.34, 0.71, 1.27 and 1.58 respectively. 
Saturn is noted for its particularly lo\v density. Taking into 
consideration its low temperature and great mass (80 times 
that of the Erarth) we can conc.lude even without a'ccu
rate calculations that this planet must be in a gaseous 
state and if it has a solid core, which must, naturally, be 
under great pressure of the higher layers, it must be negli
gibly small in comparison with the radius of the planet. It 
is well known that even under norm~al pressure solid oxygen 
has a density of 1.45, nitrogen-1.02 and ammonia---0.82; 
but all this considerably exceeds the mean density of Sat
urn. Only the tremendous quantities of hydrogen and he
lium in a gaseous state can explain the low density of the 
planet as a whole. 

An analogous conclusion can also be made about Jupi
ter whose mass is 318 times that of the Earth. A detailed in
vestigation of its internal structure has shown that the het
erogeneity of the structure at the high rate of rotation can 
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be explained only by enormous amounts of hydrogen and 
partly helium throughout its mass. The heavier elements can 
constitute in this planet, 1a·s in the Universe generally, only 
an insignificant admixture. The mass of Jupiter contains an 
amount of different elements very closely corresponding to 
their natural quantity in the Universe. This conclusion is 
also fully confirmed by recently conducted direet observa
tion of the spectra of the tnajor planets. 

We shall now consider in greater detail what Cian be di
rectly observed on the 111ajor planets, what their physical pe
culiarities are and to what extent these planets can be fit 
for the development of organic life. 

Gigantic Jupiter, which is relatively near to us and which 
i~ the largest tand is, therefore, easily observable even 
through small telescopes, is a typical representative of the 
major planets. Suffice it to say thrat magnified only 40 times 
Jupiter appears to us like the Moon seen by the naked eye. 

Jupiter has larger angular dimensions than, for example, 
Venus at the moment of its gre1atest brilliance though it is 
inferior to ihe latter in brightness. The reason for this is that 
Jupiter sheds a rather dim yellow light, whereas Venus ap
pears dazzlingly white. This is due to the great distance 
from Jupiter to the Sun in which the solar rays are 50 times 
as rare as thry are in thP. rlistance from Venus to the Sun. 

It might be assumed that Jupiter's temperature is very 
low because it receives so smal11an amount of heat from the 
Sun. Attributing to it the properties of an absolutely black 
body we can very easily calculate that at a temperature of 
-150oC this planet must radiate as much heat into space as 
it receives from the Sun. It is the more surprising that on 
Jupiter, which should be 1a perfectly hardened body, every
thing is in stormy motion. Wide dark belts of a brown shade 
and rather complex structure stretch on both sides of the 
light equatorial zone. Numerous less intensive and, to a 
considerable extent, variable belts are located in the mode
rate regions of the planet, but the polar spaces are envel
opPd in a uniform greyish shade and show no details. Sepa-
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Fig. 36. Photographs of Jupiter 
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r~.fe li'ght clouds constantly "form 'in different~··regions of the 
·planet, but mainly near the equator dark bands sometimes 
divide into small chains of some dark formations and con .. 
stantly change their structure which seems extraordinarily 

. complex. But the most remarkable formation on Jupiter is, 
undoubtedly, the red spot which .became particularly visible 
in the 70's of the 19th century. At that time it looked like 
an isolated red oval-shaped cloud hanging in space between 
the south-equatorital and south .. moderate belts. IJart of the 
first band turne.J out to be destroyed and the red spot, sur
rounded on all sides by a layer of white clouds, was located 
in the hollow which had thus formed. Subsequent studies 
of the spot revealed even n1ore interesting peculiarities. 

Already Cassini established that the period of Jupiter's 
rotation constituted only 9 hrs 50 mins. Each point of the 
planet's equator moves at the rate of 10 l<m/sec. If the plan
~t rotated only 3 times as fast it could no longer exist as 
an independent body because the force of gravity on its 
equator would equal the centrifugal force developed by the 
rotation. Thus, the reserve of stability is not very big for 
Jupiter; it is tnuch less than for the Earth and, especially, 
for the Sun. Academician A ... Belopolsky has accumulated 
observation~ of the positions of the numerous spots in the 
differ~nt belts of the planet and has incontestably est1ab-

, li:Sh·ed the formerly suspected fact that Jupiter rotated with 
different velocities at v1arious latitudes. Essentially two 
principal periods of rotation can be distinguished. One of 
them corresponds to the equatori1al zone proper and consti
tutes approximately 9 hrs 50 mins, the other pertains to all 
the other regions of the planet and equals 9 hrs 55 mins. 

The dark equatorial belts are precisely on the borders 
between both zones and it is just in these belts that the 
rapid change in rotation occurs. Each dark band of a second
ary nature similarly limits the zonal streams moving at 
different rates on Jupi.t~r, though the difference in these 
periods of rotation is ··'expressed only in a few seconds. De-

. t~d ··studies··· of···tbis· phenomenon·· based· ·on-·Jnany ·years of 
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observation were made by the English am1ateur astronomer 
S. Williams. 

Thus, Jupiter has an equatorial acceleration, i.e., a great
er rate of rotation at the equator than in the other parts of 
the planet. This phenomenon Wlas hitherto discovered in the 
solar system only in the Sun \Vith the difference, however, 
that the rate of the Sun's rotation (~hanges constantly from 
the equator to the poles and within very wide limits, namely, 
from 25 to 30 days. 

Jupiter's red spot presents curious peculiarities also as 
regards rotation. Its motion on the surface of the planet is 
inconstant. In 1899 it Wlas the slowest and lagged behind 
the other formations which outstripped it in their rotation 
about the axis. At the same time it is the only constant 
formation on Jupiter. Galileo did not know the red spot be
cause his very imperfect telr.scopes did not make it possible 
for him to discern even Saturn's ring. The rrd spot was first 
discovered by Cassini in 1664. Since that time it has ap
peared and disappeared several times without noticeably 
changing its shape or the latitude of its location with the 
reference to Jupiter's equator. It has been observed during 
the last centuries by Maraldi, Schroter, Gruithuisen, Dawes, 
Lohse, I. Kortazzi, F. Bredikhin 1and many others. fiaving 
again become visible in 1870, the red spot appeared in an 
unusually contrasting form and especially bright. Since 
1882 its intensity gradually began \veakening and today the 
spot has an extremely weak colouring b~rely discernible 
even through l:arge instruments. The same hollow in which 
this spot lies and which moves together with it still persists 
in the south-equatorial belt. Numerous observations show 
that the red spot exerts a certain influence on the clouds 
and belts which surround it. The space between the south
equatorial and the south-moderate belts in which the spot 
is located rotates somewhat f1aster. The clouds which form 
in this space must, therefore, necessarily come in contact 
with the spot. It might be expected t~at, if the red spot is 
located at a relatively low level as it appears judging by 
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its slow rotation and very constant form, the clouds floating 
at 1a considerable altitude in the planet's atn1osphere will 
pass over the spot. But this never occurs. When approaching 
the spot the clouds usua 11y divide into two streams. One 
stream heads North, the other-South. The clouds move 
around the spot in the space between the spot and the cor
responding dark belts and having passed it reunite into a 
single strearn. It occurs as if the red spot were the centre of 
repelling forces \vhich ~arc the greater the more intensive 
the colouring of the spot. 

As the spot gro\vs less eontrasting its repelling forces 
considerably din1inish and the spot begins to be enveloped, 
first in the centre and then at. the edges, by a uniform whit
ish layer which finally hides it from the observer. The place 
thnt indicates the po~iiion of the spot is the hollow in 
the dark equatoria 1 belt which takes part in all its 
n1otions. 

Speaking of Jupiter we cannot help mentioning another 
remarkable, though, perhaps, not so constant, phenomenon. 
It is the veil or, in the terminology of the French observers, 
the "big southern perturbations." It consists in the fact that 
the spa·ce between the south equatorial and moderate belts 
appears veiled by a more or less uniform grey cover through 
approximately l1atiiude 90°. Moving much faster than the 
red spot the veil con1es in cont,act with it approximately 
every other year. But even now, \Vhen the red spot is invisi
ble, we can be sure that the veil never covers it. When the 
veil "catches up" with the spot it is observed that both 
belts located on either side of the red spot sharply expand 
and grow more distinct. It may be assumed that the black 
m1atter of the veil moves around the spot under the influence 
of the repelling forces. Sometime later the western edge of 
the veil shows itself on the other side of the red spot and 
lt stands out sharply against the grey background of the 
veil. On the whole both these formations, no doubt, exert 
a perturbing influence on each other. Away from the red 
spot the veil has a more or less uniform structure. But when 
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it passes through the spot it acquires chaotic contours 
while the surrounding belts grow much darker and separate 
small black spots, sometimes isolated and sometimes col
lected in chains and mixed with the light parts of the veil, 
form on them. In addition a considerable change in the an
gular velocities of the spot and the veil are observed each 
time. 

We could 1also mention the observations of tnany scien
tists who have noticed and described other cases of consid
Prable perturhations on Jupiter and the appearance of 
unusual formations with fast displacernents, sudden break
up of vast clouds into separate spots, etc. 

But where does the energy required for these fast and 
considenable changes come from? The principal source of 
atmospheric energy on the globe is the heat received from 
the Sun. But Jupiter get.s very little solar heat. From this 
it might be possible to conclude that the source of energy 
on Jupiter is its own internal energy, i. c., that Jupiter has 
not fully cooled as yet and that it has :1 rather high tem
perature at which a partial form1ation of water clouds is 
possible only in its outer layers. The great mass of Jupiter 
would seem to confirm the correctness of this conclusion. 
But it h,ad to be given up after Coblenz (first in 1914 and 
then in 1922) directly determined the temperature of Jupi
ter's cloudy surface. It was ascertained at the same time that 
the radiation sent to us by Jupiter was a reflected radiation 
from the Sun. This planet has hardly any heat depending 
on its own temperature. Jupiter's temperature, according to 
Coblenz' findings, turned out close to 140°C. Subsequent 
findings have confirmed this conclusion. 

As a matter of fact there should have been nothing sur
prising in this result. I-Iad Jupiter's atmosphere contained 
appreciable quantities of Wlater vapours it would have been 
infallibly discovered by the spectroscopic method. It is pre
cisely .the spectroscope that decides in this case. Meanwhile 
Jupiter's spectrum, which has been studied in detail since 
the 70'.s of the 19th century, revealed a considerable number 
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of bands and lines of absorption of an unknown origin, but 
not one of them belonged to water vapour. 

Thus, the solution of the problem of the physical state of 
Jupiter's visible surface came do\vn to establishing the na
ture of the bands of absorption in its spectrum. The same 
bands were discovcrrd in the spectra of the other major 
planets-Saturn, Uranus and Neptune--their width and in
tensity being the greater the farther the planet Wlas from 
the Sun. 

Only in 1932 did the Ameriean scientists Adams and 
Dunham ascertain on the basis of laboratory experiments 
that these bands belonged to compounds of hydrogen with 
carbon and nitrogen (inrthanc and an1monia) at a low tem
perature. As the trmperature drops the con1pounds of hydro
gen and nitrogen gradually fall out in a liquid state and 
the absorption lines grow weaker. I3y the intensity of the 
absorption lines of an1monia in Jupiter's atmosphere Dun
ham concluded that the quantity of uncondensed ammonia 
corresponds to an equivalent layer eight metres thic.k at 1a 
temperature of ooc and a pressure of 760 mm. 

On Saturn and, especially, on Uranus the cloudy layer 
formed by condensed an1monia is thinner than it is on Jupi .. 
ter; on Neptune it is practically non-exi:;tent because 1at the 
very low temperature of this planet all the ammonia should 
have fallen in a solid state into its deeper layers. The 
atmosphere consisting of 1a compound of hydrogen and car
bon CH4 (so-called methane or marsh gas) is, therefore, 
much more accessible to observation since this compound 
yields intensive bands in the spectrum. It is, thus, clear 
that the intensity of methane bands must gradually increase 
for the n1ajor planets the farther they are removed from the 
Sun, as ·observations have, in f1act, established. _ 

On the basis of experimental comparisons between the 
spectrum of methane and the spectra of the major planets _ 
Adel and Slipher showed in 1935 that a column of this gas 
13 metres high at a pressure of 40 atmosphere5 forms 
absorption bands intermediate in intensity between the 
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Fig. 37. Saturn froin different positions of the observer ·in 
relation to the plane of the ring 



spectra of Jupiter and Saturn. It also turned out that the 
methane bands in Neptune's spectrum can be produced by 
a 40-kilometre layer of atmosphere consisting of methane 
under norinal atmospheric pressure. We shall point out for 
the sake of comparison that the equiWilent height of the 
terrestrial atmosphere constitutes only eight kilometres. 
There can be no doubt, however, that the thickness of 
meth1ane on Neptune is really much greater, but lying deeper 
its layers can no longer produce any noticeable absorbing 
action on the solar rays penetrating from without 1and for 
this reason do not yield the corresponding spectroscopic 
effect. 

It might be supposed that in addition to ammonia and 
rnethane the atmospheres of the major planets also contain 
other hydrocarbons, such as ethane, ethylene 1and acetylene. 
Searches for the absorption lines and bands belonging to 
these compounds have been fruitless. It appears that all the 
peculiarities of the spectra of the large planets are fully 
explained only by the presence of amrnoni1a and methane. 
Besides, the farther the planet and the lower its tempera
ture the less intensive the ammonia bands while the inten
sity of the methane bands sharply increases. 

We must necessarily acknowledge that the physical prop
erties of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are the in
evitable consequence of their great mass and, hence, the 
exceptional abundance of hydrogen. 

Let us note, in the first place, that various molecular corrt
pounds, mainly oxides with different metals, make their 
appearance 1already in the atmospheres of the relatively cold 
stars of the M 1and N spectral c) asses. Where there is an abun
dance of carbon very intensive oxides of carbon are mani
fest, whioch is characteristic of the class N red stars. With a 
still greater drop in temperature carbon dioxide inevitably 
.~ppears; it. forms already at the stellar stage and is a pri
~ary ga~ for the planets . 

. Condens~~ipp of elements with a high melting point, 
m~i~ly~ ~e~~~~-pot~~sium, sodium: mlagnesium, aluminium 
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-begins in the atmosphere of such a body first; oxidized 
they form minerala which in their composition resemble the 
primary igneous rocks on the Earth. At high temperatures 
the oxygen forming part of iron compounds is reduced by 
hydrogen. This is why iron remains unoxidized and owing 
to its great density accumulates mainly in the deeper layers. 
With a drop in temperature 1approximately to 700-SOOoC 
oxygen as an extraordinarily active gas combines with 
hydrogen forming water vapours. Inasmuch as there is 
always an excess of hydrogen compared with all other gases 
all of the oxygen m1ay turn out to be in combination. In 
subsequent drops in temperature the hydrogen, if it has 
been retained by the planet, forms other compounds with 
carbon and nitrogen and in the end yields methane CH4 
and ammonia NH3. 

Since the volume of gas is reduced during the formation 
of methane this reaction, everything else being equal, is 
uided by gre,ater pressure, i.r., the greater rnass of the plan
et. With a drop in temperature the amount of methane 
increases. At 600oC there are nearly equal quantities of car
bon dioxide and methane, while at 300oC most of the carbon 
combines with hydrogen. Generally speaking, the formation 
of various hydrocarbon compounds is possible, but under 
high pre5sure hydrocarbons infallibly change to the same 
methane. This is why there is always a tendency to form 
precisely methane at low temper~tures; this explains why 
methane occupies an exceptional place in the atmospheres 
of the major planets. In addition there is also a reaction 
between nitrogen 1and hydrogen with the formation of 
ammonia which releases less energy and, therefore, occurs 
less intensively. With an excess of hydrogen, under normal 
atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of 200-300oC the 
amount of free nitrogen and rammonia is the same. At a low
er temperature the relative amount of ammonia continually 
increases. With the subsequent cooling water gradually 
condenses and falls out of the atmosphere. By this time 
most of the nitrogen has already changed to ammonia, but 
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this can take place only in the presence of suitable catalysts 
as, for example, iron. Practically, since the solid rocks, 
which c-ontain oxides of metals, are covered with a layer of 
ice, electric discharges ean act as catalysts aiding in the 
aforesaid reactions; the existence of electric discharges is 
quite probable sinee the strong movements, described above, 
are observed in the atmospheres of the major planets. At 
Jupiter's temperature ammonia condenses into white clouds 
forming the bbserv1able surface of the planet. 

Thus, the physical properties of the distant major planets 
of the solar system are explained, particularly, the aharp 
differences of their atmospheres from the atmosphere of the 
Earth. The same considerations may be used for any planet 
with a sufficiently l1arge mass wherever it may form. Such 
a planet must have an extensive atmosphere consisting 
mainly of hydrogen and its compounds, chiefly methane, 
but without compounds of oxygen, especially without oxy
gen in a free state. At the low temperatures of such planets 
the compounds of hydrogen and ·oxygen in the form of ice 
must be concentrated in the deeper strata of the planet _1and 
cannot be accessible to observation, let alone the different 
mineral compound5 which form at high temperatures and 
can be present only in the much deeper layers. It is doubt
ful, however, that a n1assivc planet may have a central core 
composed of a heavier refractory substance. At any rate, 
the pressure in Jupiter's entrails grows so fast because of 
the great force of gravity and its outer hydrogen 5hell is so 
large that the existenc.e of a solid core in this planet is 
doubtful. 

Jt should be noted that above Jupiter's observable surface 
(which is only cloud banks of condensed ammonia) there 
is only a relatively rare atmospheric layer of gas. This con
clusion corresponds with the data of observation. 

It has also been possible to ascertain that the scattering 
ability of Jupiter's atmosphere over its cloudy layer consti
tutes only one-tenth of the scattering effected by the atmos .. 
phere of the Earth. But the density of this atmospheric layer 
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of the planet's visible surface proved very•itlsignificant, and 
with this density the scattering ability appears relatively 
large. Hence, the assumption expressed by E. Schenberg 
that fine dust floats in Jupiter's atmosphere and makes for 
the increased scattering ability. The presence of dust is, in 
turn, an indirect indication that in addition to the com
pounds of methane and ammonia there are also other com
pounds on Jupiter's surface \vhirh in no way affect the state 
of the absorption lines in it5 spectrum. This is 1also testified 
to by the great diversity in the colouring of the various 
form1ations on Jupiter, from white and yellowish to red and 
bro\vnish. Wild suggests the possibility of the existence on 
Jupiter and Saturn of a solution of metallic sodium in am
monia which is noted for its hright colouring. It is well 
known that with a drop in temperature the colouring of this 
solution fades and it hardens in the form of grey cryst1als. 
This corresponds with the higher scattering ability of the 
atmospheres of these planets and the faet that having a low
er temperature than Jupiter, Saturn also has a generally 
more greyish colouring. The atoms of sodium shine intense
ly in the atmosphf·re of the Earth at rrather high altitudes 
and produce bright emission lines in the spectrum of the 
nocturnal sky. Though this element is present in inter-stellar 
space it can hardly be doubted that it gets into the upper 
layers of the attnosphere f.ls a result of turbulent mixing 
from the lower layers where it is formed by fine droplets of 
water being blown off the crests of waves in the vast 
spaces of the oceans. It is precisely in this manner that the 
numerous aerosols of the terrestrial atmosphere, which rise 
to its highest layers, may form. There can be no doubt that 
various compounds and elements enter the atmosphere of 
Jupiter from .its lower layers and ·this is favoured by the 
observed enormous turbulence which mixes its outer l1ayers 
and which is especially intensive· in the region of the dark 
belts parallel to the equator. 

To ascertain the nature of the d,ark belts it is very essen
tial to trace their formation. The north-equatorital belt, 
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which sometimes completely diSiappears and sometimes ap
pears very wide and intensive, best serves this purpose. 
Various observers repeatedly studied the peculiarities in the 
structure of this belt. l~aue, Ganski, Bernard and others 
noticed in it numerous dark grains with very insignificant 
angular dimensions. In describing the formation of this 
belt in 1906 Laue noted that an irrt:'gular and broken chain 
of black spots appeared in the place of this belt first. They 
began to emit a reddish mass which filled the entire zone 
to latitude 22°. At the same time the black spots changed 
into large eroded knots which rapidly spread in an easterly 
direction and forn1ed an uneven knotty band. When the 
process was over the entire area fron1 the band to the poles 
was veiled by a reddish-brown or reddisb .. grey mass. In the 
end there was a wide and dark belt which gradually 
·changed into a weak veil in the direction of the pole. 

It necessarily follows, firstly, that the dark belts and the 
dark spots on Jupiter are in no way simple intervals be
tween the light formations. It is perfectly clear that there 
1are two types of formations on Jupiter-light clouds, ap
parently, products of condensation of ammonia, which form 
the visible surface of the planet, and the dark belts, which 
are of an entirely different nature. Secondly, the picture of 
the formation of Jupiter's belts evidently indicates that 
they are a result of the turbulence which forces the deeper 
condens1ations to rise to the surface level. If we consider, 
according to 1-Ielmholtz, that the total circulation of a plan
et's atmosphere is conditioned not so much by its temper
ature regime at different latitudes as by its rotation about 
the axis, we may compare Jupiter's equatorial zone to the 
tnade-wind zone on the Earth though on Jupiter thi3 zone 
of atmospheric currents is somewhat narrower. 

The turbulent movements are, naturally, particularly in
tensive on the border which divides the currents moving at. 
different velocities. It is precisely in these places that the 
products of condensation mix, owing to which the outer 
products disappear and other materials, apparently more 
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heated and having a different colouring, appear from the 
hypogene layers. Thus, belts appear which must be orient
ed parallel to the equator and which may at the same time 
consist of numerous separate relatively rapidly changing 
elements and turbulence-knots. 

Thus, even the external appearance of Jupiter and the 
other major planets shows that the composition of their sur .. 
face l1ayers includes not only compounds of ammonia which 
form the cloud banks but also compounds of various other 
elements of which it is hard to say anything definite at the 
present time. Nonetheless, owing to their tremendous mass 
and excess of free hydrogen the major planets present a 
striking contrast with the terrestrial-type planets. Even if 
the large planets did not h1ave extremely low temperatures 
in their surface layers, the complete absence of water va
pours or water in 1a liquid state in the atmosphere would, 
in this case, make any life, whatever our idea of it, impos
sible. Life is all the more impossible in the hypogene layers 
of the major planets. If the temperature in these layers is 
not very high the tremendous pressure soon breaks the 
molecular structure and renders the existence of even neu
tral atoms impossible. It has already been pointed out that 
the overwhelming part of Jupiter's mass consists of atomic 
hydrogen and partly of other elements which in the hypo
gene layers lose even their electronic shells. Under these 
conditions the exi.~tence of complex and unstable albumi
nous compounds within the major planets is absolutely im
possible. 



C ha pte r VII 

OUR CLOSEST NF~IGH.B·OURS--MARS AND VENUS 

In considering the problem of the possibility of life in our 
solar systetn it is but natuna 1 that we should turn our atten
tion to our closest neighbours-Mars and Venus. Mars re
volves around the Sun at a son1ewhat greater distance than 
the Earth (the radius of Mars' orbit is 228 million kilome
tres) and it makes a full revolution in 687 terrestriral days; 
Venus is somewhat nearer to the Sun (the radius of its 
orbit is 108 million kilometres) and the period of its revo
lution is 225 days. Both plranets arc surrounded by atmos
pheres, may have water in a liquid state, and, at first sight, 
life in son1e form is, therefore, possible on them. 

We sh1all first state what is known of the nature of Mars. 
Observations of thi3 planet date from the end oi the 17th 
eentury; C. l-Iuygens was its first systematic observer. 

Very valuable observations of Mars were conducted at 
the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries 
by J. Schroter, an amateur astronomer, in the small German 
town of Lilienthal. Schroter had at his dispos1al the fine3t 
telescope of the time with a 23-cm lens noted for its excel
lent optic qualities (such a telescope would be perfectly 
suitable for similar observations even today). Schroter 
made careful drawings of the contours of the different details 
on the planet's disk, especially its dark spots or seas, as 
they were later n1amed by Schiaparelli. Schroter himself 
believed these spots to be clouds and tried to study their 
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.possible displacements in order, thus, to determine the force 
of the winds in the planet's atmosphere. 
. The experience of the observer and his numerous obser
vations made the material obtained very valuable. By com
paring Schroter's drawings with modern drawings and 
photographs and identifying the same details on them it is 
possible to determine with great accurac.y the period of 
Mars' rotation about the axis and subsequently to judge the 
constancy of this period; at the same time it is possible to 
conclude to what extent the dark formations on Mars are 
permanent. Genenally speaking, the details observed on 
Mars belong, as a rule, to its solid surface, \vhile different 
cloud formations are encountered rather seldom and are of 
a transitory nature. As far as the dark spots-the seas-are 
eoncerned the opinion prevails that they do not chtange 
general1y and, in all probability, characterize lower and 
more humid regions of the planet. This is quite true. How
ever, already Schroter's observations, which were conducted 
nearly 150 years ago, have sho\\rn that big changes in the 
contours and distribution of the seas can sotnetimes also 
take place on 1\\ars. Thus, for example, the vast dark region 
in the shape of an acute triangle observed by him and 
represented in 16 drawings (longitude 225° and latitude 15°) 
during 1798-1800, now no longer exists. This region was 
located on the edge of the modern Mare Cimmerium 1and for 
a perjod of approximately 20 years was one of the objects 
on Mars most accessible to observation. 

Only sporadic observations of Mars, which did not reveal 
anything essentially new, were conducted after Schroter 
during the first decades of the 19th century. A new epoch 
in the study of this planet, undoubtedly, began with the 
work of Schi1aparelli who observed l\1ars systematically and 
for a long time under the clear and st~ble sky of Milan with 
a fine 21-cm lens telescope. In 1877, while systematically 
observing Mars for the purp·ose of charting it, patiently 
waiting for the atmospheric vibrations to cease and for rare 
moments of stable representations, Schiap1arelli .suddenly 
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noticed a straight thin line running through the reddish des
ert and connecting two neighbouring maria. Continuing 
his observations he was able to register a number of stich 
thin dark lines of a regular contour which invariably con~ 
nected separate dark spots on M1ars' surface. Sometimes 
they crossed and the point of their intersection always ap
peared as a roundish dark spot, as some sort of "oasis." 
Several months later Schiaparelli reported in the press his 
discovery of these lines-so-called canals which g1ave rise 
to animated discussions and roused extensive interest in 
the study of Mars. He also establi5hcd that the dark spots 
were really of different hues, from brown to green in various 
combinations, that the maria in the equatorial zone were 
much darker th1an the ones closer to the poles and that these 
formations could in no way be regarded as aqueous sur .. 
faces, 1as was fortnerly thoug·ht, particularly by Flammarion. 
The continents or deserts on Mars a re also notable for their 
different colouring from yellowish to red, though they are 
tnuch more uniforn1 than the mari1a. Sr.hiaparelli, further
more, discovered that the canals-the thin, n1ore or less 
clean.cut lines-in some epochs appeared douhle sometimes 
several hundred kilotnetres apart For nine years nobody 
could confirm the existence of the canals though more pow· 
e.rful instruments than Schiaparelli's telescope were used. 
Their existence was confirmed only in 1886 by the English 
amateur 1astronomer S. William5 \vith the aid of a small 
15-cm telescope. Soon afterwards the canals were noticed 
by the French !astronotners Perrotin and Tollon through the 
75-cm refractor of the Nice Observatory. 

Since then many other observers have also begun to no
tice the canals though with different degrees of clarity. At 
any rate th·e existence of the canals could no longer be 
doubted, but their 111ature appeared mysterious. It is easy to 
understand that after their discovery the canals on Mars 
began to be regarded as incontestable proof of the existence 
of highly developed beings who had built them, apparently 
for irrigation purposes, as waterways through arid deserts. 
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It should be remembered that the Laplace cosmogonic 
hypothesis, which enjoyed universal recognition at the time, 
maintained that Mars as a planet was older than the Earth. 
It, therefore, .seemed likely that the living beings on Mars 
had reached a higher level of development than terrestrial 
mankind. Schiaparelli himself wrote 1about the canals: 
"Their strange appearance, their absolute geometrical regu
larity prompted some people to believe they had been built 
by intelligent beings, inhabitants of this planet. I do not 
deem it possible to contest an assumption which is not at 
all unlikely." 

It goes without saying that these di.scoveries m1ade by 
Schiaparelli and other scientists excited enormous interest 
and impelled rnrany astronomers to observe Mars systemat
ically. P. Lowell, an American diplomat, took a particular 
interest in Mars. He imm~ediately started 1a correspondence 
with Schiaparelli and then built a 5pecial observatory in 
Flagstaff, Arizona (U.S.A.), to observe Mars. The observa
tory was supplied by a large refractor with a 60-cm lens. 
The visual ~&nd photographic observations, conducted by 
Lowell and his associates for a number of years made a 
valuable contribution to the study of Mars. Lowell not only 
fully confirmed the existence of the canal.5 discovered by 
Schiaparelli, but also discovered new ones. He showed thrat the 
canals cross~ed equally the deserts ~and the maria with their 
intersections in the maria frequently forming small, round 
"oases." Some of these canals could be seen on photographs 
obtained in Lowell's observatory. Separate canals were also 
discovered by G. Tikhov in 1909 on photographs taken in 
Pulkovo with a 75-cm refractor during the favourable opposi
tion of Mars. Lowell carefully investigated the seasonal 
·changes on Mars which, according to him, consisted in the 
f,act that after the polar snows had begun to thaw the maria 
adjoining the polar cap started growing darker and 
changing colour with the darkening gradually spreading 
towards the equator and even crossing it into the other 
hemisphere. 
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l~owell's observcJtions, whi1ch 'h1ad ~eonfir·med the regular 
geometrical form of the canal system, led him to the firm 
belief that they had been built by Martian engineers and 
were incontrovertible proof of the high technical cultur·e of 
this planet's inhabitants. According to Lowcll the Martian 
canals were artificial structures designed for transferring 
water from the melting polar caps to the equator. He even 
calculated the capacity of the pressure system which the 
Martian engineers h1ad supposedly built anJ found it was at 
least 4,000 times as great as that of the Niagara Falls. All 
these considerations of Loweii's are expounded in his books 
Mars as Abode of Life and Mars and Its Canals. Bro1ad sec
tions of lovers of astronomy were fascinated by these state
ments of the existence of thinking being5 on Mars. Various 
means of establishing communications with the inhabitants 
of Mars were repeatedly proposed. 

But despite the fact that the Martian canals were discov
ered ,approximately 80 years ago and were observed during 
36 different oppositions of this planet there is as y~et no 
general agreement on their nature. The greatest difficulty 
in the solution of the problem lies in the fact that even ex
perienced observers are not always able to agree on their 
observations of Mars with the use of the very same tele
scopes. Maunder's well-known experiments proved that such 
objects as canals which are nearly on the borders of visual 
perception and ar~e caught only during the rare moments 
when the atmosphere is calm can really be complex and 
irregular small details even absolutely isolated. Only the 
widest canals can be regist·ered photographically. There can 
be no doubt that the finest canals had never been photo
graphed by anybody since the least vibration of the air must 
completely mar the picture even if they actually existed. 
The solution of the problem of the nature of the M1artian 
canals, thus, depends in large measure on the resolving 
power of the telescope and the conditions of observation ~as 
well as the experience of the observer and his ability 
objectively to evaluate the data of the observations. 
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B. Lyot, outstanding observer and designer of ingenious 
and accurate optic instruments, with the aid of which he 
hirr1self and his associates observed planets, including 
Mars, has contributed a great deal to the study of Mars and 
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Fig. 38. Mars after Lowelt 

its canals. Recently, in the Alpine observatory Pie du Midi, 
located at an altitude of 3,000 metres, they used a telescope 
with 60-cm 'lens wh'ich enabled them to discern the det1ails 
on the surface of the planet as though it had been brought 
300 times as close to the observer. The telescope with the 
20-cm lens, which was used by Schiaparelli and other observ-
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ers, can bring the object at best 100 times as close. This 
magnification is possible only when the atmosphere is 
ideally calm. As a matter of f1act, atmospheric conditions 
frequently prevent good visibility. To the usual diffraction, 
which distorts the image, there is also added the phenome
non of diffusion connected with a disturbance of the air, 
and its influence is usually increased with the use of larger 
instruments. The effective resolving power of a telescope 
may, therefore, not only fail to grow, but, on the contrary; 
diminish with the increase in its size depending on the 
atmospheric variations. The success in observing planets 
depends primarily on the choice of a sufficiently favourable 
place corresponding to the correct arrangement of the at
mospheric layers in the direction of the line of sight, i.e., 
absence of a turbulent mixing of the air and ~absence of local 
air currents which result from an uneven heating of the 
soil and of the details of the relief of the area itself, etc. It 
goes without saying that all convectiv.e air currents within 
the tube of the telescope, caused by temperature fluctua
tions, must also be eliminated. Thus, the observation of 
planets requires extreme caution which is not necessary in 
observing stars or extensive nebulae. It must also be taken 
into account that planets cannot be well observed when they 
are low over the horizon because in this case the fine 
vibrations of the images increase. In addition it is neces .. 
sary that the apparent dimensions of the planet itself be large 
enough which is possible only at the time it is closest to 
the Earth. 

Mars is usually closest during its oppositions which recur 
approximately every 26 months. But since Mars' orbit is an 
ellipse it happens to be at different distances from the Earth 
during its various oppositions within 35 to 62 million 
miles. The most favourable oppositions occur every 15 years 
when Mars is invariably in the southern hemisphere and, 
besides, in summer. Thus, for example, a favourable opposi .. 
tion occurred on July 2, 1954. Its apparent diameter constitut
ed approximrately 70 per cent of the possible maximum. In 
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September 1956, Mars was drawn closest to the Earth and 
its apparent diameter was 97 per cent of the possible maxi
mum. The next time Mars will come so close will be in 
1971. During each of the oppositions Mars can be observed 
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Fig. 39. Mar.s after Antoniadi 

only for two or three months. Unfortunately its position 
during the favourable oppositions in the southern hemisphere 
is too low over the horizon for the observatories of the north
ern hemisphere. Thus, for example, for the Pulkovo Observ
atory, located under latitude 60°, Mars during its big 
opposition in 1909 was at a low altitude over the horizon--
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tlnly 26°. The best study of M1ars requires an observatory 
som.ewhere in the southern hemisphere of the globe in or
der that the planet may not leave the zenith for more 
than 30° 

With a 60-cm lens telescope it is possible under extremely 
favourable conditions to "bring" the planet 300 times as 
close. This means that even during the closest approach of 
Mars to the Earth its equivalent distance is conditionally 
reduced to 170,000 kilornetres at hest. But this is achieved 
very seldom, and under ordinary good atmospheric condi
tions Mars appears the way it would appear to the naked 
eye at 1a distance of at least 300,000 kilometres. The smallest 
detail that can be discerned on the planet under these cir
cumstances must measure at least 100 kilometres. It stands 
to reason that with the quality of the picture altering from 
moment to moment and from night to night the observers, 
depending on their experience and skill, tnay divine the 
presence of certain details on Mars which they inevibably 
stylize, draw in a suffici.ently distinct and definite form and 
then put on their maps. This is, for example, the way Lowell 
did firmly believing in the existence of a geometrically reg .. 
ular network of canals. His drawings on which Mars is 
mottled with numerous canals in the form of finest lines in 
no way represent the appearanc.e of this planet at some 
definite moment of observation; it is always a summary of 
odd sketches each of which contains only a small number of 
such details. On th.e other hand, Antoniadi, also a highly 
conscientious observer and artist by profession, who worked 
with the big telescope of Meudon Observatory, never s1aw 
Mars covered with a geometrically regular n.etwork of ca
nals, though he discerned many more separate small details, 
especially on the surface of the Martian maria, than Lowell 
did. It is clear th,at in order to ascertain the true picture of 
Mars it is necessary to increase the resolving power of tele
scopes. This was in some measure accomplished by Lyot 
and his ~associates who h3ve, undoubtedly, made the very 
hest visual observations of Mars. 
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Fia. 40. Mars after the drawings by Lyot 



The results they have obtained on the Alpine observatory 
Pie du Midi may be characterized as follows. The dark ma
ria, which are usually portrayed as uniform areas, really 
have an extraordinary complex structure. They h1ave numerous 
small spots irregularly distributed and differently coloured. 
The distribution and appearance of these small spots ohange 
with each opposition, and after all, this conditions the changes 
in the appearance of the entire maria in which they are 
located. Ap~art from the seasonal changes, which occur quite 
regularly and naturally, mention should be made of changes 
of an epochal nature, which sometimes occur slowly and 
gnadually, but in other cases take the form of sudden cata .. 
clyams at once changing the character of the area. 

A. Dollfus cites a number of examples of these changes on 
Mars based on his observations in the Pie du Midi Observa
tory during 1941-1952. He has, thus, for example, published 
a series of drawings showing sharp changes in the region of 
Trivium Charontis since 1943. Two clearly visible, distinct 
parallel lines running in a nearly meridional direction for a 
distance of approximately 500 kilometres emerged from a 
dark spot named Trivium and ended in small bulges. This 
phenomenon could still be traced in 1946, though it ap
p~ared dimly, but it has completely disappeared since 1948, 
though other and finer details have remained nearly un
changed. The well-known Solis Lacus is an example of these 
changes on an even greater scale. In Schiaparelli's time it 
appeared as a quite sharp and round formation whence tt 
received its name. But since the beginning of the 20th cen
tury Antoniadi and later all subsequent observers have 
drawn it as a totality of very irregular spots generally elon
gated in a parallel. According to A. Dollfus and other ob
servers the dark spots on Mars are subject to constant and 
considerable changes clearly manifest when the drawings or 
photographs obtained at intervals of ten or more years are 
compared. 

As to the nature of the canals we can now quite definitely 
assert that they are not continuous and geometrically regu-
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lar formations. The canals can generally be divided into 
three categories: relatively wide pale bands with eroded edges; 
narrow, regular lines but with somewhat indefinite con .. 
tours, and canals proper thread-like, black and appearing 
only now and then, but usually invisible. It has been found 
that in very good pictures all these types of canals as such 
disappear. In their place there is an aggregate of small de
tails, differently coloured, irregularly shaped and irregul,ar-

Fig. 41. The canals on Mars after Dollfus; (left) 
mediocre and (right) good pictures 
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ly distributed which quite resemble the details present in 
the dark maria. In very good images and greatly magnified 
these details can be studied individually. But if the images 
grow worse during the same night continuous regul,arly 
shaped strips immediately reappear in place of the small 
details and the largest of these strips can be photographed. 
These conclusions were confirmed by N. Barabashev on the 
basis of his systematic observations of Mars at the Kharkov 
Observatory during 1920-1950. The representation of the ca
nals as bands or lines is, thus, simply a stylized unification 
of the small and irregular details found in their place. As to 
the canals in the form of finest lines drawn by P. Lowell, 
they are now regarded as a purely subjective phenomenon 
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peculiar to the eye when it worl<s on the borders of percep
tion. Incidentally, this is clear at least from the fact that the 
canHls in Lowell's drawings are many times as narrow as he 
could have seen in his tele3cope. 

We may, thus, assume that the so-called canals are made 
up of the same sn1all details that abound on the surface of 
the marLa and that iheir general systcn1atic distribution is, 
apparently, connected with certain structural peculiarities of 
Martian soil. 

It would be interesting to pose the question as to the M1ar
iian relief. No sharp changes in the relief on Mars can be dis
cerned. There are no data in favour of high n1ountains on the 
planet. The simplest \V ay to judge the unevenness of the plan
et's relief is by the melting of the polar snows. Observa
tions of this type are quite instructive. 

When the polar snows melt and the size of the polar cap 
diminishes rapidly we can observe separate notches in the 
eontour of the latter and formations of growing is1ands which 
appear in the same places every iin1e. Separate regions, 
already free from sno\v, sometimes turn white again for 1a 
short period, apparently, due to night hoar-frost. Figure 42 
shows the nature of seasonal changes in the polar cap 
according to A. Dollfus' observations. It is obvious that the 
local temporarily growing isles of the polar cap 1are at a con .. 
siderable altitude above the general lr.vel of the planet. This 
1altitude can be approximately estimated if we take into con
sideration the temperature gradient in Mars' atmosph·ere, 
which, 1according to I-Iess, is approximately 4oC per kilome
tre of altitude. It turns out that near Mars' North Pole there 
are separate plateaux about one kilometre above the general 
level of the surfa·ce. It is quite possible that similar differ
ences in the levels also exist in other regions of the planet. 
This circumstance renders the existence of a geometrically 
regular network of canals even more improbable. At the 
same time Lowell's assumption that the network of canals 
serves as a water .. supply systen1 for feeding water from the 
polar regions to the different other latitudes and even to the 
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equator is 1also wrong since the water resources in the polar 
caps are quite negligible. 

The idea that Mars is inhabited by intelligent beings, 
\videspread at the end of the I 9th and in the beginning of the 
20th centuries mainly because of Flammarion, Schiaparelli 
and Lowell, is no longer accepted today. Nevertheless, the 
Hssumption that organi·c life, for exan1ple, veget~ation, exists 
on Mars causes no objections. The principal argument in 

Fig. 42. Melting of polar snow on Mars 

favour of the existence of vegetation on the planet is the 
changes in the colouring and form of the maria observed 
on it. 

Thus, for example, having discovered consideflabl~e changes 
in Solis Lacus on Mars Antoniadi wrote in 1924-1926: 
"Some sort of dark-green substance has covered the reddish 
regions over a large area." The testimony of this observer 
who specially studied Mars for many years carries consider
able weight. Antoniadi believed that vegetation developed 
on Mars before his eyes. The enormous majority of investi
gators is also of this opinion. In our country these views 
have become widespread mainly because of G. Tikhov's 
works (The Planet Mars and About Vegetation on Mars). 
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G. Tikhov began his . observations of Mars as early as 
1909, when he secured photographs of this planet in different 
rays of the spectrum with the aid of the 75-cm Pulkovo re
fractor. During 1918-1920 Tikhov continued to study Mars 
visually in Pulkovo by means of a 38-cm refractor -and dis
covered regular changes in colouring connected with the 
Martian seasons. l-Ie is one of the chief propagandists of the 
existence of organic life on Mars. G. Tikhov's views were ex
pounded by various authors in numerous lectures, pamphlets 
and popular-science books. 

It should be noted that" the idea that Mars is inhabited 
has gained wide popularity abroad. Thus, for example, Spen
cer-Jones in his book Life in Other Worlds, published in a 
Russian translation in 1946, makes the following statements: 
"On the planet Mars ... we really encounter 1an almost defi
nitely established existence of a vegetative cover .... I believe 
we must see in Mars a world with life dying out. The vege
table forms, which can no\v continue their precarious exist
ence on the planet, ,are doomed to extinction in the very near 
future .... " The last sentence, which sounds rather pessimis
tic, reflects an evaluation of the influence of the Martian 
physical conditions, whose severity is gradually ascertained, 
on the existence of organic life. 

Perfectly objective physical methods of investigation 
-thermoelectric, photometric and polarimetric-have been 
used in studying Mars in the last 30 years, whereas former
ly the planet h1ad been studied only visually, and, as a rare 
exception, more or less felicitous photographs reproducing, 
at best, only the principal details were made. In t1he U.S.S.R. 
the systematic ob3ervations of V. Sharonov and, especially, 
N. Barabashev were of considerable importance. 

In general, a thorough study of the physical conditions on 
Mars is conducive to a gradual rejection of the former pas
sions despite the widespread desire to see the planet as a 
carrier of life similar to the Earth. Neverthele3s, th-e idea of 
life on Mars is most widespread among 1astronomers today 
irrespective of their ideological tendencies. Modern idealists 
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do not differ in this respect from the former ones. Thus, for 
example, the British astronomer Smart in his book The Origin 
of the Earth, published in England in 1951, after making a 
declaration of the "cosmic aim" a.nd the "divine creator," 
writes that life is gradually becoming extinct on Mars. 

In this respect there is no difference between Smart, the 
idealist, and Spencer-Jones, who occupies a materialist po
sition. Both of them acknowledge the existence of life on 
Mars in some more or less primitive form. The well-known 
idealist James Jeans who was sceptical of the idea of life on 
Mars nonetheless believed that life might be widespread in 
the Universe genenally. In his book Movements of Worlds 
he wrote: "It is possible that other stars also have inhabited 
planets in their families" (p. 58). 

Thus, th·e attitude to the problem of organic life in the 
other worlds alone does not in our epoch fully determine the 
nature of the scientists' philosophical views and does not 
always serve as a cause for ideological struggle. The private 
problem of life on Mars, despite the opinion of some investi
gators, is even of lesser importance as regards ideology. 

But the idea that Mars is inhabited by higher organisms, 
which is at variance with f1acts, leads to unhealthy sensa
tions even today. The stories about the Tungus Meteorite 
claimed by some Soviet writers to have been an inter-plan
etary (Martian) ship, wrecked in landing, may serve as an 
example of this. 

* * * 

We shall now briefly dwell on the problem of the physical 
conditions on Mars as they appear in the light of modern 
data. A general summary of these data was recently made 
by de Vocouleur in his book published in 1951. 

Mars has a noticeable, though quite nare, atmosphere with 
'a "violet" layer (5-25 kilometres high), which vigorously ab
sorbs in the blue, violet and ultra-violet parts of the spec
trum, located in its lower parts. Its nature is as yet unknown; 
it may .consist even of minutest crystals of carbon dioxide, 
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but, most probably, of crystals of ice. This layer is not quite 
uniform and sometimes forms visible gaps. 

There are two types of clouds in Mars' atn1osphere. The 
lower yellow clouds are, apparently, a diffuse sheet of sand 
dust raised by winds from the planet's soil. Observations of 
many investigator3 show that this dust is cap1able of obscur
ing details of the surface for a considerable length of time. 
The clouds of the upper tier ( 18-25 kilometres) are violet
coloured, transparent and invisible in the red rays, but very 
\\reil seen in the blue and, especially, violet rays. This is 
why in the violet and ultra-violet nays Mars looks entirely 
different from what it does in the usual visual and, particu
larly, in the red rays of the spectrum. The nature of the upper 
clouds hardly causes any doubts now. In their properties 
they are con1pletely analogous \vith the silvery terrestrial 
clouds which are observed 1at an altitude of 80 kilometres, 
i.e., precisely at the altitude with the lowest temperature. The 
silvery clouds, as has been shown by I. Khvostikov, consist 
of finest crystals of ice, and their presence at precisely this 
altitude can be determined on the basis of the distribution of 
pressure and temperature in the terrestrial atmosphere. Such 
clouds cannot give any precipibation either under the terres
trial conditions or on Mar5, and especially on the latter. 

The atmospheric pressure and, consequently, the total 
atmospheric m,ass on M'ars can be determined on the basis of 
purely photometric observations conducted with various 
light-filters. Such work was done in the U.S.S.R. by V. Sh,a
ronov and N. Sitinskaya, as well a.s by N. Barabashev, B. Se
meikin and Timoshenko. First the aerosol and purely gaseous 
constituents of the atmosphere are divided and then the value 
of the latter, which conditions the 1atmospheric pressure, is 
determined. It is also possible to use the determinations of 
th·e degree of polarization at different points of the planet's 
disk. This methoc ·Nas developed and used by Lyot and his 
pupil Dollfus. Finally, 1-Iess has shown that if the force of 
gravity is known the atmospheric pressure on Mars' surface 
can be determined by studying the altitude of cloud conden-
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sation (known, for example, from Antoniadi's observations) 
and the temperature on its surface (established by Coblentz 
and Lamp land). The n1ean value of the atmospheric pres
sure on the level of J\t1,ars' soil corresponding to 65 n1m mercu
ry or 87 millibars was obt•ain·ed 
from ten different determin1a- 0 .-~-----....., 
tions. (To make direct compari-

mm 

son with terrestrial conditions 
possible it was assumed during 
the calculations that the mer
cury was under the action of 2. 
terrestrial rather than Martian 
gravity). Under this pressure . 
water boils at 43°C. Sinr.e the 
temperature on Mars' surface is 
a]w,ays lower the water on it can 
be in a liquid state. 

On the basis of the known 
force of gravity we can fin.d 
that the pressure in Mars' 
atmosphere diminishes ten-fold 
with each 40-kilometre rise. The 
terrestrial and Martian atmos
pheric pressures are equalized 
at an altitude of 28 kilometres. 
At higher altitudes the atmos
pheric pressure on Mars is 
greater than it is on the Earth. 

Observations have shown that 
the atmospheric circul1ation on 
M·ars is very much like that on 
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Fig. 43. Boiling-point of 
water on i\\ars co1npared 
with the high mountains 

on the Earth 

the Earth. But the velocity and distribution of the winds, 
determined by the displacements of cloud masses, are not 
well enough known as yet. 

The question of the chemical composition of Mar5' atmos
phere is very important. It has been possible directly to dis
cover only carbon dioxide in a quantity only double that of 
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the Earth. No oxygen has been found at all. The powerful 
modern spectrographs can confidently separate the oxygen 
lines on Mars from those in the terrestrial atmosph·ere. With 
the perfect modern scientific methods these lines could have 
been discovered even if there were 1,000 times as little oxy
gen on Mars as there is on the Earth. It has been impossible, 
however, to discover the least trace of oxygen on Mars. It 
is very possible that there is no oxygen on Mara 1at all, be
cause it can be hardly supposed that so extraordin,arily active 
a gas could exist in an atmosphere in a negligible quanti
ty. At any rate, on Mars there must be less than 0.1 per cent 
of the amount of terrestrial oxygen. This upper limit is in
variably lowered the more accurate the observations. There 
is so little water vapours in Mars' atmosphere that it is also 
absolutely impossible to discover them spectroscopically. In
vestigators have also been unable to find CJny other gas con
stituents. 

What then can the prin·c.ipal constituents of Mars' atmos
phere possibly be? In considering this problem it is natunal 
to proceed, firstly, from the general abundance of different 
elements in nature and, secondly, from the composition of 
th·e terrestrial atmosphere. It is obvious that there are hardly 
any of the lightest gases hydrogen and helium (very plen
tiful in the Universe) just as they are rarely encountered 
in a free state on the E1arth. Nor can we expect on Mars any 
neon, extraordinarily widespread in nature, since this inert 
gas is undoubtedly a pt imary gas and is hardly encountered 
even in the terrestrial atmosphere. Argon with its atomic 
weight 40, constituting a little les~ than one per cent of the 
terrestrial atmospher·e, is a product of radio-active disinte
gration while the activity of this process on each planet is 
approximately proportional to its mass. It may be assumed, 
all other conditions being equal, that the amount of this gas 
over a unit of durface must be 1approximately proportional 
to the radius of the planet. For this reason there is, apparent
ly, hardly any argon on Mars either. 
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Nitrogen must, evidently, be the principal gas in the Mar
tian atmosphere. This gas is very widespread in the Unive.rse 
and is plentiful in the terrestrial atmosphere. On the Earth it 
is liberated as a result of various tectoni'c processes, partly 
in compounds with other elements and partly in a free state. 
A. Fersman, for example, noted a high content of nitrogen 
in the mud-volcanoes and the cold fumaroles of the Kamchat
ka volcanoes. At a high temperature nitrogen can be liberated 
in a pure state. Such liberation occurred, for example, from 
the bore-hole i~n the dunite massif of Nizhny Tagil, where 
the liberated gases consist of 57 per cent N2, from the fuma
rate of the Avachy Volcano on Kamch,atka, where the volume 
of nitrogen constitutes 24 per cent of the liberated gases, and 
from a bore-hole in the State of Utah (U.S.A.), where the 
daily debit of liberated nitrogen exceeds 500,000 cubic metres 
at a pressure of 50 atmospheres (content about 1.1 per 
cent). The highest content of nitrogen in gas currents was 
registered in Emba Tyulyus ( 100 per cent and rare admix
tures), in Belokurikha in the Altai and elsewhere. In addition, 
there is a large number of springs of Wlater with nitrogen, 
especially in the central and northern parts of the U.S.S.R. 
Nitrogen in a pure state can also be liberated into the atmos
phere from the soil b¥ certain ba·cteria-denitrifiers. It is pos· 
sible that nitrogen is partly of a biogenic origin, as Acade· 
mician V. Vernadsky supposed, and partly of a tectonic origin, 
as it is actually observ·ed. Getting into the atmosphere nitro
gen, as a relatively inert gas, can remain in it for 1an indefi· 
nitely long time especially if there tare no micro-org~nisms 
to con3ume it. It can, therefore, be assumed that at least 98 
per cent of Mars' atmosphere is nitrogen. The remaining two 
per cent are made up of 1argon, carbon dioxide and small ad
ditional admixtures . 

. t\s Vocouleur observes, the atmosphere of this compo· 
sition actively absorbs the extreme ultra-violet rays. As a 
result of photochemical dis3ociation of nitrogen all waves 
less than 0.17 micron long are absorbed; carbon dioxide 'ab
sorbs the rays at a wave-length of 0.20 microns; but the vio-
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let layer in Mars' atmosphere, very probably, absorbs a con
siderable part of the rays in the interval of 0.35-0.40 microns. 

Compared with the Etarth, c~ouds are an extremely rare 
phenomenon on Mars, but over the entire surface of the 
planet as a whole they oan be observed quite frequently, none
theless. Thus, for example, N. Barab1ashev was able to ob
serve one or two such formations most of the times. Solid pre
cipitation occurs much rarer. White clouds form mainly near 
Mars' termin1ator, i.e., actually on the edge of its disk where 
the temperature is much lower and the conditions for their 
condensation are more favourable. 

The grey diffuse clouds, which various observers ascribed 
to ejection of gases and fin·e dust during volcanic eruptions, 
are observed much rarer. During th·e very favourable opposi
tions in 1909 and 1911 Antoniadi often observed from the 
Mcudon Observatory th1at the Deucaleon Regio was veiled by 
greyish cover which he ascribed to vulc1anism. T. Saheki de .. 
scribes a number of strange grey clouds which were observed 
on Mars at diff·erent times during 1950-1952 by members of 
the Martian section of the Eastern Astronomical Association 
of Japan. These formations sometimes become diffuse and 
occupy an are1a with a diameter of nearly 1,000 kilometres 
and rise, according toT. Saheki, to an altitude of 100-200 ki
lometres above the level of the planet's surface. If they turn 
out to be near the edge of the disk they present a definite ele
vation as compared with the general level, which is clearly 
seen on the drawings made. Their formation, apparently. 
does not depend on the distribution of temperature on the 
surface ·of the planet. If it could be established that their ap .. 
pearance is connected with definite details on the surface the 
assumption of vulcanism on Mars would receive ·Consider
able observational grounding. At any rate, formation of 
such cloud masses, con1paratively compact and consisting, 
judging by their colour, of quite large particles, at an alti
tude of hundreds of kilometres does not seem possible. On 
the other hand, if on the Earth abounding in water and on 
the Moon where there is no water or air vuloanism manifest-
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ed itself very actively in the past and manifests itself weakly 
now, there are no reasons to deny similar phenomena on 
Mars, which in its nature is intermediate between the Earth 
and the Moon. 

Mars' climate can be characterized as follows. The tem
perature of the surface of the planet is lower than the terres
trial on the average by 30-40°C. At the equator the mean 
temperature of the soil is 10, 20°C, in the polar regions 
-60°C. The amplitude of daily temperature fluctuations is 
more than 50-60°C with the maximum reached at about one 
o'clock in th·e afternoon. The amplitude of annual fluctuations 
is taken at about 120° at the South Pole, about lOOoC at the 
North Pole, 50°C in the intermediate regions and approxi
mately aooc at the equator. 

It is essential to note that in the daytime the temperature 
of the dark spots is higher than that of the light regions by 
approximately 10-15°C. The highest soil temperature in the 
equatorial regions in the daytime is 10°C, in the Martian 
deserts it is 20°C and in the so-called maria it is 25°C. The 
temperature of the air near the surface is much lower than 
the temperature of the soil and always stays below zero. In 
the daytime this difference constitutes at least 30-40oC and 
is, probably, evened out at night. Intensive convection with 
a rapid drop in temperature as the altitude increases must be 
developed in Mars because of this. It may be assumed that 
at the altitude of 15 kilometres the temperature drops to 
-80, 100°C. 

The temperature of the clouds of the first type (y.ellow) 
and of the polar fogs which absorb the radiation of the sur
f ace is no higher than 70, sooc which corresponds with 
the probable temperature of the Martian atmosphere at an 
altitude of 15-20 kilometres. Tb.e clouds of the second type, 
a111alogous to our silvery clouds, have an even lower tem
perature. 

The polar caps on Mars are composed mainly of hoar
frost with a very low temperature. Th.e thickness of these 
caps is unknown, but it must be insignificant about a frac-
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tion of a millimetre-as can be judged by the rate of their 
thawing. The non-melting centnal part of the polar caps con
sists, in tall probability, of ic-e, but it cannot be more than a· 
few centimetres thick either. 

According to modern spectroscopic determinations the 
to~~l content of \Vater in the Martian atmosphere is less than 
0.001 of the water content on the Earth in wint·er over 
mountains 2,000 metres high. Simple calculations show that 
if we take the relative humidity as 50 per cent. at a temper
ature of -1 0°C, which approximately corresponds to our 
mountain conditions, absolute humidity will equal only 
1 ~m. Hence, according to the well-known formula, the 
content of water in the entire atmosphere in a column of 
air over the surface of the Earth of one squar~e cm will be 
only 2-4 mm (2-4 kilograms per squ1are metre). The content 
of water in the Martian atmosphere will be less than 1/1000 
of this quantity, i.e., less than a layer 2xl0-4-4xl0-4 cm 
thick. 

Su·ch i~ the unusual dryness of the Martian air whi.ch by 
far exceeds anything that can be encountered in the ter
restrial deserts. But the 1absolute humidity in saturation 
rapidly diminishes with a drop in temperature (approximate
ly 1000-fold at a drop of 65°C)·; consequently, at the 
temperature of -70°C, which is obs·erved on Mars in winter, 
eve~ this negligible quantity of vapours is apt to condense 
into the finest observed clouds. 

With an uneven distribution of vapours this process of 
condenGation occurs even more si.mply. W·e .must ta·ke into 
consideration thtat atmospheric circulation is limited, as a 
rule, to a definite hemisphere, i.e., the air cirl~ulates sepa
nately in each hemisphere. It is well known that there are 
absolutely no water reservoirs with an open surface or even 
small water channe]s on Mars. Thia absence of free water 
on the pl!B.ne.t compels the assumption that during the melt
ing of snow or hoar-frost, to be exact, all the vapours go 
directly into the atmosphere and are later recondensed. 
Thus, if we disregard the nearly permanent polar snows, 
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which occupy a very small area, we may conclude that the 
total qUJantity of water on Mars i~ scarcely several times 
the amount contained in its atmosphere. The water-vapour 
content obtained above yields a value corresponding to 
2.88xl08 tons of water for the entire Martian atmosphere. 

This is approximately from 1/1 ,000~000 to 1/10,000,000 
the amount of water contained in the living org1anisms on 
the Earth 1alone. Under these conditions there· can be no 
question of even a thin cover of snow on Mars. The observed 
white cover, which forms in winter, mu3t simply consist of 
hoar-frost deposited on the surface of the planet and rapidly 
disappearing even with a small rise in temperature. 

The season1al changes on Mars are as follows. A very 
rare cloud of fog, probably consisting of fine crystals of ice 
floating in the atmosphere, gather.; over the polar cap at 
the end of winter or in the beginning of spring. Th·e cloud 
is unstable and dissipates during spring. In sprin·g a dark 
border several hundred kilometres wide, in all probability 
resulting from the thaw, surrounds the pol1ar cap. The 
darkening spreads from the respective polar cap to the 
equator at a rate of 45 kilometres per day. The wave of 
darkening crosses the equator and c.ontinues to spread in 
the same direction in the opposite hemisphere reaching ap
proximately l1atitude 40° by the beginning of summer. Ac
cording to Vocouleur this pi,cture of changes has been 
established quite authenticaiiy. The entire process of the 
propagation of darkening from latitude 60° North to latitude 
40° ...South, i.e., within the latitudes of 100° for both hemis
pheres, is, thus, connected with the apparent n1overrient of the 
Sun on Mars' firmament from th~ equator (beginning of 
spring) to the circle of the tropic (beginning of summer). 
When the Sun, after turning back, re-crosses the equator 
into the other hemisphere this wave of darkening begins to 
move in the opposite direction and the phenomenon sym
metrically recurs in time. 

It is perfectly clear that such changes cannot be the result 
of .simple atmospheric circulation, which is limited to ea~h 
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Fig. 44. Seasonal changes on Mars 

hemisphere alone; to an even lesser extent can they result 
from the spread of some sort of moisture over the surface 
of the planet. Vocouleur is inclined to explain this pheno
menon by atmospheric diffusion. He describes still tanother 
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phenomenon, which is analogou3 to the darkening and 
which spreads over the same period of time and in the same 
order, but at half that rate-about 20 kilometres per day. 
The nature of these phenomena is as yet unknown. It should 
be noted, however, that N. Barabashev, who has had enor
mous experience in investigating .l\1ar3, makes no mention 
of this type of seasonal changes. 

From what we know of the physical conditions on M1ars 
today the climate of this planet can be compared only with 
that of imaginary Alpine plateaux on the Earth at an alti
tude of about 18-20 kilometres if we lo,ver their temperature 
by approxim1ately 30-40°C, greatly reduce the content of 
~atcr vapours and fully or almost fully remove the oxygen 
from their atmospheres. Mars presents a polar, arid Alpine 
desert with a negligible atmospheric pressure, without or 
nearly without oxygen. There is no water in the form of 
reservoirs or streams with an open water surface of the 
planet. This is iackno\vledged by all investigators without 
exception since it is based on absolutely incontestable data. 
The amount of water in the atmosphere per one square cen
timetre of surface does not exceed a few hundredths of a 
gram. Can we suppose that with the extreme lack of surface 
and atmospheric w1ater on Mars there can be much more 
subsoil \Vater as is the case in the terrestrial deserts? There 
are, apparently, no reasons for such a conclusion since the 
subsoil waters on the Earth are the same surface waters 
which have soaked into the ground to 1a certain waterproof 
horizon. • 

If we ·comp,are Mars with the Earth as r·egaf'ds the abun .. 
dance of water we shall get the following correlation. By 
distributing the water of the oceans uniformly around the 
entire surface of the Earth we get a layer sevenal kilometres 
thick, while the entire similarly distributed water reserve on. 
Mars will form a layer only a few tenths of a millimetre ~ 
thick. 

* * • 
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We shall now make some general comments as to wheth
er life could possibly have formed and can exist on Mars 
by analogy with the Earth. On the Earth, despite the con
stant coming of seeds and germs from the regions abounding 
in life and despite the adaptation of new vital forms the 
dependence of life on the conditions of existence has been 
clearly manifest over millions of years. The greatest multi
formity of life is in the tropics, where the temperature and, 
chiefly, the humidity ~are higher than anywhere else on the 
Earth. Li'fe grows p·oorer and more ele,mentary in form~ the 
closer it comes to the poles and the higher it rises above 
the surf ace of the Earth. In the terrestrial climate orchards, 
forests and cultivated fields are situated at foot-hills.; higher, 
to an altitude of 2-2.5 kilometres, there are only conifers 
which disappear where there is low humidity (for example, 
the southern and drier slope of the foot-hills of the Tnans
Ilian Ala-Tau is absolutely devoid of arboreous vegetation, 
which, however, densely covers the northern, more humid 
slopes at the same altitude); still higher are Alpine 
meadows covered only with grasses, while higher still there 
are boulder-stones with thin grass. This is followed by eter· 
nal snows whirh, apparently, run throughout the thickness 
of the troposphere where the moisture is transferred 1and 
clouds form. 

If the mountains on the Earth rose much higher than the 
tropo~~here, i.e., beyond the atmosphere, abounding in water 
vapours, at a sufficient alt:tude they would be deprived of 
the eternal snows and would retain only a dry rocky desert 
greatly heated in the daytime and simil1arly cooled at night. 
The temperature of the air would always keep extremely 
low, even in the davtime it would be much lower than the 
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temperature of the soil. It has already been said that such 
an imaginary desert 1at an altitude of 18-20 kilometres but 
with a tPmperature a few dozen degrees lower than that on 
the Earth and fully or nearly fully devoid of oxygen would 
very closely resemble the surface of Mars as it appears 
according to present-day daba. What life could exist on the 
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Earth on such an Alpine plateau? Can living organisms 
have a metabolism under these conditions? It would be 
absurd after passing the region of eternal snows and enter
in.g the arid and frozen desert to expect 1again grass, trees 
or any higher forms of vegetation, in general, which have 
long since di.s·appeared at the much lower altitude. It is clear 
that even on the Earth, where life has existed, modified and 
adapted itself to the environment for many millions of 
years, only the most primitive of its forms could exist under 
these conditions. 

The question .as to whether life can exist on Mars can 
also be approached front another angle. In order for life to 
exist it must, certainly, first, originate on the given planet. 
On the basis of the physical and biological science of today 
the theory of panspermia-the transfer of organic germs 
from one planet to another-can be considered completely 
discredited. N. Kholodny has very vividly shown that multi
form organic life could not possibly have sprung from the 
micro-organisms brought to the Earth from another planet 
according to the hypothesi5 of panspermia. Hen.ce, if life in 
some way or other exists on Mars it must have originated 
on the same planet. However, under the conditions existing 
on Mars today the possibility of originatiora of life appears 
quite doubtful. 

As a matter of fact the protein molecule consisting of 
four principal elements-hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and 
oxygen-a3 well as phosphorus, sulphur and certain other 
elements is the basis of life. The unification of th·ese elements 
and the building of a protein molecule require tlot only 
their existence on the given celestial body, but also possibil
ities for their free migration, opportunitie.s for meeting 
which enable them to enter into various combintations. In a 
p·erfectly dry desert this is absolutely impossible. It requires 
some aqueous medium which contains different inorganic 
compounds in solution. This is why reservoirs are necessary 
for the origination of life. These reservoirs may be of differ
ent size, but they must ensure an active metabolism, for 
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example through streams with sufficiently large surfaces. 
Life on Mars could, therefore, have origilllated only under 
conditions absolutely different from those prevailing today, 
i.e., a denser atmosphere, existence of open reservoirs and a 
higher temperature than that of today. 

If should be noted that an increase in humidity and in the 
total quantity of WJater alone is by far insufficient for the 
formation of open reservoirs. On Mars, where the tempera
ture is on the average 30-40nC lower than on the Earth these 
reservoirs would simply be frozen and never melting basins 
of ice, like the eternal snow and ice on the high mountains 
of the Earth. It has been repeatedly suggested that a drop 
of only 9-lOOC in the mean temperature of the Earth would 
suffice to cause a new glacial period with a big part of the 
Earth again covered by a heavy coat of ice. There are no 
ice-spaces on Mars only because there is no water and 
nothing to freeze. The negligible amount of WJater vapour in 
the atmosphere of this planet forms hoar-frost, settles as 
such and then evaporates again owing to the fact that satu
ration of the atmosphere with water vapour corresponds to 
a very low temperature there. 

The origin of life on M1ars would have been enormously 
facilitated if the planet had a higher temperature and a 
much greater reserve of water. In this case, however, we 
would have to assume that Mars has evolved in the direction 
of sharp drying ,and cooling. There has been no such proc
ess on the E,arth, as we can suppose, and there are no rea
sons t~ believe that it is tak1nrr place on Mars. 

* * * 
We shall now consider the question of whether there is 

any direct proof of the existence of organic life on Mars. 
Organic life on a planet manifests itself primarily in the 
existence of a biosphere. V. Vernadsky was the first to call 
the attention to the fact th~at life on the Earth manifest5 
itself on a cosmic scale occupying the space from a depth 
of 3 kilometres to an altitude of about 10 kilometres in re-
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lation to the Earth's surface. The shell in which the vital 
processes occur he named the biosphere. According to 
V. Vernadsky, all of the outer layers of the Earth's ·crust 
have been changed by life 99 per cent as regards their 
weight. 

The modern terrestrial atmosphere has also been created 
in considerable measure by living organisms, which take an 
active part in the migration and accumulation of many 
elements C, 0, N, Ca, K, Si, P, S, Fe, Mg, Mn, Cu, Zn, Na, 
J, etc. The organisms secrete into the atmosphere various 
gases, for example, 02, C02, N2, NHs, CH4, H2, etc. In part, 
bacteria destroy organic substances liberating I-I20, C02 N2, 

H2S, NHs, H2, CH4, etc. The tension of the biochemical 
energy of the living organisms is enormous. 

L. Berg cites the follo·wing example: decomposition of 
kaolin into its component parts with the isolation of free 
alumina and silica in a laboratory can be effected at a tem
perature of at least 1 ,000°C, while living organisn1s, Diato
mea, do the same at the ordinary temperature. In the inor
ganic crust of the Earth w:ater and carbon dioxide never 
break up into their component parts; this is possible only 
in magma at very high temperatures. But living organisms 
do it on a tremendous scale at the ordinary temperature. 

The bacteria play ,an exceptional role. It is well known 
th1at even alumosilicates-unusually stable compounds, 
constituting, according to Vernadsky, more than half the 
Earth's crust and easily resisting sulphuric acid, are decom
posed by special bacteria. Silicate bacteria destroy even 
granite and prepare the soil for the growth of plants. 

At the s1ame time living organisms have the ability to 
multiply extremely rapidly under favourable conditions. 
Thus, for example, the ch.oleraic vibrio can produce in a 
single day 6.4xl ()28 individuals representing 61-62 genera
tions.· Even the simpiest seaweeds, Diatomea, can produce 
five generations a day. Under conditions of unimpeded re
production the living organism~. could fill the globe in an 
extremely short time: the choleraic vibrios in 1.25 days, the 
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Diatomea in 16.8 days, the green plankton approximately 
in 168-183 days, the flies in 366 days and the chickens in 
15-18 years. 

V. Vernadsky estimates the total weight of living sub
stance in the terrestrial biosphere at .approximately 1014-1015 

tons, which constitutes 1 Q-4. of the weight of the Earth's 
crust. The quantity of free oxygen in the atmosphere and 
hydrosphere is comparable with the weight of living sub
stance and constitutes approximately 1.5x I 015 tons. 

Free oxygen is a product of the green vegetable world. 
This is well known and needs no proof. It is interesting to 
note that, unlike the other gases, free oxygen in the terres
trial atmosphere is in a state of dynamic equilibrium: it is 
constantly spent on the processes of oxidation and is con
stantly renewed by the activity of the green plants. Had it 
not been for the plants, oxygen could have completely disap
peared from the atmosphere in a few years. L. Berg observes 
that the amount of free oxygen that passes annually through 
living substance corresponds approximately to its total 
quantity contained in the rair, namely, 1015 tons. Besides the 
green plants oxygen is also produced as a result of decom
position of water by the ultra-violet radiation of the Sun 
and by radio-active substances. These processes, however, 
are absolutely insignificant. We must not think that the 
process of oxygen isolation is conditioned mainly by the 
higher chlorophyll plants. The plankton in the oceans is of 
tremendous importance in this respect; plankton occupies 
an area of millions of square kilometres at an average thick
ness of tOO metres. A certain part of the atmospheric oxygen 
is created in this film where green plants are abundantly 
represented. 

The great cosmic role of the living substance, which con
stitutes the biosphere, is conditioned by the processes of 
exchange with the environment which is accompanied by 
the most powerful chemical reactions, as well as rapid re
production, i.e., increa.;e in the quantity of living matter, 
and, lastly, by the long existence of the biosphere correspond-
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ing to at ·least one t-housand million years. During this 
time the living substance has remade the surface layers of 
the Earth and created the soil and all sorts of local accu
mulations of ores and deposits, as well as a new atmosphere 
of secondary origin, mainly of a nitrogen-oxygen composi
tion. It should be noted that free oxygen was not only creat
ed, but is preserved by life without which it could not have 
persisted because of its extraordinary intense chemical ac
tivity. Free oxygen is, thus, a chara·cteristic of the biosphere 
which exists at the given moment on the planet under consid
eration. 

The question of atmospheric nitrogen is more complicated. 
This gas is relatively inert and can, therefore, apparently, 
persist in the atmosphere for a very long time. At the same 
time atmospheric nitrogen can only be of secondary origin 
and· must, therefore, have formed after the final formation 
of the Earth. This clearly follows from the fact that only 
negligible traces of inert gases of different atomic weights 
have persisted in the terrestrial atmosphere though they all 
belong to elements extensively widespread in nature. Acad
emician V. Vernadsky believes that all of the atmospheric 
nitrogen is of a biogenic nature. If this were true nitrogen 
in the atmosphere could serve as a sign that organic life 
exi3ted on the given planet in the past at least in the form 
of bacteria-nitrifiers, capable of binding atmospheric nitro
gen, and denitrifiers, capable of liberating this gas from 
inorganic compounds-nitrates and nitrites. 

However, modern data of geochemistry definitely indicate 
that, unlike oxygen, free molecultar nitrogen can be nberated 
as a result of tectonic processes from great depths where 
the temperature is high enough to break up the nitrogen 
compounds without the aid of living organisms. On the 
other hand, the considerations that living organisms partic
ip~ate in the creation of molecular nitrogen have not as yet 
any quantitative grounds which renders the appraisal of the 
real significance of organisms in the formation of the ter· 
restrial atmosphere extremely difficult. · 
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On the basis of the foregoing we may, thus, conclude 
that free oxygen in the atmosphere of a planet is the only 
incontestable criterion in the question of the existence of a 
biosphere on it. The existence of molecular nitrogen cannot 
serve as such a criterion. No free oxygen has been discov .. 
ered on Mars. We must, therefore, conclude that there is no 
biosphere on Mars either. Organic life has not manifested 
itself on this planet on a cosmic scale as it has on the Earth. 

* * * 

If we take it that there is no biosphere on Mars, maybe 
organic life still manifests itself there in separate, at least 
very small, 1areas? As has already been pointed out it i~ 
most generally accepted that the Martian maria with their 
seasonal changes in reflective ability and colouring 11.re 
areas covered by vegetation. G. Tikhov even supposes that 
this vegetation may belong to the higher deciduous and 
coniferous forms which have adjusted themselves to the 
severe conditions of this planet and, in particular, have lost 
the ability intensely to reflect solar rays in the nearest infra
red part of the spectrum. These considerations are backed 
up by the results of the investigations of the Section of 
Astrobotany of the l(azakh Academy of Sciences conducted, 
it is true, only with respect to green vegetation under dif
ferent terrestrial conditions. G. Tikhov writes about the 
Martian vegetation surmised by him: "What kind of vege
tation can we think of on Mars? In the first place thia must 
be an undersized vegetation pressing closer to the ground. 
It must be essentially grasses and creeping bushes o·f ·a 
gr·een-·blue colour .... The Martian plants m·ay remotely re
se·m'ble our Alpine an·d polar junipers, cranberry, cowberry, 
moss, lichens and other northern and Alpine plants." 

We have already mentioned that the existence of some 
forms of vegetation on Mars is asserted or at least consid
ered quite probable by many investigators in the U.S.S.R. 
and abroad. 
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We shall now examine the actual evidence in favour of 
this assertion. The most favourite method extensively used 
with reference to Mars is the study of the distribution of the 
reflective ability of its various details in different spectral 
rays by means of light-filters or, in rare cases, the spectro
graph. 

It is well known that green vegetation is usually noted 
for its small maximum of light-reflection in the region of the 
spectrum about 560 IDfL (chlorophyll maximum), as well as 
its sharply defined infra-red excess. Green foliage photo
gnaphed through a light-filter, which filters only infra-red 
rays, looks as if it were covered by snow and is sharply 
defined against the perfectly dark background of the sky. 
These peculiarities are most clearly manifest in spring on 
fresh green vegetation and are somewhat smoothed down in 
autumn as is well .seen on the spectrophotometric curves 
obtained by Y. I<rinov under various conditions. 

What are the spectral peculiarities of the dark spots on 
Mars, its maria or oases-t'he only regio.ns of the planet 
where the existence of vegetation can be assumed? The 
Martian maria in no ~.way resemble terrestrial vegetation 
.spectro-photometrically. The green maximum cannot essen
tially be established there. Its presence would lead to an 
incredibly small contrast in the green rays between the 
light and dark regions on Mars which would be at variance 
with the observations. The infra-red excess is also absent 
and the Martian maria, therefore, appear most contrasting 
in these rays as compared with the deserts. 

The extensive investigations of the Section of Astr~botany 
of the Kazakh Academy ·Of Sciences show, however, that the 
aforesaid spectro-photometric peculiarities are not necessary 
even for green plants. During the severe seasons when the 
growth dies down their spectral reflective 1a bility consider
ably changes and approximates the reflective ability of 
minerals. The lower plants, as, for example, lichens, have 
only a minimum of these properties. On the other hand, cer
t.ain. inorganic substances also have an infra-red excess. It 
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follows that the spectro-photometric method is not efficient. 
Its use does not make it possible to judge whether the Mar
tian maria are areas occupied by vegetation ~r not. 

The seasonal changes in the colouring of the maria and 
their greenish or even bluish shade are essentially the best 
argument in favour of the existence of vegetation on Mars. 
Here, however, we enter a very unreliable sphere of purely 
subjective appraisals and run into the fact that many ob
servers using one and the same telescope report absolutely 
different results. We could cite many examples of these 
contradictions. 

After describing many striking cases of changes in the 
contours of the Martian mari1a N. Barabash·ev comes to the 
following final conclusions in his summary article on the 
changes in the visibility and form of the dark spots on Mars: 

a) In most of the cases the colour of the maria changes 
towards red as the Sun approaches the horizon. 

b) The overwhelming majority of the maria is reddish 
compared with the white screen. The observed blue shades 
are due to purely subjective sensations which arise as a 
result of the contrast between the colour of the maria and 
the even redder deserts. 

c) In some cases the dark regions are moistened sections 
of deserts. 

d) The relative darkening and change in the shades do 
not contradict the hypothesis of vegetation in corresponding 
regions of the planet. 

It is, ~vidently, impossible to say anything definite about 
the existence of vegetation on Mars on the basis of the 
colour changes except that we do not know any other 
reasons for these changes. Incidentally, N. Barabashev cites 
in the same arti•cle an example of a mineral-Tikhvin bau
xite-which turns noticeably blue when merely moistened. 
We must note that the quantitative spectro-photometric ob
·~·ervations enable us 1at least to t.ake into consideration and 
isolate the distorting influence of the Martian atmosphere, 
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while the purely qualitative appraisals of the colouring are, 
certainly, absolutely worthless in this case. 

We shall now use other and more reliable criteria in 
solving the problem of what the .l\'\artian maria are and 
whether they have any vegetation that determines their 
observed properties. It has been firmly e.;tablished that the 
tetnperature of the soil of the ~1arti~an maria is JO .. J5oC 
higher than that of the deserts. This corresponds to the darker 
appearance of the maria. It goes without saying that a dark
er inorganic substance absorbs a greater measure of sol1ar 
ray5 which fall on it and must be heated correspondingly 
to a higher temperature. The entire process consists only 
in absorption and heating. We are warranted in the asser
tion that the mec.hanism of heating is the same for the 
Martian maria as it is for the deserts, i.e., it comes down 
to a n1ere absorption of solar ray3 with an immediate return 
radiation. A little calculating will prove this contention. 

Let us assume that the reflective abilities of the desert 
an·d the sea At and A2 are 0.30 and 0.15 respectively. Then 
according to Boltzmann's well-kno\vn law the temperature 
of the sea T2 can be obtained frotn that of the desert tem
perature T 1 on the basis of the expression 

1-At T - T ------ ·- ·-
1- a l-A2 

1 --·-4 

and turns out to be 15°C higher, as it is really observe·d. The 
result would be entirely ·different if the properties of tpe seas 
were determined by vegetation. Vegetation, whatever it may 
be, behav·es in a w.ay quite different from that of ,a simple 
mineral. The solar energy it absorb~ is spent on ·complex 
p·hotochemical processes an:d these processes are extremely 
intensive. Owing to this the radiation of the surface of the 
soil taken up by veg·etation can never be so inten~ive as the 
radiation of the much lighter surf,ace of a miner·al substance 
under the same conditions of irradiation. A dark oas·is midst 
a bot sandy ·desert, or grass growing alon·g the si-des of a 
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dusty road heated by the Sun are always much .cooler. The 
very essen•ce of .a living plant consists in the f,act that it 
spends the energy received from the Sun on differ·ent vital 
proces~es an•d not at all on simple heating. The dark Martian 
spots are undoubtedly governed by the usual laws of heat
ing and nadiation established by physics for inorganic bodies 
without noticeable selective peculiarities, and their observed 
properties cannot, therefore, be conditioned by the existence 
of vegetation. 

In the small foregoing· calculation we used Boltzmann's 
formula. It does not mean, hov.rever, that \Ve ascribe the 
properties of an absolutely black body to the surface of 
Mars. We operate essentially only with a radial flux 
--the only magnitude th,at can be directly observed. 
The ·calculation shows that with a greater absorption of 
energy the heat output of the heated surface grows in the 
s.ame proportion whether it be a Martian mare or a desert. 
The situation would be entirely different if the observed 
properties of the maria were detertnined by vegetation. 

The law of reflection of light from their surface may serve 
as another criterion for judging the nature of the Martian 
maria. It has been firmly established that the reflection of 
light from the surface of 1\lars quite accurately corresponds 
to Lambert's Law. In other words, Mars reflects light like 
an even dead surface. By V. Sharonov's proposal this is 
expressed in the assertion that the factor of evenness for 
Mars is close to unity. An entirely even sphere fu1ly illu
mined by the Sun and located rat a considerable distance from 
the observer will appear to him brighter in the centre and 
much darker on the edges of the disk. Suffice it to look at 
Mars to see that this law is applicable to it, and not only 
to its deserts but also to its "maria." As the maria approach 
the edge of the disk (due to Mars' daily rotation) their 
brightness considerably diminishes. 

Thus, Mars' deserts and maria reflect light according to 
the same law. The factor of evennes3 of the Martian maria 
is also very near unity. It is well known that the reflection 
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of light by a lustreless opaque substance is determined by 
the properties of its surf,ace in the thickness of the same or
der as the length of lightwave. The smallest details, for 
example, small cracks. etc., on the surface can completely 
change the nature of the reflection of light. 

Contrariwise,. any type of vegetation, according to N. Or
lava's definition, is characterized by a very small and ~ven 
negative factor of evenness and in this respect presents a 
striking contrast with the ordinary dead surf aces. This, 
apparently, also pertains to the characteristic properties of 
any vegetation which receives its nutrition from the sur
rounding aerial environment and therefore strives to develop 
the greatest possible surf ace contact \Vith this environment. 
The total surface of the foliage of any tree or bush through 
which carbon dioxide is assimilated is many thousand times 
as large as the even surface of the area occupied by this 
tree. It is, apparently, this striving of the vegetable organism 
to utilize the environment as fully as possible that 3erves 
as the cause of the sharp difference of its factor of evenness 
from the ordinary dead surfaces composed of inorganic 
substance. Thus, the nature of light reflection from the Mar
tian maria, recently established by the .5tudies of Soviet 
scientists, is completely at variance with the assertion that 
they present areas covered by vegetation. 

Another criterion that can be used for determining the 
nature of the dark spats on Mars consists in comparing 
them with deserts by the degree of polarization. Such meas
urements were taken, first, by Lyot at the Meudon O~serva
tory and lately by his pupil Dollfus. 

Polarization is very closely connected with the state of 
the reflecting surface. Apparently incontestable observations 
show th,at the ·polarization of th·e maria is absolutely the 
same as that of the light areas-the deserts. A change in 
polarization, and a very temporary one at that, is observed 
only in the narrow dark border that surrounds the melting 
polar snow. The remaining area occupied by the dark spots 
in no way differs from the obviously lifeless deserts at any 
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time of the year. In addition, Dollfus observes that our 
vegetable area3 sharply differ in polarization from the dark 
Martian spots. All the very authentic and objective criteria, 
thus, belie the assumption that the reflective properties of 
the Martian maria are conditioned by the existence of some 
sort of vegetation. 

But what are the Martian maria really? Why do they differ 
in their greener colour from the deserts? Why are they 
subject to seasonal and epochal changes? Why have they 
not been buried by sand and dust, but have persi3ted for, 
probably, hundreds of years? 

Persuaded there .can be no vegetation on Mars, Mac
Laugh1in recently proposed his volcanic hypothesis to ex
plain the main peculiarities of A'\ars' surface. He believes 
there is a good deal of volcanic activity on Mars even today 
and that the volcanoes, located chiefly in the regions of the 
tectonic breaks and cracks, from time to time eject clouds 
of ash which is deposited on the surface of the planet. He 
deems it possible to assert that the distribution of the 
principal contours of the Martian maria follows in the di
rection of the winds in its atmosphere and the maria mu~t, 
therefore, be formed by the deposits of the volcanic ashes 
carried by the winds. Resumed activity of the same volca
noes results in deposits of fresh ashes and preserves the 
Martian maria and their details \vith the various inevitable 
changes. According to him the green colour of the maria is 
the unavoidable result of the interaction between the chem
ical cop1position of the voloanic ashes and the Martian 
atmosphere. The ba3alt and andesite ashes contain a high 
percentage of ferro-magnesial silicates. On the Earth, where 
there is an abundance of free oxygen, the wind erosion of 
these silicates results in the formation of ferric oxides and 
hydro-oxides distinguished for their red, yellow and brown 
colours. Contrariwise, on the Mars, where there is no 
oxygen, the carbon dioxide with a small amount of moisture 
acting on the same minerals changes them to secondary 
minerals, known as peaches and ·epi.dotes. Under terre~trial 
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conditions these minerals are formed at sufficient depths 
inaccessible to free oxygen. On Mars these minerals forn1 
on the very surface. They are notable for their green colour. 
Thus, the regions on Mars occupied by the deposits of vol
canic ashes, i.e., precisely the areas of the mari a, are in
evitably coloured green. The seasonal changes in the maria 
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Fig. 45. Contours of the maria on Mars and the direction of the 
winds (after MacLaughlin) 

are conditioned by the changes in the direction of the winds, 
humidity and temperature. The systematic direction of the 
canals is also connected with the ejection of volcanic ashes 
in a definite direction. 

Thus, t·he volcanic theory corresponds ·much close; to the 
data of observations, i.e., the absence of ·Oxygen on Mars, 
the fact of the considerable heating of the maria compared 
with the yellow deserts, the total likeness between these 
maria 1and deserts, as far as the law of light-reflection is 
concerned, the nature of polarization, et·c. This theory as
sumes, however, that there is extensive volcanic activity on 
Mars today and that the structural peculiarities of the ma
ria correspond to the direction of the prevailing winds. The 
latter is quite probable, but cannot be considered definitely 
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established. The direction of the winds on Mars cannot be 
studied by the movements of the clouds in its atmosphere 
because of the r·arity of cloud formation~. It is clear, how
ever, that the general atmospheric circulation on this planet 
must not differ from that on the Earth, that there must also 
be a zone of trade winds there which are deflected from 
their direction by the rotation of the planet. Local correc
tions can be made in this general circulation of air currents 
on the basis of a detailed .5tudy of the distribution of the 
isotherms. The existence of anticyclones, which upset the 
general regularity of the atmospheric circulation and lend 
different peculiarities to the configuration of the maria, 
has been established in certain regions of the Martian 
surface. 

The temperature of Mars' clouds and numerous points on 
its surf ace will undoubtedly be taken during its nearest 
favourable oppositions in order to ascertain the thermal 
conditions at different altitudes of the free atmosphere. The 
values of the daiJy and seasonal lag in the maximum of 
temperature will also be determined; this will help in ascer
taining the heat conductivity of its soil and the amplitude 
of temperature fluctuations. A great deal must still be done 
in studying the clouds and general atmospheric circulation 
on Mars; particular efforts must be made to find sufficiently 
persuasive data on the intensity of volcanic activity on the 
planet. All this together with detailed investigations in the 
appearance and structure of the details on Mars' surface 
will ma~e it possible with much greater accuracy to deter
mine the nature of the 1\llartian maria and the reasons for 
their systematic and seasonal changes. 

Despite the insufficient data we can already conclude that 
there are no direct indications as to the existence of life on 
Mars. The dark spots on this planet are not maria, as was 
formerly believed, nor oases covered with vegetation as 
many still think today. But even if there is no biosphere on 
Mars, if life on the planet does not manifest itself on a 
cosmic scale and has not been discovered by any observa-
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tions from the Earth \Ve cannot as yet be sure that no living 
organisms, even though the mo5t primitive, could have 
persisted since the time when the conditions on Mars may 
have been more favourable to life than today .. It would be 
overrbold to ·assert that there must be no 1ife whatsoever on 
Mars. At the same time there are no reasons for illusions as 
to more favourable conditiona on lVlars in the past. Judging 
by ihe extraordinary small mass of this planet we can as
sume that already at the time of its formation it could retain 
light gases in much smaller quantities than, for exarnple, 
the Earth and for this reason there were never any vast 
water areas on Mars. The processes of water cycle, during 
which the reservoirs may have gradually acquired n1any 
dissolved chemical elements necessary for the fortnation of 
the extraordinary complex living substance, could never 
have occurred there. 

On the Earth the process of geological preparation, \vhic.h 
111ade it possible for the prim1ary forms of life to come into 
being, continued during the first several thousand million 
years of its existence. As far as we can judge, life on the 
Earth has existed for no more than one thousand million 
years while its most primitive fossil forms are not older 
than 300-400 million years. Thus, the higher forms of life 
have been developing on the continents, on the solid soil of 
the Earth, only during approximately one .. tenth of the time 
our planet has existed. The conditions for the origin and 
development of life on Mars have always been by far more 
severe than on the Earth. There can be no doubt that no 
higher forms of plant or animal life can exist on this plan~t. 
It is quite po~sible. ho\vever, that life in its low·est forms 
does exist there, though it doea not manifest itself on a cos
mic scale. 

* * * 

Maybe the conditions for the existen.ce of life are more 
favourable on Venus than they are on Mars? In size and 
mass this planet resembles the Earth more than any other 
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planet and at the same time it is located somewhat closer 
to the Sun and, thus, gets approxirriately twice as much 
light and heat per unit of surface. It may be assumed from 
the very outset that there must be organic life there, which, 
as we should think, always comes into being wherever 
favourable physical conditions obtain as a result of the de
velopment of inorganic matter. It is our task, however, 
without confining ourselves to general statements to discov .. 
er facts which definitely speak in favour of the existence 
of life on this planet It should be noted from the very begin
ning, however, that the conditions for observing \lenus from 
the Earth ,are \Verse than those for observing M~ars. The 
reason is clear. Venus is an interior planet. It is closer to the 
Sun than the Earth and can, therefore, be obs.erved only as 
an evening or morning luminary at an angular distance 
from the Sun of not higher than 40°, presenting all phases 
-from a full disk to an extremely narrow crescent and even 
to complete disappearance (analogous to the new Moon). 

When the disk of Vt~nus is fully illuminated by the Sun it 
is farthest from the Earth nt the opposite point of its orbit at 
the enormous distance of 1.7 astronomical units or 250 mil
lion kilometres. This is approximately 5 times the distance 
between the Earth and Mars during favourable opposition. 
On the other hand, when Venus comes closest to the Earth 
it is turned to it wilh its unilluminatecl side. This is why only 
a small part of its surface c.an be simultaneously observed 
even under sufficiently favourable conditions when Venus 
is at a relatively },arge ang·ular distance from the Sun. Dur
ing its conjunctions with the Sun, when the longitudes of both 
luminaries are equalized, Venus is sometimes higher and 
sometimes lower than the Sun and only rarely passes 
exactly across the Sun projecting itself on the solar disk. 
It is curious to note that on approaching the Sun the horns 
of Venus' cre~oent become ever ·more elongated and finally 
close in a continuous ring which can be easily photographed. 
T·his is explained by twilight phenomena in the planet's at
mosphere. The existence of an atmosphere on Venus was 
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established by M. Lomonosov wh·en he observed the planet 
passing across the -dis1k o·f t1he Su·n in I 761. 

The main aim in observing this passing was to determine 
the solar parallax and the scale of the solar system by the 
method proposed by Halley. This phenomenon could be 
observed on a vast territory from Petersburg to Eastern 
Siberia and the Petersburg Academy of Sciences organ
ized these observationd under Lomonosov's general super
vision. Of .all the nuimerous observers, howev·er, Lo'lnonos·ov 
was the only one to discover the existence of an atmosphere 
on Venus. When the planet's disk approached the Sun very 
closely Lomo·nosov discerned a lu,minous rim around it an·d 
rightly concluded there was a sufficiently dense atmosphere 
around Venus noticeably scattering the solar rays and pro
ducing the phenomenon of twilight. It was only later that 
these observations were fully confirmed and supplemented 
by corresponding micro- and photometric measurements. 

It can be quite easily seen with modern observing tech
nique that the surfrace of Venus, unillumi.nated by the direct 
rays of the Sun, emits a weak light resembling the earth-shine 
of the Moon. This phenomenon is quite analogous to the lumi-
nescence of the nocturnal sky on the Earth which emanates 
from the high layers of the terrestrial atmosphere (the iono
sphere). But the Iuminescen·ce of Venus' own atmosphere is 
more intense than that of the terrestrial atmosphere. This is, 
very probably, due to the fact that Venus is much closer to 
the Sun. Interesting spectrograms showing the nature of the 
luminescence of Venus' own atmosphere were obtained at 
the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory in 1953. Wilh the 
aid of a quartz spectrograph mounted on the 125-cm reflector 
of the observatory N. Kozirev happened to discover a row of 
nitrogen emission bands, of which the most intensive ones-
3914 and 4278 A. belonging to ionized nitrogen are charac
teristic of the spectrum of the northern lights. Thus, the lumi
nescence of Venus~ nocturnal sky is, apparently, analogous 
to our northern lights ,and, therefore, has much greater energy 
of radiation than the ordinary night sky of the terrestrial 
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atmosphere. It is interesting to note that while there is nitro .. 
gen and some other gases whose existence can be surmised 
by the as yet undeeiphercd hands in the spectrum Venus is, 
apparently, completely devoid of oxygen. In the spectrum of 
the nocturnal terrestrial sky with a n1uch lesser energy of 
excitation oxygen is represented by intensive etnission lines. 
1he considerable absorption in the violet part of the spectrum 
of Venus' unillun1inated surface and the two clear edgings of 
molecular bands at 4372 and 4120 A show, according to 
N. Kozirev, that there is some atomic molecule in Venus' at-
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Fig. 46. Infra-red spectra of the Sun and Venus. a) the Sun, 
b) Venus, c) Extended spectrun1 of Venus; 
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mosphere which, possibly, plays the sa111e part 1as water 
vapours do on the Earth. No water vapours proper, however, 
have been found. On the basis of the discovered emission 
bands N. Kozirev c1alculated that the brightne:;s of the noc
turnal sky on Venus must be approximately 50 times as 
great as that of the nocturnal terrestrial sky and may be 
only one-fifth that during the full Moon. · 

It is much easier to study Venus' spectrum presented by 
its brightly illuminated surface which must show the line of 
absorption of the solar rays penetnating to the very cloud layer 
of this planet and reflected from it back into cosmic space. 
The visible region shows the same absorption lines which 
are peculiar to the solar spectrum. In 1932, with the aid of 
a large 250-cm reflector of Mount Wilson Observatory, 
Adams and Dunham found three intensive b1ands in the in-
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fr.a-red region of Venus• spectrum; these bands are absent on 
the Sun and belong to carbon doixide. The theoretical calcu
lations and direct experiments performed by Adel and Sli
pher enabled them to determine the quantity of carbon dio
xide in \'en us' atmosphere by the intensity of these bands. For 
comparison they used light which passed through a layer of 
carbon dioxide 45 metres thick under a pressure of 47 atmos
pheres. The spectrum thus obtained fully corresponded to 
the discovered absorption bands on Venus, but was much 
less intensive. 

These studies have shown that the quantity of carbon dio
xide over the visible surface of Venus corresponds to an equi
valent layer of this gas approximately three kilometres thick 
under standard atmospheric pressure and at standard tem
perature. It n1ay be pointed out for comparison that on the 
Earth this layer of carbon dioxide is only 8.4 metres thick. 
It has beP.n, thus, ascertained that the 1atmosphere of Venus, 
which, it would seem, should be very much like the Earth, 
contains a tremendous quantity of carbon dioxide. At the 
same time not the least traces of water vapour or free oxygen 
have been found in the atmosphere of this planet. It should 
be noted, however, that the quantitative spectroscopic analy ... 
sis of the contents of these substances is not very accurate . 

• 
Generally speaking, various elements do not show themselves 
in the absorption spectrum with the same ease. It is well 
known, for instance, that a perfectly negligible, almost im
perceptible admixture of sodium, which depends on the mere 
presence of the observer near the laboratory 1apparatus., is 
enough to show clear lines of this element in the absorption 
spectrum. Ionized calcium is similarly discovered with al
most similar ease in the spectrum of the Sun though there is 
much less of it there than hydrogen. A m.odern spectrograp·h 
ean discover oxy.gen1 on Venus., as well a.s on Mars, even if 
they contain 1,000 times ras little of it as there is in the ter
restrial atmosphere. In the usual solar spectrum water va
pours produce numerous absorption lines and bands. On 
Venus these bands (which could be easily separated from 
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the bands of a terrestrial origin on the basis of the Doppler 
effect) are absolutely invisible. 

It should be noted, however, that all the observations of 
Venus bear only on the layer of atmosphere above the clouds, 
usually completely hiding the surface and not on the planet's 
surface itself. As a matter of fact, one is very much disap
pointed when ob.5erving Venus through a telescope because 
there are hardly any details on its disk. Only at times is it 
possible to discern some dim spots mainly in the central re
gion of the terminator which usually retain their position for 
a long time. Even photographs with infra-red rays fail to re
veal anything new on the planet save what has already been 
found by visual observ1ation. This shows that the layer of 
clouds covering the planet is entirely opaque and, therefore, 
either consists of relatively large particles of dust or is very 
heavy. 

On the other hand, the photographs made in ultra-violet 
rays often reveal light clouds which form quite noticeable 
protuberances on Venus, especially on the terminator itself. 
These light clouds are, in 1all probability, formations similar 
to our cirrous clouds and are located at a high altitude in 
Venus' atmosphere. When they are absent the atm.osphere of 
Venus is enveloped. in a heavy yellowish fog which barely 
reflects the ultra-violet ·~ays of tlhe solar spectrum. 

Since we can never observe the surface of Venus it is im
possible to determine the period of its rotation on its 
axis. On the basis of the very slow changes in the position 
of the hazy dark spots scientists at one time concluded that 
Venus r'otates extremely slowly and, in all probability, like 
J\t\ercury always shows the same side to the Sun. 

A. Belopolsky made a detailed study of the possible period 
of Venus' rotation by the spectr.oscopic method us.jng the 
Doppler effect in an attempt to establish the shift along the 
line of sight in the absorption ·lines of the light reflected 
from the two opposite edges of the disk. He discovered no 
noticeable shift, however, and, hence, concluded that the day 
on Venus is equivalent to at least ·several weeks on· our 
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planet. This is all that can be Staid about the period of its ro
tation at the present time. 

Some indirect indic1ation as to the length of the day on 
Venus can be found in the temperature difference between 
its diurnal and nocturnal surface. If Venus always faced the 
Sun with the s;ame si·de, there wou-ld be a V•ery great differ
enc'e i'n ·temp,era'ittre between the side faci-ng t~he Sun and 
the opposite side-at least 150-200°C. But direct radiometric 
measurements h1ave shown that the temperature of the diur
n·al and nooturn,al sides of VeniU·S is ·nearly the same a:ntd is 
about -30°C (Petitit and Niclhols·on). By th·e structure of 
the infra-red bands of carbon dioxide Adel and Hertzberg 
found that the temperature of the illuminated part of Venus 
corresponds to +30°C, whic.h characterizes the temperature 
of th·e mediuim ·of the absorbi'n'g layer r,ather than~ simp·ly 
the intensity of the radiation of the planet as a heated body. 
It is obvious that Venus cannot face the Sun with one side 
but the period of its rotation must be, according to A. Belo
polsky's infercnr.es, at least several weeks. 

To consider the question of the possibility of life on Venus 
requires knowledge of the chemical composition of its atmos
phere, as well as the state and temperature of its surf1ace. 
It is cl~ear th.a:t the atmosp~here ·Of v~en'll'S h!B!S lnitro•ge.n, larige 
quantities of carbon dioxide and some other gases, which 
vigorously absorb light in the blue rays; no oxygen or water 
vapours have been discovered, however. A certain dustin·ess 
in Venus' atmosphere manifests itself in the fact that its 
light sca~t.ering shtarply differs from purely gaseous scattering. 
This has been very definitely established by numerous 
st.UJdies of N. Barabashev 1a•nd lhi~s ass,ociates !at the ~harkov 
Astronomical Observatory, V. Sobolev and E. Shenberg. 
A gaseous medium with ~an admixture of a certain amount 
of aerosols scatters the light much more forw1ard, i. e., in 
the direction of the passing ray, than back, and this asym
metry increases the greater the size of the scattering parti
cles. In a purely gaseous medium light. is scattered accord
ing to the s-imple law of Rayleigh, i.e., in proportion to 
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1 +cos23 if we take n as the angle between the incident and 
scattered rays. According to V. Sobolev, this indicatrix for 
the atmosphere of Venus is even m-ore elongated than the 
similar indicatrix for the terrestrial atmosphere. This tes
tifies to the existence of relatively large scattering particles 
in Venus' atmosphere, i.e., to a considerable dustiness in the 
latm,OSIJJ'here of Vea1U1s eve,n .above its cloud layer. N. B'araba
s.bev has come to the same conclusion. 

How can these facts be interpreted? No doubt there can 
be very little water vapours above the cloud layer of Venus, 
if they exist at all, but this is not as yet a decisive argument 
against the existence of water on this pl1anet. At a low tem
perature of the high atmospheric layers the pressure of water 
vapours can be so insignificant that modern ob5erving tech
nique may prove insufficiently accurate to discover it. But 
what is the ~n-a:tur~e of this plan-et's ·clou'd layer? Wild~ has 
suggested th1at a combination of carbon dioxide and water 
vapours was possible on Venus with its insignificant water 
content; during thi.s process a poison gas formaldehyde 
(CH20) is forrned and free oxygen liberated. This suggestion 
is at variance \vith facts because no formaldehyde absorp
tion bands located in the ultra-violet p1art of the spectrum 
beginning with 3600 A, nor any oxygen absorption bands, 
are fo·U1nd in 1he spectrum of V·en,us. D. Menz,el an~d F. Wlhip
ple b~elieved it potssib·le t~hat th,e cloud layer ·On. Venu's con-
s-ists of water va.p~ours jrust t1he .stame; this also corresponds 
to ~he f,ormer studies of Ly·ot wh·o foun'd that the· c.urve of 
pol.arizaiti,on of V·etn'u's' light is very similar ~to tlhe QOilariza
tion o·f a cloud ·c,omposed of Slm,all dropl~ets of water. But 
t,he absorption of liglh:t in su·cih clouds ca~n,not be discovered 
by the ~nature of the spectral lin,es. 

It is very hard to say how extensive the cloud layer over 
the s~urface of Ven·us ·can be. This yellowis'h layer is, most 
probably, not very heavy and is, possibly, even translucent, 
weakly revealing the surface underlying it. Two facts spea·k 
in favour of this assumption. Firstly, according to Minnaert's 
studies based on the observations of E. Shenberg and N. Ba-
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rabashev, the layer of clouds on Venus has different .struc· 
tures in the morning, at noon and in the evening, if we only 
assume that the planet has ta noticeable rate of rotation in 
the same direction as the Earth. The distribution of bright
ness on Venus' disk, noted by the aforesaid observers, can 
be explain·ed only i'n th~e light of this 1a.ssumption. If these 
changes in the cloud layer occur systematically the layer 
cannot be extensive. Secondly, the cloud layer of Venus 
shows some signs of mirror reflection, which aan be attribut
ed only to the surface underlying it. As it has been found by 
N. Barabashev, the maximum of brightness in the red and 
yello\v rays correspond5 to the sections of the planet for 
\Vhich the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection are 
almost exactly equal with the incident and reflected rays 
lying on different si des of the normal in 1accordance with the 
law of mirror reflection. 

Of itself the diffuse cloud layer could not have produced 
this effect. I.Jet us assume, however, that Venus is covered by 
a vast aqueous surface similar to the terrc.;trial oceans. In 
this case the solar rays, reflecting mirror-like from this sur
face, must inevitably produce a bright patch of Jight which 
should be very well seen from the Earth as a bright point. 
The cloud layer partly transparent to the solar rays and 
located above will considerably weaken this patch which 
the terrestrial observer will see tas simply a brighter diffuse 
spot. We may also recall that, according to Menzel and Whip
pie, great quantities of carbon dioxide on Venus are incom
patible with the existence of continents on the planet be
cause ifi the presence of water, w:hich acts on mineral rocks, 
there must inevitably be a fiXlation .of carbonates, i.e., forma
tion of solid carbonic compounds consuming the gaseous 
carbon dioxide from the atmosp:her·e. 

A similar process biFiding gaseous carbon dioxide .occurred 
on a l·arge scale on the Earth with the result that the mineral 
carbon deposits in the form of coal, peat, oil, different carbo
nates, limestone, etc., by far exceed the content of carb.on in 
the atmosphere. On the Earth this process occurred mainly 
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because of the activity of plants over many millions of years, 
but it can also take pl1ace in some measure in the presence 
of Wlater which moistens the hard surface of the continents, 
especially at a sufficiently high temperature. 

If the whole amount of mineral carbon buried in the Earth 
were again released into the atmosphere in the form of car
bon dioxide the Earth would contain quite as much atmos
pheric earbon dioxide as Venus. We must, thus, evidently, 
assume that for some reason or other this epochal process of 
oarbon fixati0111· did ·not oc~cur on Venus. This fact seems to 
speak agai·n,st tJhe existence of veg.etable a.nid, consequently, 
animal life on Venus. The reason for this anomaly may, 
according to Menzel and Whipple, be that Venus is complete
ly covered by an ocean by 1a continuous water mantle. In 
the light of this assumption we can understand both the 
absence of free oxygen, which can form only as 1a result of 
the epochal manifestation of piho::osy:n1!hesis, and t1he persist
en·ce o·f tremendous qu,a~ntiti·es of gaseous carbo.n dioxide on 
Venus. 

We must, apparently, conclude that the observed data 
speak rather against the existence of life on Venus, 1at least 
in its higher forms. 



(: hapter VIII 

l .. IFE IN THE UNIVERSE 

In its ·C·on,stan,t deveJ.op:mcn~ matter pursues various 
co,urses an·d may a.cquire ·difTeren~ forms of rnotion. Life, as 
o~ne of these for.ms, results each ti.m.c the requisite oondi1i·ons 
for it are on htand anywher.e i·n the Universe. 

However, life must not necessarily arise on all celestial 
bodies. On the cont~ary, neither the surface of the stars with 
their monstrously high temperature, nor the cold clouds of 
gas and dust matter can serve as a place for the origin and 
development of life. These processes have occurred but on 
the surf1ace of planets and then only if, as and when there 
were the necessary chemical compounds and the aforestaid 
physical conditions during their formation and subsequent 
evolution. 

Can sqch conditions obtain in the Universe and if so how 
often? 

Firstly, for organic life to be possible the planet must re
ceive from its star a certain constant amount of naditation. 
The orbit of the planet must be close to circular, and the 
star must, therefore, not be a double or multiple star around 
whiclh there c.an be ·no r·e·gular anrd simple orbi:ts. l·n addition, 
the star must emit ta certain constant radiation, it must not 
be a variable star with a big amplitude, or 1an explosive 
novae, etc. 
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The nadius of 1h,e planet's ·orbit must .a ls•o keep within na·r
row limits. Only then will the necessary temperature on the 
surface of the pl1anet be gu1aranteed. In our solar system only 
V·e~nus, the Earth and Mars of .all pla:n,ets satisfy this re
quireme·nt. The other planets can'n'o~ be i·nih.abited. It is par
rt:icu]arly i-mpor1a•n;t that 1he ~mass ·of the planet be neith,er too 
large nor, on the contnary, too sm1all. If, for instance, the 
mass of the planet constitutes 1/100 of the mass of the Sun 
its own temperature is too high and it differs but very little 
from a star. 

With a mass 1/1000 that of the Sun the temperature of the 
planet is already entirely negligible, but the planet is still 
cap:able of ret1aining around itself the primary gases-hydro
gen, ammonia and methane in the proportions characteristic 
of the distribution of the elements in the cosmos. Sueh a plan
et will he surrounded hy an enormous ahnospheric mantle 
with different products o.f oon~den:sa:ia.n :anl(l its h.ard core will 
not be accessible to irradi1ation by the Sun. Jupiter, S1aturn 
and the other superior planets of our solar system are in this 
state. 

Besides, Jupiter receives 1/30 the heat received by the 
Earth and the temperature on it corresponds to approximate
ly -l40°C. But even if this planet were close enough to the 
Sun life could not originate on it anyway because of its ,at
mosphere abounding in hydrogen. 

On the other hand, a planet with too small a mass cannot 
retain an atmosphere or have any water in 1a liquid state. 
The Moon, on which not the least trace of water aJld wind 
activity, of any atmosphere and, hence, any life can be seen, 
is in this state. 

It should be noted th1at the pl,anet and, consequently, the 
star around which it revolves, must be old enough for the 
necessary migration of the 1ashy elements to have taken place, 
for the complex organic suhst,ances, especia!Iy proteins, to 
have formed and for the long natural process of selection of 
coacervates to have occurred. The Earth has already existed 
for nearly 4,000 million years and during the first thousands 
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of millions of years of its existence, when the conditions on 
its surface as regards heating and water differed only slight
ly from those of today, there was, apparently, no life 
on it. 

Thus, it requires 1a pl,anet to have existed a very long time 
for life to originate and gradually develop as a result of the 
preliminary preparation of the environment in the form of 
aqueous solutions with many elements dispersed in them 
and a cotnbination of a number of necessary conditions. Near 
the young st,ars, on the young pl:anets, which are forming 
now or which formed only tens or hundreds of millions of 
years ago there can be no life as yet. 

Let us approximately estimate quantitatively the proba
bility of the existence of life on a hypothetieral planet in the 
vicinity of a star chosen at random. We shall start with the 
assumption that every star in the Universe is, as a rule, the 
centre of a planetary 5ystem. Since we cannot be absolutely 
sure of it the result obtained will, apparently, be only the 
possible maximum of the probability sought for. 

As has been p.ointed out above, the first essential condition 
for the possibility of life is the approximately circular form 
of the planet's orbit. Only with such an orbit will the planet 
as a whole receive about an equal amount of light and heat 
from its star. It follo\vs th:-~t none of the double or multiple 
systems of stars can come under our consideration sinl~e the 
planetary orbits around the double and multiple stars are 
extraordinarily complex. Thus, only single stars can have in
habited planets near them. 

~ 

But even near such stars the planets must have approxi-
mately circular orbits. Thus, with a relatively small eccen
tricity of only 1/4, the illumination of the planet per unit of its 
surface changes during one revolution around its star three 
times. Taking into consideration the fact that about 80 per 
cent of the stars form part of the double or multiple systems 
·and that by far not all the orbits can be circular we can 
approximately estimate the probability of the form of orbit 
fit for life to originate as about 0.1. All the massive, aetini·c 
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and, consequently, relatively young shars must, undoubtedly, 
be excluded from the number of the remaining single stars. 

For its origin and subsequent development life requires 
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very long periods measured in hundreds and thousands of 
millions of years. During the entire respective period the 
pltanet must receive an approximately constant amount of 
energy from its Sun. Meanwhile, all sufficiently massive 
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stars quite mpidly lose their mass due to corpuscular radia .. 
tion and, thus, weaken the gravitational forces which bind 
the .pla·netary system,s. 1~1he c·hiange in mass is paralleled by 
a diminution of the luminescence of such stars. Because of 
this the illumination of a planet by a st1ar changes in pro
portion to the sixth power of the star's mass. 

With the epochal diminution of the star's mass by only 
10 per cent the 'average illumination of the planet diminishes 
nearly two-fold. Only near the quite established and suffi
ciently old stars like our Sun can the pl1anet.s be sure of light 
and heat without any noticeable changes for many millions 
of y·ears. But ev,en ·near s·u,ch sta~rs ·the pla.nets must go 
through a v·ery long period of prclitnin:ary ·prcpar~a,tion which 
ensure.; the requisite and sufficiently full enric!hment of the 
very .sup:erficial medium wit~h .the m~oS't ·diverse el~emen~s 
through the age-old process of substance circulation. By anal
ogy life could not hrave originated at once on the recently 
for.med Earth because t.h.ere ih1ad been no suitable medium 
for it. 

Considering the fact that among the stars now being 
formed many may have quite normal dimensions, but only 
gradually acquire stability, and considering the fact, further
more, that all the massive stars must be excluded, we may 
take it th1at no more than ·1 0 per cent of all the single stars 
are sufficiently stable and, at the same time, old enough. 
Consequently, the probability of this factor is 1also small. 

It is, furthermore, essential to remember that the very 
mechanism of planet formation requires suffi,ciently big inter
vals between the planetary orbits if only the planets have 
normal mtasses fit for the development of life. As is well seen 
on the example of our solar system only few (one or two) 
of the large number of planets can get into the interv1al of 
distances favourable enough for the maintenance of life. The 
other planets will inevitably be either too close to, or, on the 
contrary, too far from their central luminary. Thus, of the 
total number of pltanets, whose upper limit it is quite hard 
to establish, possibly no more than 10 per cent will get into 
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the necessary favourable interval of distances. Consequently, 
the probability of this factor planetary distances-will also 
be approximately the same. 

It has already been pointed out that in order to be a car
rier of life a planet must have an optimum m1ass, neither too 
large nor too small. This is, as can well be imagined, one of 
the most rigid, if not the most rigid, requirements. As a mat
ter of fact, planets of any mass from stellar to 'asteroid
are likely to form depending on the state of the initi1al gas 
and dust medium surrounding the forming star. 

All sufficiently large masses, from 1029 g on, retain about 
them all the elements in their normal abundance peculi,ar to 
the cosmos and are unfit for life at least for this reason. All 
small masses, lower than 1025g, cannot retain any gas 
mantles at a temperature norrnal for life. The required 
mass of a planet must, therefore, be within a very narrow 
interval of all possible planetary masses which corresponds 
to the well advanced process of elimination of the light 
gases, essentially the loss of the primary atmospheres rand, at 
the same time, every possibility of retaining their secondary 
atmospheres. In particular, the mass of the planet must con
tain enough hydrogen to make possible the formation of suf
ficiently l1arge masses of water which may ensure the cycle 
of water in nature. At the stame time the requisite mass of 
the planet, apparently, also ensures the necessary chemical 
composition of its air mantle. 

What is the probability that a planet will receive the 
necessary mass during its formation or, in other words, what 
part of all po.ssible planets has the necessary mas~,:'? This is 
very hard to say. It may be supposed that this part will 
barely exceed one per cent of rail possible planets. 

It may, therefore, be assumed that the probability of life 
in the vicinity of any star taken at random in our Galaxy 
will be rapproximately l/100,000 or even 1/1,000,000. Conse
quently, only one star out of a million taken at random can 
possibly have a planet with life on it at some particular 
stage of development. 
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